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GENERAL INFORMATION

REGISTRATION
Esplanade Foyer, Hyatt Regency
Tuesday, November 29  4 pm - 8 pm
Wednesday, November 30  8 am - 4 pm
Thursday, December 1  8 am - 4 pm
Friday, December 2  8 am - 4 pm

Registration includes a Program, a copy of the meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter which contains Program Changes and the Agenda for the Annual Business Meeting, and a badge which is required for admission to all sessions. Students who register at reduced rates must confirm student status with appropriate identification. Advance Registration will be open the same hours as registration. Copies of the Abstracts of the papers presented at the meeting are available for purchase at the registration desks and at the AAA booth in the exhibit hall.

All Program Changes including additions, revisions and cancellations received after September 15 are printed in the meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter.

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
The Council of the Association meets Thursday at 9 pm in the Imperial Ballroom, Hyatt Regency. Richard N Adams will chair the meeting. All Fellows and Voting Members in good standing are members of the Council.

EXHIBITS
The Market Place Exhibit Hall, Hyatt Regency
Wednesday 4 pm - 8 pm, Thursday & Friday 9 am - 6 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm

INFORMATION & MESSAGE CENTER
Hyatt Regency Lobby
Tuesday 4 pm - 8 pm, Wednesday through Saturday 8 am - 6 pm

LUNCHEONS
For ticket information see staff at the advance registration desk.
Council on Anthropology and Education Luncheon - Saturday noon
Medical Anthropology Roundtable Luncheon - Thursday noon
Medical Anthropology Wine and Cheese Roundtable - Thursday 5:30 pm
Table Talk Luncheon - Friday noon

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES & PUBLICATIONS
The Market Place Exhibit Hall, Hyatt Regency
Wednesday 4 pm - 8 pm, Thursday and Friday 9 am - 6 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
Booth #50

MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS
The Resolutions Committee will be available for consultation in the Cypress Room, Third floor, Hyatt Regency, on Wednesday, 1 pm - 3 pm, and on Thursday, 10 am - noon.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Representatives will be available for consultation from 10 am - 5 pm on Thursday and Friday, Room 640, Hyatt Regency.

PLACEMENT SERVICE
The Position Open Boards will be open to all members without registration. Employers who list positions should register in the Pecan Room.
Wednesday through Friday 8 am - 8 pm, Saturday 8 am - 5 pm
Information/Registration: Pecan, Hyatt Regency
Interviews: Cedar-Holly-Ponderosa, Hyatt Regency
Message Center: Ebony, Hyatt Regency
Position Open Boards: Willow-Live Oak-Regency, Hyatt Regency

PRESS ROOM
Mesquite, Hyatt Regency
Wednesday through Saturday 9 am - 6 pm
Copies of papers delivered to the press room should carry the following statement: "Quotation of isolated portions (not exceeding four lines) for purposes of reviews or news articles is permitted. All other rights are reserved by the author and other quotations may not be made without written consent of the author."

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH
Representatives will be available for consultation from 10 am - 5 pm on Thursday and Friday, Room 639, Hyatt Regency.

OPEN RECEPTION
Cash bar and Dance, 10:30 pm - midnight Wednesday, Imperial Ballroom I, Hyatt Regency

RECORDING SESSIONS
To record scholarly sessions, follow scholarly convention and obtain permission of the person to be recorded and of the organizer of the session to be recorded. There should be no publication of such recorded material without following scholarly procedure regarding permission and citation.

MEETING ROOMS DIRECTORY

HYATT REGENCY
Ground floor: The Market Place Exhibit Hall
Second floor: Arboretum I, II, III, IV
Third floor: Cottonwood Suite, Dogwood Suite, Esplanade Foyer, Imperial Ballroom I, II, III, Magnolia, Mesquite, Redbud
Fourth floor: Sandalwood Suite, Cedar, Holly, Live Oak, Mimosa, Pecan, Ponderosa, Raintree, Willow

SHERATON-HOUSTON
Second floor: Board Room, East Grandballroom, Grandballroom Foyer, Summit
Third floor: Coronado, DeSoto, French Salon, LaSalle, Massanet
Twenty-eighth floor: Galaxy-Aurora, Mirador
Program of the 76th Annual Meeting

Letters HR and SH preceding room designations indicate Hyatt Regency Houston Hotel and Sheraton Houston Hotel, respectively. (S), (VP) and (R) following titles indicate that sessions are devoted, respectively, to symposia, volunteered papers, and current research and field reports. Unless otherwise shown, chairpersons organized symposia.

TUESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 29

1  EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  SH Board Room
   9:00  Meeting of the Publication Policy Committee

2  SOCIETY FOR APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY  HR Mimosa
   9:00  Meeting of the Executive Committee

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 29

3  EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  SH Board Room
   1:30  Meeting of the Committee on External Relations

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 29

4  EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  SH Board Room
   6:00  Meeting of the Administrative Advisory Committee

5  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  HR Mimosa
   7:00  Meeting of the Board of Directors

6  AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST  SH Summit
   7:30  Meeting of the Editorial Board

WEDNESDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 30

100  MAYAN SYMPOSIUM I: STRUCTURE IN MAYAN LANGUAGES  (S)  HR Arboretum II
     Chairperson:  LAURA MARTIN (Cleveland)
     8:00  VICTORIA R BRICKER (Tulane) Subordinate Constructions in Yucatec Maya
     8:20  STEPHEN O STEWART (Colorado) Kekchi Inflectional Particles
     8:40  LAURA MARTIN (Cleveland) Direction/Location and Kanjobal Positional Roots
     9:00  THOMAS C SMITH-STARK (Tulane) Positional and Affect Roots in Jilotepequeno Pocomam
     9:20  LYLE CAMPBELL (SUNY Albany) Syntactic Reconstruction and Proto-Mayan Syntax
     9:40-  Discussant:  WILL NORMAN (PLFM)
     10:00  Break

101  THE BENEFITS OF ANTHROPOLOGY: IN WHAT WAYS ARE THE WORLD AND ITS PEOPLES BETTER (OR WORSE) OFF?  (S)  HR Arboretum I
     Organizers:  JOAN CASSELL (Princeton), MURRAY L WAX (Washington-St Louis)
     Chairperson:  JOAN CASSELL (Princeton)
     8:00  WALTER GOLDSCHMIDT (UCLA) Notes on the Self-Image of Anthropology
     8:20  JOAN CASSELL (Princeton) Studying a Social Movement: Activism Versus Understanding
     8:40  NANCY O LURIE (Milwaukee Public Museum) Benefits—Mostly Unanticipated—of Anthropological Research Among American Indians
     9:00  Break
9:20  JEANNE GUILLEMIN (Boston C) Urban Fieldwork and Government Policy
9:40  SUE-ELLEN JACOBS (Washington) Benefits of Grass-Roots Projects
10:00- MURRAY L WAX (Washington-St Louis) Benefits and Beneficiaries of Fieldwork
10:20

102  DIET, HEALTH AND SOCIAL CHANGE (S)  HR Arboretum IV
Organizers: SHEILA COSMINSKY (Rutgers-Camden), GRETEL H PELTO (Connecticut)
Chairperson: SHEILA COSMINSKY (Rutgers-Camden)
8:00  THOMAS J MARCHIONE (Case Western Reserve) Interfamilial Versus Intrafamilial Factors in Child Nutritional Status
8:20  MARY W SCRIMSHAW (MIT) Family Patterns of Nutrition and Health on a Guatemalan Coastal Plantation
8:40  JUDITH GOODE (Temple) Ethnic Dietary Change: Variation in Nutritional Consequences
9:00  Break
9:20  GRETEL H PELTO (Connecticut) Patterns of Food Use in New England Households
9:40  ROBERT McCracken (Tennessee-Memphis) Growth and Nutritional Status of Migrant Farmworker Preschool Children: The Impact of Assistance Programs
10:00  CAROL BRYANT (Kentucky) Impact of Social Network Members and Health Professionals on Infantile Obesity Among Cubans, Puerto Ricans and Anglos in Dade County, Florida
10:20- 10:40

103  LINGUISTIC ARCHEOLOGY (S)  HR Magnolia
Chairpersons: EDWARD H BENDIX (Hunter, CUNY), FRANKLIN C SOUTHWORTH (Pennsylvania)
8:00  DAVID F ABERLE (British Columbia) The Language Family as a Field for Historical Reconstruction
8:20  VICTOR K GOLLA (George Washington) Lexical Versus Nonlexical Change in Dialect Diversification: A Problem in Historical Sociolinguistics
8:40  CATHERINE A CALLAGHAN (Ohio S) The Time Depth of the Miwok Family
9:00  EDGAR GREGERSEN (Queens, CUNY) Language and History in Africa
9:20  Break
9:40  EDGAR A POLOME (Texas-Austin) Lexical Data and Cultural Contact: A Critique of the Study of Prehistoric Isoglosses and Borrowings
10:00  WALTER A FAIRSERVIS JR (Vassar) The Consequences of Harappan as a Dravidian Language: A Problem in Archeology and Linguistics
10:20  FRANKLIN C SOUTHWORTH (Pennsylvania) South Asia and Linguistic Archeology
10:40- 11:00

104  ETHNOGRAPHIC EVALUATION IN EDUCATIONAL CONTEXTS (S)  HR Arboretum III
Organizers: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Connecticut), STEVE SHERLOCK (Ctr for New Schools)
Chairperson: STEVE SHERLOCK (Ctr for New Schools)
8:00  DAVID M SMITH (Temple) An Ethnography of Evaluation
8:20  THOMAS L DYNESON and JOSEPH BASTIEN (Texas-Odessa) An Ethnographic Model for Researching the Public Schools
8:40  DAVID ZANDER and GLENN HENDRICKS (Minnesota) Becoming a Pharmacist: Anthropological Perspectives on the Drug Culture
9:00  ROLAND YOSHIDA (US Office of Education) The Medical Model in Special Education
9:20  Break
9:40  MANFORD HOLMES (Ctr for New Schools) Issues and Problems in Organizational Self-Study
10:00  STEVE WILSON (Ctr for New Schools) Case Study Usefulness

10:20  Discussants: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Connecticut), STEVE SHERLOCK (Ctr for New Schools)

105  TRADITIONAL CRAFTS AND CRAFT PRODUCERS IN THE CONTEXT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (S) SH French Salon
Chairperson: JILL KLEINBERG (Kondansha Intl)
8:00  NILOUFEH HIRSCHMANN (UCB) Cost Plus: A Study of the American Import Market and Asian Craft Production
8:20  J STEPHEN LANSING (Inst for Adv Study) Balinese Carving, Ritual and the Tourist Market
8:40  JILL KLEINBERG (Kondansha Intl) Expanding Markets and the Organization of Rural Japanese Pottery Production
9:00  MARGARET WILHITE (Louisville) Marketing Patterns and Bilingualism: The Case of Guatemalan Textiles
9:20  Break
9:40  J MICHAEL STUCKART (Pittsburgh) The Economic Effects of Craft Expansion on Barniz Artisans in Pasto, Colombia
10:00  ALICE LITTLEFIELD (Central Michigan) Tourism and Expanding Merchant Control in Mexican Handicrafts
10:20  EUGENE COOPER (Pittsburgh) Institutional Change and Class Struggle: Apprenticeship in a Chinese Craft
10:40  Discussant: NELSON H GRABURN (UCB)
11:00

106  REASSESSING THE FUNCTIONS OF KIN-BASED GROUPS AND TIES IN THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA (S) SH Grand Ballroom Foyer
Chairpersons: BARBARA K LARSON (New Hampshire), HIND NASSIF (Bowie)
8:00  HENRY ROSENFELD (Haifa) Men, the Ongoing Subordination of Women, the Woman’s Share of the Brideprice, and Village Housing in Arab Peasant to Proletariat Transformation
8:20  THOMAS W MIESSE (Wayne) An Assessment of the Functions of Kinship Relations Among Immigrant Palestinians
8:40  KHALIL NAKHLEH (St John’s-Collegeville) The Hamula as a Political Concept?
9:00  BARBARA K LARSON (New Hampshire) Tunisian Kin Ties Reconsidered
9:20  Break
9:40  HIND NASSIF (Bowie) Social Structure and Social Change in Developing Tunisia
10:00  JON ANDERSON (New York) Kinship and Context in Pakhtun Social Organization
10:20  RICHARD SALZER (Texas Tech) Leaders to Landowners: The Transformation of a Tribal Nobility in Southern Iran
10:40  DINA DAHBANY-MIRAGLIA (Columbia) Kinship Among Yemeni Jews: Strategy and Resource
11:00  Discussant: ROBERT FERNEA (Texas-Austin)
11:20

107  URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY (VP) SH LaSalle
Chairperson: RISA S ELLOVICH (North Carolina S)
8:30  RISA S ELLOVICH (North Carolina S) Urban Women and Intra-Ethnic Variation
8:50  SUSAN E KEEFE (UCSB) Survival of the Extended Family in Urban Life: The Mexican American Case
9:10  JAMES F HOPGOOD (Northern Kentucky) Community Formation Processes in a Mexican Squatter Settlement
9:30  PAUL AXELROD (Ripon) Culture History, Urbanization and Demographic Adaptation in Three Bombay Communities
9:50  SHIRLEY FISKE (Southern California) Anthropology and Public Administration
10:10
108 DOING OLD WORLD ARCHEOLOGY FROM ABROAD—IDEALS AND REALITIES I: EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST (S) SH Massanet
Organizers: BRAD BARTEL (San Diego), ROBERT K EVANS (Smithsonian)
Chairperson: BRAD BARTEL (San Diego)
8:30 ROBERT K EVANS (Smithsonian) Mutual Goals, Theoretical Strength and Practical Archeology
8:50 CAROLE CRUMLEY (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) The Applied Anthropologist in Field Boots: Social and Cultural Aspects of Working Abroad
9:10 GEOFFREY CLARK (Arizona S) A Perspective on Archeological Research in Spain: Problems, Pitfalls and Prognosis for the Future
9:30 Break
9:50 MICHAEL HOFFMAN (Virginia) The Archeologist as Cultural Broker in Middle Eastern Societies
10:10 BARRY E THOMPSON (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Middle Eastern Archeological Research Strategies
Discussant: FEKRI HASSAN (Washington S)

109 CULTURE AND POLITICS OF THE NUCLEAR FAMILY (S) SH Galaxy-Aurora
Chairperson: MARC J SWARTZ (UCSD)
8:30 MARC J SWARTZ (UCSD) A Theoretical Orientation for the Study of Nuclear Family Culture and Politics: The Basis for a Crosscultural Study
8:50 AUDREY R SWARTZ (UCSD) Conflict in a Southern California Family: Culture, Politics and Nuclear Family Relations Among White, Middle Class Americans
9:10 JOSHUA AKONG’A (UCSD) Swahili Politics as Seen in a House Sale
9:30 Break
9:50 MICHAEL MURPHY (UCSD) Culture and Politics of the Nuclear Family in Urban Spain
10:10 GEORGE SAUNDERS (UCSD) Family Politics in an Italian Village
10:30 J M WEATHERFORD (UCSD) Sexual Intimacy and Marriage in a German Community
10:50 Discussion

110 URBAN LIFE IN MEDITERRANEAN EUROPE: FILLING THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL VACUUM (S) HR Imperial Ballroom III
Organizers: MICHAEL KENNY (Catholic), DAVID KERTZER (Bowdoin)
Chairperson: DAVID KERTZER (Bowdoin)
8:30 MICHAEL KENNY and MARY KNIPMEYER (Catholic) Urban Research in Spain: Retrospect and Prospect
8:50 DAVID GREGORY (Dartmouth) Meaning of Urban Life: Pluralization of Life-Worlds
9:10 THOMAS BELMONTE (Columbia) Forms of Community in Lumpenproletarian Naples
9:30 BERNARD J SIEGEL (Stanford) Some Methodological and Technical Problems in the Study of Migrancy in Milan
9:50 Break
10:10 ANDREI SIMIC (USC) Urbanization and Urbanism in an "Intermediate" Society: Historical and Ethnographic Perspectives of Yugoslav Modernization
10:30 CONSTANTINA SAFILIO-ROTHSCHILD (Wayne) Urban Research in Greece: Beyond Family and Migration
10:50 LAMBROS COMITAS (Teachers-Columbia) Deviance or Conformity: Hashish Users in Urban Greece
Discussants: H RUSSELL BERNARD (West Virginia), DAVID KERTZER
11:10 (Bowdoin)
111  ANALYSIS OF CULTURAL DISCORD IN MODERN EXPRESSIVE FORMS
(S)  HR Dogwood Suite
Chairperson: BEVERLY J STOELTJE (Texas-Austin)
8:30  LORING M DANFORTH (Princeton) The Resolution of Discord Through Dance
in Greek Ritual Therapy
8:50  SHEILA WOMACK (Texas-Austin) Pentecostal Rituals of Religious Persuasion
9:10  MARGARET K BRADY (Texas-Austin) Navajo Children’s Skinwalker Narratives
9:30  NAHOMA SACHS (Princeton) Chants That Must Not Wound: Concept and Sensation in Koleda
9:50  Break
10:10  BEVERLY J STOELTJE (Texas-Austin) Rodeo: Transformation from Disharmony to Play
10:30  DOUGLAS W SPARKS (Texas-Austin) Ritual Mediation of Conflict and Conflict in Ritual
10:50  MARCIA HERNDON and NORMA MCLEOD (Texas-Austin) Maltese Song-Duels in Modern Structural Context
11:10-  Discussant: GARY GOSSSEN (UCSC)
11:30

112  PENTECOSTALISM AND MODERNIZATION (S)  HR Sandalwood Suite
Organizers: CORNELIA B FLORA (Kansas S), STEPHEN D GLAZIER (Connecticut)
Chairperson: STEPHEN D GLAZIER (Connecticut)
8:30  DONNA B BIRDWELL (Southern Methodist) Marginality and the Power of Pentecostalism in a Belizean Village
8:50  FREDERICK J CONWAY (American) Pentecostalism and Modernization in Haiti: A Comparison of the “Missionary” and “National” Churches
9:10  CORNELIA B FLORA (Kansas S) Pentecostalism and Development: The Colombian Case
9:30  STEPHEN D GLAZIER (Connecticut) Preliminary Report: The Pentecostal Church in Trinidad
9:50  Break
10:10  JUDITH HOFFNAGEL (Universidade Federal de Pernambuco) Pentecostalism: A Revolutionary or Conservative Movement?
10:30  GARY NIGEL HOWE (Kansas) Capitalism and Religion at the Periphery: Pentecostalism and Umbanda in Brazil
10:50  WILLIAM WEDENOJA (UCSD) Pluralism, Modernity and the Pentecostal Movement in Jamaica
11:10-  Discussant: CORNELIA B FLORA (Kansas S)
11:30

113  MEXICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN: EMERGING ISSUES (S)  SH Coronado
Chairperson: MARGARITA MELVILLE (Houston)
8:30  MARGARITA MELVILLE (Houston) Adapting to Migration
8:50  JOSE LIMON (Texas-San Antonio) La Vieja Ines, A Mexican Folk Game: Women, Culture and Symbolic Interaction
9:10  TERRY MASON (Texas-Austin) Chicanoismo and the Changing Role of Women: An Example from the Teatro Chicano
9:30  ANITA ALVARADO (New Mexico) The Status of Ethnic Women in Nursing
9:50  Break
10:10  MARIA-LUISA URDANETA (Texas-San Antonio) Fertility Regulating Practices of Two Groups of Mexican-American Women
10:30  MARGARITA KAY (Arizona) Mexican, Mexican-American and Chicana Childbirth
10:50  HECTOR GARCIA MANZANEDO (San Jose S) Mother, Child and Culture
11:10-  Discussants: NANCIE L GONZALEZ (Maryland-College Park), LUCY COHEN (Catholic)
11:30

114  EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION  SH Board Room
9:00  Executive Session
**COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION**  
HR Redbud  
9:00-11:00 Meeting of the Standing Committee on Anthropological Studies of School and Culture

**POLITICAL LEGITIMACY AND IDEOLOGY (S)**  
HR Imperial Ballroom II  
Chairperson: HENRY ORENSTEIN (Brooklyn, CUNY)  
9:00 PHILIP SALZMAN (McGill) Ideology and Change in Tribal Society  
9:20 SOHIER SUKKARY (Sacramento S) National Ideologies at the Local Level: The Case of an Egyptian Village  
9:40 JENNY PHILLIPS (Boston) Ideology and Identity: The Politics of Culture in an Armenian-American Population  
10:00 DONALD KURTZ (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) A Model for the Legitimization of the State  
10:20 Break  
10:40 MARGARET SHOWMAN (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Legitimization of the Baganda State  
11:00 HENRY ORENSTEIN (Brooklyn, CUNY) Whosoever of You Will be the Chiefest, Must He Be the Servant of All?  
11:20-12:00 Discussants: WARD GOODENOUGH (Pennsylvania), NUR YALMAN (Harvard), DENNIS WRONG (New York)

**MAINTAINING CULTURAL BOUNDARIES: THE HUNGARIAN EXAMPLE, SYMPOSIUM IN HONOR OF BELA C MADAY (S)**  
SH East Grand Ballroom  
Chairperson: MICHAEL SOZAN (Slippery Rock)  
9:00 JUDIT KATONA-APTE (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) 19th Century Hungary: A Demographic Puzzle  
9:20 PETER D BELL (UCSD) The Changing Role of Family and Kinship in a Collectivized Hungarian Village  
9:40 MICHAEL SOZAN (Slippery Rock) Land Tenure as a Form of Maintaining Ethnicity  
10:00 MARIDA HOLLOS (Brown) Hungarians on the Canadian Plains: Ethnicity and Generational Change  
10:20 Break  
10:40 GITTA KOMANYI (Thiel) The Role of the Calvinist Religion in the Survival of the Hungarian Immigrants in New York City  
11:00 CONRAD C REINING (Catholic) The Significance of Village Identity  
11:20-12:00 Discussants: SUSAN GAL (UCB), BELA C MADAY (NIMH)

**ANTHROPOLOGISTS, MISSIONARIES AND CULTURE CHANGE (S)**  
SH DeSoto  
Chairperson: CLAUDE E STIPE (Marquette)  
9:00 CHARLES H KRAFT (Fuller Sem) Missionary and Anthropologist: A Clash of World Views  
9:20 FRANK A SALAMONE (St John's) Causes of Anthropological Hostility Toward Missionaries  
9:40 CLAUDE E STIPE (Marquette) Anthropologists Versus Missionaries: The Influence of Presuppositions  
10:00 DARRELL L WHITEMAN (Southern Illinois-Carbondale) Missionaries and Socio-Religious Change: An Analysis of the Melanesian Mission in the Solomon Islands, 1849-1974  
10:20 Break  
10:40 WILLIAM R MERRIFIELD (Summer Inst of Linguistics, Dallas) On the Ethics of Christian Mission  
11:00 PAUL R TURNER (Arizona) Evaluating Religious Systems  
11:20-12:00 Discussants: PAUL G HIEBERT (Washington), SHERWOOD LINGENFELTER (SUNY C Brockport), William J Samar (Toronto)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>FOOD TABOOS: NEW APPROACHES FROM NEW GUINEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20</td>
<td>Nobody Will Feed Me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:40</td>
<td>Nobody Will Feed Me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>They Are What They Eat: The Social Significance of Food Taboos Among the Maring of New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>They Are What They Eat: The Social Significance of Food Taboos Among the Maring of New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>They Are What They Eat: The Social Significance of Food Taboos Among the Maring of New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>They Are What They Eat: The Social Significance of Food Taboos Among the Maring of New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20</td>
<td>They Are What They Eat: The Social Significance of Food Taboos Among the Maring of New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40</td>
<td>They Are What They Eat: The Social Significance of Food Taboos Among the Maring of New Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>They Are What They Eat: The Social Significance of Food Taboos Among the Maring of New Guinea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE AS THE HIDDEN PRODUCERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20</td>
<td>Women in Nepali Agriculture: All Work and No Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:40</td>
<td>Women in Nepali Agriculture: All Work and No Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Women in Nepali Agriculture: All Work and No Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>Women in Nepali Agriculture: All Work and No Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>Women in Nepali Agriculture: All Work and No Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Women in Nepali Agriculture: All Work and No Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20</td>
<td>Women in Nepali Agriculture: All Work and No Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40</td>
<td>Women in Nepali Agriculture: All Work and No Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>Women in Nepali Agriculture: All Work and No Power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>CONTEMPORARY NORTH AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20</td>
<td>Hispanic Youth Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:40</td>
<td>Some Aspects of the Cultural Impact of the Mass Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Social Structure and Stylistic Similarity Among Artists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>Social Structure and Stylistic Similarity Among Artists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>Social Structure and Stylistic Similarity Among Artists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Social Structure and Stylistic Similarity Among Artists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20</td>
<td>Social Structure and Stylistic Similarity Among Artists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40</td>
<td>Social Structure and Stylistic Similarity Among Artists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>Social Structure and Stylistic Similarity Among Artists</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROBERT A RILEY (Massachusetts-Amherst) Changing Kinship Networks in a Rural New England Community, 1770-1970

ELVIN HATCH (UCSB) Small Town and Boosterism in Rural America

Discussion

ROBERT A RILEY (Massachusetts-Amherst) Changing Kinship Networks in a Rural New England Community, 1770-1970

ELVIN HATCH (UCSB) Small Town and Boosterism in Rural America

Discussion

SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY  HR Mimosa
10:30 Meeting of the Executive Committee

FEMALE SERVANTS IN THE THIRD WORLD: THE "SERVANT MODE OF PRODUCTION" (S)  SH LaSalle
Organizer: ANDREA SANKAR (Michigan)
Chairperson: MICHAEL TAUSSIG (Michigan)
10:30 ANNA RUBBO and MICHAEL TAUSSIG (Michigan) What Servants Do: Their Contribution to Class Hegemony, Male Dominance and Creature Comforts in Southwest Colombia
10:50 SUSAN BERKOWITZ LUTON (Michigan) Female Domestics in an Elite Town in Southern Italy
11:10 ANDREA SANKAR (Michigan) Sisterhoods Among Non-Marrying, Chinese Servants in Hong Kong: A Radical Manipulation of an Exploitive System
11:30 Discussant: LOUISE TILLY (Michigan)

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 30

AMERICAN ETHNOLOGIST  SH Summit
12:00 Meeting of the Editorial Board

ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH SERVICES: A REPORT ON PROGRESS TOWARD AN INSTITUTE  HR Imperial Ballroom III
12:00-1:30 Introduction by WARD H GOODENOUGH, Chairman, ARS Steering Committee
1:30 Report by IRVING A WALLACH, Director, ARS

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  HR Redbud
12:00-2:00 Meeting of the Standing Committee on Cognitive and Linguistic Studies

HOW PROFESSIONALS GET JOBS  HR Arboretum IV
12:00-2:00 Panel members will discuss the job market and the various ways professional anthropologists obtain jobs outside academic settings. The audience is invited to participate.
Chairperson: PATRICIA TWAY (Woodmere, Inc)
Panelists: MICHAEL ORBACH (NatI Marine Fisheries Service), BARBARA SIBLEY (Dalton, Dalton, Little, Newport; Architects Engineers Planners), JOHN H PETERSON JR (Mississippi S), ALTON BRIGGS (Texas Historical Commission), HERBERT H VREELAND (NIMH, Ctr for the Study of Metro Problems), BARRY BAINTON (Arizona), CONRAD REINING (Catholic)

COMMITTEE ON SALVAGE ETHNOLOGY AND THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF ADAPTATION  SH French Salon
12:00 Organizing Meeting
2:00 Chairperson: GEORGE N APPELL (Brandeis)

IMMIGRATION AND INTEGRATION IN ISRAEL  HR Magnolia
12:00 Pre-session sponsored by American Professors for Peace in the Middle East to organize a session for the 1978 annual meeting
Organizer: HANNA HOPFER (American Professors for Peace in the Middle East)
Chairperson: STEVEN GRATCH (SUNY C Brockport)
WEDNESDAY PM, NOVEMBER 30

130  ANOTHER VOICE: THE IMPACT OF ANTHROPOLOGY BY WOMEN AND OF
      WOMEN ON THE INTERPRETATION OF HUMAN CULTURE  HR Arboretum I
      12:00-2:00  Panel discussion sponsored by the Committee on the Status of Women in
      Anthropology. Representatives of anthropological sub-disciplines describe recent
      attempts to do anthropology from the perspective of women. Implications for
      future research and a summary will be presented.
      Chairperson: MARGARET CONKEY FRITZ (SUNY Binghamton)
      Panelists: ADRIENNE ZIHLMAN (UCSC), MARGARET CONKEY FRITZ
      (SUNY Binghamton), PATRICIA DRAPER (New Mexico), SUSAN PHILIPS
      (Arizona), NAOMI QUINN (Duke), JUDITH SHAPIRO (Bryn Mawr),
      CATHARINE STIMPSON (SIGNS, Barnard)

131  CURRENT RESEARCH REPORTS, NATIVE CENTRAL AND NORTH AMERI-
      CANS (VPR) SH Grand Ballroom Foyer
      Chairperson: ROBERT T ANDERSON (Mills)
      1:30  ROBERT T ANDERSON (Mills) The Artists of Tonala, Mexico
      1:40  PITA KELEKNA (New Mexico) Achuara Socialization
      1:50  JEROME A OFFNER (Yale) Aztec Legal Process: The Case of Texcoco
      2:00  SYLVIA K STARNES (Louisiana S) Behavioral Delineation of Garifuna Social
            Landscape
      2:10  MICHAEL G DAVIS (Northeast Missouri) A Multi-level Applied Anthropology
            Model
            2:20  GEORGE F WALTER (Pacific Lutheran) Economic and Political Change in
            the Southern Puget Sound Indian Fishery
      2:30  DARRYL M MADDOX (Alaska) Implementing Part J of the Vocational
            Education Act: Observations on Developmental Anthropology in Bush-Alaska
      2:40  R W BESS (Illinois-Urbana) Socioeconomic Change in Northwest Alaska
      2:50  JOHN T RITTER (Dept of Education, Whitehorse, Yukon) Classifiers in
            Tutchone Athapaskan
            3:00-3:10  JAMES F HAMILL (Miami-Ohio) Logical Information in Navajo Children's Lore

132  THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF VISIBLE BEHAVIOR (S)  SH Coronado
      Chairperson: ALBERT B ROBILLARD (Michigan S)
      1:30  ALBERT B ROBILLARD (Michigan S) Postural Units of Participation: The
            Organization of Hospital Teaching Rounds Behavior
      1:50  RONALD C SIMONS (Michigan S) Matching and Monitoring and Some
            Predictions About Latah
      2:10  BRIGITTE JORDAN (Michigan S) On the Analyzability of Social Relationships
            in Magazine Advertisements for Hard Liquor
      2:30  JO ANN GOLDBERG (Trinity) Visual Social Meaning
            2:50-3:10  Discussant: HAROLD GARFINKEL (UCLA)

133  SEX ROLES (VP)  HR Sandalwood Suite
      Chairperson: MAXINE MARGOLIS (Florida)
      1:30  MAXINE MARGOLIS (Florida) Blaming the Victim: Ideology and Sexual Dis-
            crimination in the Contemporary United States
      1:50  BARBARA J SCHWARTZ (Cornell) Role Innovation and Organizational Strategy
            in a Volunteer Fire Company: The Ladies' Auxiliary and the Firewomen
      2:10  ROCHELLE SHAIN (Texas-Health Science Ctr, San Antonio) The Functional
            Nature of the Sexual Division of Labor on an Israeli Kibbutz
            2:30  Break
            2:50  STUART BERDE (Massachusetts-Boston) Sex Roles in a Melanesian Society
      3:10  ELLEN FEINBERG REYNOLDS (Kansas) Woman in "A Man's World": A Case
            Study of Wonder Woman
      3:30  JOAN LARCOM MOSSMAN (Stanford) Gilbertese Virgins: Female Sexual Purity
            Restrictions in a Stateless Society
      3:50  NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (Southern Methodist) Sexual Repression as Femi-
            nine Strategy, or Why Sean Can't Find a Wife in County Kerry
      4:10-4:30  Discussion
10
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134 MARITIME ANTHROPOLOGY (S) SH LaSalle
Chairperson: MILTON ALTSCHULER (East Carolina)
1:30 GEORGE GENZ (Ball S) Leadership, Kinship and Economic Change: Operational Problems in a Mexican Fishing Community
1:50 ALICE IVEY SNYDER (Mental Health Clinic NRMC, Hawaii) Maritime Marriage: A Form of Episodic Monogamy
2:10 JAMES B CHRISTENSEN (Wayne) Migrant Fanti in Liberia: Social and Economic Factors of Fishing Abroad
2:30 GERALD M SIDER (Staten Island, CUNY) Maritime Modernization: Structure and Culture in the Modernization of Newfoundland
2:50 Break
3:10 MELVIN FIRESTONE and GEORGE H FORD (Arizona S) Newfoundland Frontier Society as a Frontier Maritime Adaptation
3:30 MICHAEL E GAFFNEY (Memorial) The Fishing Community That Wouldn’t
3:50 Discussion
4:10

135 POLITICIZATION OF RELIGIOUS DIFFERENCES (S) HR Imperial Ballroom II
Chairpersons: BARBARA L K PILLSBURY (San Diego), SUAD JOSEPH (UCD)
1:30 SUAD JOSEPH (UCD) Muslim-Christian Conflicts: A Theoretical Perspective on the Politicization of Religion
1:50 LAUREL D MAILLOUX (Wayne) The Lebanese Civil War: Beyond the Cross and Crescent
2:10 SONDRA HALE (CSU Northridge) Sudan’s North-South “Civil War”—Religion or Class?
2:30 WILLIAM G LOCKWOOD (Michigan) Islam in an European State: Ethnicity, Class and Political Mobilization Among the Bosnian Moslems
2:50 Break
3:10 BARBARA J BILGE (Wayne) The Cyprus Problem: An Adaptational Analysis
3:30 LEILA G NOBLE (San Jose) Internal and External Factors in Muslim-Christian Conflict in the Philippines
3:50 BARBARA L K PILLSBURY (San Diego) Economics or Sentiment: Muslim-Christian Conflict from the Philippine Perspective
4:10 Discussant: JOAN VINCENT (Columbia)
4:30

136 ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY I (VP) HR Cottonwood Suite
Chairperson: ORLAY PLUMMER (UCR)
1:30 ORLAY PLUMMER (UCR) Task and the Oil Palm Nut
1:50 DAVID GUILLET (Missouri-Kansas City) Economic Change and the Acquisition of Information in Rural Peru
2:10 SEKANDAR AMANOLahi (Pahlavi) The Herder-Gatherers of Iran
2:30 TED C LEWELLEN (Colorado) A Protestant Elite Among Catholic Aymara: The Adaptive Value of Deviance
2:50 Break
3:10 JEFFREY HALPERN (Rider) Income Strategies in a Rural Irish Community
3:30 DARRELL E LA LONE (CSU Los Angeles) Trade and Commerce in Inca Peru
3:50 KEITH L MORTON (CSU Northridge) Reciprocity: The Analysis of a Concept
4:10 GREGORY GABOR (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Marching Backward to Our Anthropological Frontiers: A Reappraisal of Silent Trade
4:30 Discussion
4:50

137 LATIN AMERICAN FOLK ART (S) SH DeSoto
Chairperson: JOYCE M BISHOP (Tennessee-Knoxville)
1:30 CHARLES L BRIGGS (Chicago) The Imagery of Unification: Symbol and Context in the Religious Art of Hispano New Mexico
1:50 JANET BRODY ESSER (San Diego) Masks of the Black Man of Michoacan
2:10 FLORA S KAPLAN (New York) Structuralism and the Analysis of Folk Art
2:30  MARGARET ANN HARDIN (Loyola-Chicago) Representational Components in Art Styles: A Comparison of Tarascan and Zuni Cases
2:50  Break
3:10  MARI LYN SALVADOR (Instituto Universitario dos Acores) Molas: A Case Study of Artistic Criticism and Ethno-Aesthetics
3:30  PETER G ROE (Delaware) Innovation and Constraint in Shipibo Art
3:50  CAROL F JOPLING (Peabody Museum, Harvard) Toward a Developmental Cognitive Model of Folk Art: A Colombian Case
4:10  Discussant: PETER T FURST (SUNY Albany)
4:30

138  PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY I (VP)  SH Mirador
Chairperson:  PAUL RIESMAN (Carleton)
1:50  LAURIS MCKEE BEYDA (Cornell) Socialization and the Sexual Source
2:10  MIRIAM LEE KAPROW (Columbia) Aggression Among Spanish Sedentary Gypsies with Special Reference to Wife Beating
2:30  PHILIP S STANIFORD (San Diego) Psychic Anthropology: A Field Manual and Guide for Development
2:50  Break
3:10  INA JANE WUNDRAM (Georgia S) Ontogeny of Cerebral Lateralization: A Crosscultural Study of the Development of Spatial Processing
3:30  WALTER H SANGREE (Rochester) The Developmental Cycle of Anthropological Fieldwork: A Preliminary Reformulation
3:50  JAMES S CHISHOLM (London) Developmental Ethology of the Navajo: Nature and Culture in the Cradleboard
4:10  Discussion
4:30

139  ARTS, VALUES AND SOCIAL ACTION (S)  SH East Grand Ballroom
Chairperson:  JUDITH LYNNE HANNA (Texas-Dallas)
2:00  BENNETTA JULES-ROSETTE (UCSD) The Painters, the Potters and the Carvers: Some Social Correlates of Popular African Art Forms
2:20  JOHN M JANZEN (Kansas) Resource Allocation and Symbol Formation in Midwestern American Festivals
2:40  JULIE MARION TAYLOR (UCSD) The Triumphant Victim: Male Dominance and the Argentine Tango
3:00  ELLEN B BASSO (Arizona) Picasso and the Minotaur
3:20  JUDITH LYNNE HANNA (Texas-Dallas) Mediators of Paradox and Social Drama: Nigeria’s Ubakala Dance-Plays
3:40  Discussant: VICTOR TURNER (Chicago)
4:00

140  INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE IN APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY (S)  HR Arboretum III
Chairperson:  ALVIN W WOLFE (South Florida)
2:00  JULIE UHLMANN (Wyoming) Anthropologists in a Multidisciplinary Training Program
2:20  JOHN VAN WILLIGEN (Kentucky) Goals and Practice in Applied Anthropology Education
2:40  MARY GRAY RUST (Metropolitan Development Agency) Evaluation Research in Community Development
2:50  Break
3:10  DOROTHY J DOUGLAS (Wisconsin) Medical Anthropology Interns in a University Teaching Hospital: Problems and Solutions
3:30  ROBERT M WULFF (Urban Planning Consultant) Notes for a Manual on Establishing Cooperation Between Service Agencies and Universities
3:50  GILBERT KUSHNER (South Florida) Necessary Adaptations by Academic Institutions
141   MAYAN SYMPOSIUM II: MAYAN LANGUAGES IN SOCIAL CONTEXT  
(S) HR Arboretum II  
Organizer: LAURA MARTIN (Cleveland)  
Chairperson: SANDRA PINKERTON (UCLA)  
2:00 CATHERINE SLUSSER (SUNY Binghamton) The Bilingual Structuring of Space in a Yucatecan Community  
2:20 JOHN S WHITE (Texas-Austin) Hot and Cold and Just Right in Tojolabal  
2:40 MARLYS BACON (Texas-Austin) The Possible Linguistic Origin of the “Jaguar” and “Feathered-Serpent” Motifs  
3:00 ROSEMARY MUDD (Tulane) Spanish Loan Nouns in Yucatec Maya  
3:20 ROBERT M LAUGHLIN (Smithsonian) Notes from the Underground  
3:40 MARLYS McCLARAN (UCLA) Sociolinguistic Aspects of a Guatemalan Community  
4:00- Discussant: VICTORIA R BRICKER (Tulane)  
4:20

142   DOING OLD WORLD ARCHEOLOGY FROM ABROAD: IDEALS AND REALITIES II: AFRICA, EAST ASIA AND OCEANIA (S) SH Massanet  
Organizers: BRAD BARTEL (San Diego), ROBERT K EVANS (Smithsonian)  
Chairperson: ROBERT K EVANS (Smithsonian)  
2:00 BRAD BARTEL (San Diego) Decreasing the Marginality of the American Researcher as “Native”: Ideals in Crosscultural Methodology  
2:20 LAWRENCE H ROBBINS (Michigan S) Old World Archeology: A Two Way Street  
2:40 WILLIAM AYRES (Oregon) Archeology in the Pacific: Developing Perspective on Oceanic Peoples' Past  
3:00 Break  
3:20 PETER BLEED (Nebraska-Lincoln) Foreign Archeologists in Japan: Never the Twain?  
3:40 ROBERT DEWAR (Connecticut) Conflicts of Research Design and National Interest  
4:00- Discussant: FEKRI HASSAN (Washington S)  
4:20

143   CURRENT ISSUES IN BRITISH MARXIST ANTHROPOLOGY (S) HR Imperial Ballroom III  
Chairperson: JOHN H MOORE (Oklahoma)  
2:00 JOSEP LLOBERA (Hull) The Concept of Forces of Production in Karl Marx  
2:20 JOHN H MOORE (Oklahoma) Division of Labor Versus Mode of Production  
2:40 KATE YOUNG (Brighton) Modes of Appropriation and Women’s Labor  
3:00 Break  
3:20 JOEL KAHN (London) Mercantilism and Neocolonialism in Indonesia  
3:40 MAILA K STIVENS (London Sch of Economics) Women and Their Land: Changing Property Relations Among Rural Malays in Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia  
4:00 ANNE M BAILEY (London Sch of Economics) On the Specificity of the Asian Mode of Production (AMP)  
4:20- Discussion  
4:40

144   INFORMAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION IN DESEGREGATED SCHOOLS: PATTERNS AND PROCESSES OF ADAPTATION AND REALIGNMENT (S)  
(Sponsored by Council on Anthropology and Education) HR Dogwood Suite  
Chairperson: DOROTHY C CLEMENT (North Carolina-Chapel Hill)  
2:00 SYLVIA KNOPP POLGAR (North Carolina-Wilmington) Models of Play Across Color Lines  
2:20 NORRIS BROCK JOHNSON (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Dress and Body Decoration: Some Determinants of Resegregation in Desegregated Elementary School Classrooms
2:40  REBA ANDERSON (Washington-St Louis) Patterns of Membership in the Activity Programs in Two Desegregated High Schools  
3:00  THOMAS W COLLINS (Memphis) Reconstructing a High School Society after Court-Ordered Desegregation  
3:20  Break  
3:40  JACQUELINE SCHERER (Oakland) and EDWARD J SLAWSKI (Pontiac Schools) The Social Implications of “Mixed Messages” in a Desegregated High School  
4:00  JOE R HARDING (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Symbolic Elevation and Emergent Social Groups in a Desegregated School  
4:20-  
4:40  

145  LOWLAND SOUTH AMERICAN INDIANS I: PERIPHERIES AND BOUNDARIES RECONSIDERED (S)  
HR Imperial Ballroom I  
Chairperson:  JANE FEARER SAFER (AMNH)  
2:00  JANE FEARER SAFER (AMNH) The Saha: Anomalies in the Andes  
2:20  BENSON SALER (Brandeis) The Guajiro  
2:40  ELMER S MILLER (Temple) Shamanism in the Gran Chaco: A Dynamic View  
3:00  JEAN E JACKSON (MIT) “Traditional” Ethnic Boundaries and Acculturation in the Northwest Amazon  
3:20  Break  
3:40  ROBERT V MOREY and NANCY MOREY (Western Illinois) The Llanos: The Periphery as Center  
4:00  PATRICIA J NETHERLY (SUNY C Fredonia) Organization Through Opposition: Dual Division and Quadripartition on the North Coast of Peru  
4:20-  
5:00  

146  POLITICS IN TRADITIONAL CENTRAL AMERICAN SOCIETIES (S)  
SH Galaxy-Aurora  
Chairperson:  JOHN R BORT (Washington S)  
2:00  MARY W HELMS (Northwestern) Chiefship and Long-Distance Contacts in Pre-Columbian Panama  
2:20  FRANKLIN O LOVELAND (Gettysburg) Jaguar as Metaphor of Power and Authority in Rama Indian Myth  
2:40  JAMES HOWE (MIT) Esoteric Learning and Status Competition Among the San Blas Cuna  
3:00  REGINA E HOLLOMAN (Roosevelt) Nele Kantule: Study of a Cuna Leader in a Period of Transition  
3:20  Break  
3:40  JOHN R BORT (Washington S) and PHILIP D YOUNG (Inter-American Development Inst) Guaymi Sociopolitical Organization: Past, Present and Future  
4:00  EMORY C WHIPPLE (Indiana-Ft Wayne) Tradition and Change in Carib Politics  
4:20-  
5:00  

147  XVlth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: COMPARISON AND DIACHRONY (S)  
HR Magnolia  
Chairperson:  WILLIAM COWAN (Carleton-Ottawa)  
3:00  JANET L WARNE (McGill) On Reconstructing the Genealogy of Eastern Algonquian  
3:20  ALAN FORD (Montreal) On the Linguistic Unreality of Naskapi  
3:40  ERIC P HAMP (Chicago) Consonant Symbolism: Genetic or Diffused?  
4:00-  
4:20  WILLIAM W ELMENDORF (Wisconsin) Wappo and Yukti: A Genetic and Non-Genetic Relationship  

148  THIRD GENERATION CARIBBEAN STUDIES (S)  
HR Arboretum I  
Chairperson:  PETER M TOBIAS (Rockford)  
3:00  SIDNEY M GREENFIELD and WILLIAM WASHABAUGH (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) An Alternate Hypothesis on the Origin and Diffusion of Atlantic Creole
3:20 VIRGINIA KERNS (William & Mary) Third Generation Research on the Black Carib
3:40 PETER M TOBIAS (Rockford) The Anthropologist as White Man in West Indian Society
4:00 JOHN J HOURIHAN (Maryland) Political Stratagems and Transactional Alliances in St Vincent, WI
4:20 DOUGLAS K MIDGETT (Iowa) Community, Stratification and Mobility: Studying West Indian "Crews"
4:40- Discussant: SIDNEY MINTZ (Johns Hopkins)
5:00

149 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION HR Redbud
3:00- Meeting of the Standing Committee on Materials and Methods for Teaching Anthropology

150 ALCOHOLISM: ANTHROPOLOGY AND PUBLIC POLICY (S) HR Arboretum IV
Chairperson: MICHAEL V ANGROSINO (South Florida)
3:00 MICHAEL V ANGROSINO (South Florida) Anthropological Contributions to Alcoholism Policy: Local-Level Interactions
3:20 JAMES M SCHAEFER (Montana) Biophysical Response to Alcohol: Research Findings and Policy Implications
3:40 JOAN ABLON (UCSF) and WILLIAM CUNNINGHAM (San Francisco Bureau of Alcoholism) Family Research and Clinical Services: An Implementation Model
4:00 JOY LELAND (Nevada-Reno) The Research Literature and Government Policy Concerning Native American Alcohol Treatment Program
4:20 JERROLD E LEVY (Arizona) and STEPHEN J KUNITZ (Rochester) Utilizing Basic Anthropological Research Findings in Indian Alcohol Treatment Programs: Problems and Prospects
4:40- Discussants: SELDEN D BACON (Rutgers-New Brunswick), THOMAS SEARS
5:20 (Texas Commission on Alcoholism)

151 CURRENT RESEARCH AND THEORY IN SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS (S) SH French Salon
Chairperson: SUSAN BRANDT GRAHAM (Missouri-Kansas City)
3:00 LYNN DWYER (Tennessee-Nashville) Resource Mobilization Theory and Social Networks in a Social Movement
3:20 JAY SOKOLOVSKY (Maryland-Baltimore County) and CARL I COHEN (NYU Med Ctr) The Cultural and Therapeutic Meaning of Personal Networks for the Inner City Elderly
3:40 SUSAN BRANDT GRAHAM (Missouri-Kansas City) Mobility and Social Network Recruitment
4:00 Break
4:20 M M G BAX (Free University, Amsterdam) Network Structuralists and Network Actionists: An Old Dichotomy Under New Cover
4:40 DOUGLAS D HECKATHORN (Missouri-Kansas City) A Network Theoretical Analysis of Norm Emergence and Enforcement
5:00 DAVID WILLER (Kansas) A Network Interpretation of Carneiro's Theory of the Origin of the State
5:20- Discussant: M ESTELLIE SMITH (SUNY C Oswego)
5:40

152 MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (VP) SH Coronado
3:30 FILM: "Number Our Days": The Subculture of Elderly Eastern European Jews in an Urban, American Ghetto
4:00- Discussant: BARBARA G MYERHOFF (Southern California)
4:20
153 MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY I (VP) SH Grand Ballroom Foyer
Chairperson: CECIL G HELMAN (London)
3:30 CECIL G HELMAN (London) “Feed a Cold, Starve a Fever”—Folk Models of Infection in Middlesex, England, and Their Relation to Biomedical Treatment
3:50 MARTIN W HORÉIS (Oregon) Public Health Among the Elderly of Eugene, Oregon
4:10 MAXENE JOHNSTON (Rancho Los Amigos Hospital) and MERRILL SARTY (USC Sch of Med) The Blame Game: Parental Beliefs Concerning Disability and the Attribution of Blame
4:30-4:50 EDWARD E BOER (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Culture, Stress and Illness
5:00-7:00 MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY I (VP) SH Grand Ballroom Foyer
Chairperson: CECIL G HELMAN (London)

154 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SH Summit
5:00 Meeting of the Executive Committee

155 ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS I HR Arboretum II
5:00-7:00 Business Meeting
Chairperson: VERA GREEN (Rutgers)

156 RESEARCH IN THE MIDDLE EAST: PRESENT AND FUTURE PROSPECTS HR Magnolia
Informal Discussion
5:00-7:00 Organizer: SONDRA HALE (Southern California)
Chairperson: DAWN CHATTY (UCSB)
Participants: BARBARA ASWAD (Wayne), WILLIAM DALTON (New Brunswick), SONDRA HALE (Southern California), SUAD JOSEPH (UCD), DAWN CHATTY (UCSB), JOHN G KENNEDY (UCLA)

157 LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY GROUP SH Coronado
5:00-7:00 General Meeting
Chairpersons: PETER FURST (SUNY Albany), FERNANDO CAMARA (INAH)

158 CHANGING GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS SH Grand Ballroom Foyer
Anthropologists in the federal government will describe the aims of the programs and opportunities for anthropological work or support. New directions will be emphasized.
5:00-7:00 Chairperson: LUCY M COHEN (NIMH)
Participants: LAWRENCE E ATEN (NPS), MARIE BOURgeoIS (Health Resources Administration), ALLAN HOBEN (AID), JOHN YELLEN (NSF), LUCY M COHEN (NIMH)

159 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION HR Redbud
5:00-7:00 Meeting of the Standing Committee on Ethnographic Approaches to Evaluation in Education

160 CURRENT TRENDS AND ISSUES IN ENCULTURATION HR Sandalwood Suite
Informal discussion sponsored by the Council on Anthropology and Education's Standing Committee on Transnational Issues in Education and Change
5:00-7:00 Chairperson: THOMAS CARROLL
Discussants: ROBERT LEVINE (Harvard), BEATRICE WHITING (Harvard)

161 OPEN MEETING OF MAYANISTS HR Arboretum III
5:00-7:00 Chairperson: LAURA MARTIN (Cleveland)

162 SECTION H, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE HR Mimosa
WEDNESDAY PM, NOVEMBER 30–THURSDAY AM, DECEMBER 1

5:30-7:00 Informal discussion on matters jointly concerning the AAA and AAAS
Organizer: PHILLEO NASH (American)
Chairperson: RAYMOND THOMPSON (Arizona)

163 CONFERENCE OF DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES HR Cottonwood
5:30-7:00 Chairperson: Francis L K Hsu (Northwestern), President-elect

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 30

164 RECEPTION FOR NEW MEMBERS SH Mirador
6:00-7:00 Present and past officers of the Association greet new members and members
attending their first annual meeting

165 PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS HR Imperial Ballroom II
9:00 Man, Energy and Anthropology: I Can Feel the Heat, but Where’s the Light?
RICHARD N ADAMS (Texas-Austin)

166 OPEN RECEPTION HR Imperial Ballroom I
10:30-12:00 Cash Bar and Dance

THURSDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 1

201 FORUM OF PRESIDENTS HR Redbud
8:00-10:00 Breakfast Meeting

202 A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO RESEARCH IN EDUCATION: THE KAMEHAMEHA EARLY EDUCATION PROGRAM (S) HR Dogwood Suite
Chairperson: CATHIE JORDAN (Kamehameha Schools)
8:00 THOMAS S WEISNER (UCLA) The Hawaiian-American Cultural and Familial Context: What Can It Tell Us?
8:20 ROLAND G THARP (Hawaii) Compliance, Industriousness and Learning to Read
8:40 RONALD GALLIMORE (UCLA) Longitudinal Studies of Standard English and Hawaiian Islands Creole English: Educational Implications
9:00 CATHIE JORDAN (Kamehameha Schools) Teaching Strategies and School Adaptation: The Hawaiian Case
9:20 KATHRYN H AU (Kamehameha Schools) Informal Education and the Teaching of Reading to Hawaiian Children
9:40-10:10 Discussants: FREDERICK ERICKSON (Harvard), KEKOA D KAAPU (City Council, City and County of Honolulu)

203 XVth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: CALIFORNIA AND THE SOUTHWEST (S) HR Arboretum II
Organizers: ERIC HAMP (Chicago), MARGARET LANGDON (UCSD)
Chairperson: MARTHA B KENDALL (Vassar)
8:00 MARTHA B KENDALL (Vassar) Yavapai Simile, Metaphor and Euphemism
8:20 JUDITH JOEL (Indiana Southeast) The Yuman Word for Bean as a Clue to Prehistory
8:40 KENNETH WHISTLER (UCB) Pomo Prehistory—A Case for Archeological Linguistics
9:00 Break
9:20 GEOFFREY GAMBLE (Washington S) Proto-Yokuts Pronouns
9:40 MARGARET LANGDON (UCSD) and SHIRLEY SILVER (Sonoma) California t/t
10:00 AKIRA Y YAMAMOTO (Kansas) and LUCILLE J WATAHOMIGIE (Arizona) Structure of Nominal Modifiers
10:20-10:40 Discussion
### 204: SEMIOTICS OF CULTURE: TOWARD A NEW SYNTHESIS IN WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY I (S) HR Arboretum IV

**Organizers:** IRENE PORTIS WINNER (Emmanuel), D JEAN UMIKER-SEBEOK (Indiana)

**Chairperson:** D JEAN UMIKER-SEBEOK (Indiana)

- **8:00** ELENA SEMEKA-PANKRATOVA (Boston C) Semiotic Approach to Polysemy of the Symbol Någa Studied in the Light of Comparative Mythology
- **8:20** THOMAS G WINNER (Brown) The Evolution of Some Fundamental Concepts Leading to a Semiotics of Culture: An Historical Overview
- **8:40** MILTON SINGER (Chicago) A Semiotic Theory of Culture, Self and Society
- **9:00** Break
- **9:20** DEAN MacCANNELL (UCD) Where Do We Find the New Ethnography for a Semiotics of Culture?
- **9:40** JAMES A BOON (Cornell) Frazer/Malinowski and the Semiotic Paradox
- **10:20** Discussion
- **10:40**

### 205: TEXTS IN CONTEXT: IDEAS OF KARMA IN POPULAR TEXTS IN SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA (S) HR Arboretum I

**Chairpersons:** PAUL G HIEBERT (Washington), CHARLES F KEYES (Washington)

- **8:00** BRENDA BECK (British Columbia) The Concept of Karma in a Contemporary Folk Epic from Tamilnadu
- **8:20** SHERYL B DANIEL (Chicago) The Tool Box Approach of the Tamil to the Issues of Karma, Moral Responsibility and Human Destiny
- **8:40** JUDY PUGH (Chicago) Fate and Illness in the Hindu and Muslim Cultures of North India: An Astrological View
- **9:00** Break
- **9:20** CHARLES F KEYES (Washington) Local Texts and Population Understandings of Karma in Thailand
- **9:40** LAWRENCE EPSTEIN (Washington) Tibetan Theories of Karma and Rebirth: Theology and Analogy
- **10:00** Discussant: OWEN LYNCH (SUNY Binghamton)
- **10:20**

### 206: LINGUISTICS (VP) HR Magnolia

**Chairperson:** JEFFREY HEATH (Harvard)

- **8:00** JEFFREY HEATH (Harvard) Subcategories in Murngin Kinship Terminology
- **8:20** PAUL STOLLER (Texas-Austin) The Spokesperson: Agentry and Social Influence Among the Songhai
- **8:40** CRAIG MOLGAARD and KATHERINE NEWMAN (UCB) Raising Colors in a Complex Environment: The Socialization of Secondary Color Terms
- **9:00** DANIELLE M ROEMER (Texas-Austin) "Situated" Discourse: The Manipulation of Frame in Anglo Children's Catch Routines
- **9:20** Break
- **9:40** JOAN MANES (Virginia) "Can I Help You, Hon?": Address in Service Encounters
- **10:00** ELLEN RAFFERTY (SUNY Binghamton) Indonesian Word Order in Discourse
- **10:20** GREGORY J STRICK (Georgetown) Semantic Structure of American Address Terms in American-Iranian Crosscultural Context
- **10:40** DUANE E ORLOWSKI (Rensselaer) Language Change in an Urban Immigrant Speech Community
- **11:00**

### 207: THE CULTURAL AND SOCIAL CORRELATES OF INFANT FEEDING PRACTICES (S) HR Arboretum III

**Chairpersons:** CARMEN JOHNSON (Texas Sch of Med-Houston), JUDITH JOHNSTON (Adelphi)
THURSDAY AM. DECEMBER 1

8:00   CARMEN JOHNSON (Texas Sch of Med-Houston) Post-Peasants: Mexican Migrants in Houston
8:20   KAREN GORDON (Frontier Nursing Service) Infant Care Behaviors of Appalachian Women
8:40   ELIZABETH MATHIAS (St John's) Male/Female Relations in a Sardinian Mountain Village
9:00   RENATE FERNANDEZ (Princeton) Policy Implications of the Abandonment of Breast Feeding in Northern Spain
9:20   Break
9:40   JUDITH JOHNSTON (Adelphi) The Household Context of Infant Feeding Practices in South Trinidad
10:00  JUDITH GUSSLER (Franklin) The Adaptivity of the Mixed Feeding Practices of the Mothers of St Kitts
10:20  Discussant: CAROL BRYANT (Kentucky), BUFORD NICHOLS (Baylor Med)
11:00

208 NEW DIRECTIONS IN GYPSY STUDIES: A TRIBUTE TO WALTER STARKIE (S) SH French Salon
Chairperson: BERTHA B QUINTANA (Montclair)
8:00   BERTHA B QUINTANA (Montclair) The Gypsy Legacy of Walter Fitzwilliam Starkie
8:20   IAN F HANCOCK (Texas-Austin) The Development of Anglo-Romani
8:40   CAROL T SILVERMAN (Pennsylvania) Gypsy Ethnicity: Folklore or Fakelore?
9:00   RENA C GROPPER (Hunter, CUNY) Hedging the Bets: Risk-Taking Among American Nomad Gypsies
9:20   Break
9:40   A GABRIELLE TYRNER-STASTNY (Washington) Social Change Among the Rom of Washington State
10:00  LINDA L KENT (Oregon) The Image of "Gypsy": An Undergraduate Course
10:20  MATT T SALO Data Bases and Quality Control in Gypsy Studies
10:40  Discussant: MICHAEL KENNY (Catholic)
11:00
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THE STUDY OF PREHISTORY: A BIOARCHEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

(R) SH De Soto
Organizers: JANE E BUIKSTRA (Northwestern), DELLA COOK (Indiana)
Chairperson: JANE E BUIKSTRA (Northwestern)

8:00 THOMAS G COOK (Indiana) Multidimensional Models of Biosocial Change
8:10 DAVID P BRAUN (Southern Illinois-Carbondale) Aspects of Social Change During the Middle Woodland-Late Woodland Transition in Illinois
8:20 LYNNE GOLDSTEIN (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Cemeteries and Corporate Groups: Social Structure in Rural Mississippian Society
8:30 STEVEN E HOLLIDAY (Northwestern) Patterns of Mortuary Site Location in the Lower Illinois River Valley
8:40 CAROL R COTTOM (Indiana) Paleodemographic Analysis of Illinois River Valley Populations
8:50 GAIL HOUART (Northwestern) Micro-Style Analysis of Ceramics and the Identification of Social Groups for Middle Woodland Communities in the Illinois Valley
9:00 JUDITH G DROESSLER (Indiana) Change and Continuity: Biocultural Interaction at the Late Woodland-Mississippian Interface
9:10 JANE E BUIKSTRA (Northwestern) Epigenetic Variability: Biocultural Models
9:20 Break
9:40 MICHAEL D CONNER (Chicago) Qualitative Distance Measures and Patterns of Biological Divergence
9:50 BONNIE L WHATLEY (Northwestern) Subsistence Practices in the Woodland Period
10:00 DELLA C COOK (Indiana) Human Growth: A Perspective on Subsistence Base Change
10:10 GARY BEHREND (Indiana) Dental Attrition and Subsistence Change
10:20 BARBARA HEMINGER O'CONNELL (Northwestern) Fluctuating Asymmetry of Odontometric Traits in Illinois Woodland Populations
10:30 CAROLE BRYDA SZPUNAR and JOSEPH P LAMBERT (Northwestern) Analysis of Human Bone from Woodland Sites
10:40 Discussion
12:00

HISTORICAL DEMOGRAPHY AND DEMOGRAPHIC ANTHROPOLOGY: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

(S) SH Grand Ballroom Foyer
Chairperson: H LEEDOM LEFFERTS JR (Drew)

8:30 TERRY J PREWITT and STEPHEN I THOMPSON (Oklahoma) Frontier Demography: Stage 2
8:50 ANNE YENTSCH (Brown) Marriage Patterns and Social Stratification in a Colonial Community
9:10 LESLIE C ABERNATHY (Brown) Family Reconstitution and Historic Settlement Pattern
9:30 Break
9:50 DAVID I KERTZER (Bowdoin) Historical Demography and Household Structure: Toward a Better Analytical Framework
10:10 ROBERT MCC NETTING and WALTER S ELLIS (Arizona) Methods in the Analysis of European Population History: The Case of Torbel, Canton Valais, Switzerland
10:30 BRIAN L FOSTER (SUNY Binghamton) Variation in Thai Family Composition
10:50 ROBERT MERRILL (Rochester) Computer Methods in the Study of Household Demography Relationships

ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY II

(VP) HR Cottonwood Suite
Chairperson: MARIANNE SCHMINK (CEDEPLAR)

8:30 MARIANNE SCHMINK (CEDEPLAR) Land Conflicts in the Brazilian Amazon: Forms and Resolution
8:50 JOHN R SHEPHERD (Stanford) Land Tenure Processes and Ownership Concentration: Spatio-Temporal Variation in Northern Taiwan
20
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9:10 DONALD L DONHAM (Stanford) A Field Theory of Household Production
9:30 ISABEL NIEVES (INCAP) Household Composition and Multiple Jobs in San Salvador
9:50 Break
10:30 JOSETTE MURPHY (UCSB) French Experiments in Group Farming: A Model for Developing Countries?
10:50 WILLIAM H HEANEY (Columbia) Migration, Population Growth and Development in the Western Highlands, Papua New Guinea
11:10 Discussion
11:30

212

THE ORIGIN OF THE STATE AND IRRIGATION AGRICULTURE: OLD THEMES, NEW DIRECTIONS (S) SH East Grand Ballroom
Chairperson: RENE M DESCARTES (New School)
8:30 RENE M DESCARTES (New School) Competition, Cooperation and Aztec Protective Waterworks
8:50 JOHN W FOX (Central Connecticut) Agricultural Systems and the Quiche State
9:10 WILLIAM T SANDERS (Pennsylvania S) Hydraulic Agriculture and Urban Evolution in Central Mexico
9:30 EDWARD E CALNEK (Rochester) Secondary State Formation in Late Pre-Hispanic Central Mexico
10:10 Break
10:30 Discussants: ROBERT L CARNEIRO (AMNH), ROBERT McC ADAMS (Chicago), KARL A WITTFOGEL
11:30

213

PRIMATE BEHAVIOR, ECOLOGY AND SYSTEMATICS (S) SH Massanet
Chairpersons: PHILLIS DOLHINOW (UCB), JAMES J McKENNA (Pomona)
8:30 VINCENT M SARICH (UCB) Molecular Insights into Primate Evolution
8:50 RICHARD CURTIN (UCB) Behavior of Langur Monkeys in a Marginal Habitat
9:30 KENNETH GLANDER (Duke) Leaves and Leaf-Eating Primates
9:50 Break
10:10 PHILLIS DOLHINOW (UCB) Caretaking and Mother Loss in the Langur Monkey
10:30 JAMES J McKENNA (Pomona) The Evolution of Multiple Infant-Caretaking Patterns Among the Colobine Langur Monkey
10:50 Discussants: RICHARD CURTIN (UCB), KENNETH GLANDER (Duke), GERALDINE MORENO-BLACK (Oregon), VINCENT M SARICH (UCB)
11:30

214

PARAPSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: INVESTIGATION AND EVIDENCE (S) HR Imperial Ballroom III
Chairperson: DAVID READ BARKER (Virginia)
8:30 CHARLES A MUSES (Research Ctr for Mathematics & Morphology) Paranormal Phenomena and Cultural Conditioning
8:50 RICHARD REICHBART (Colorado) Psychic Aggression: How Culture Deals with the Whammy
9:10 DAVID READ BARKER (Virginia) Reincarnation Cases: Paranormal Evidence and Cultural Patterns
9:30 ALEXANDER RANDALL 5th Dream Telepathy in an Intentional Community
9:50 Break
10:10 CONSTANCE CAMERON (CSU Fullerton) Psychic Archeology: An Exploratory Study
10:30 JOSEPH K LONG (Plymouth) Ecological, Extrasensory and Epidemiological Features of Jamaican Folk Medicine
THURSDAY AM, DECEMBER 1

11:10 MADELINE M HABEL (GTE Intl) Relative Reality: Varying Concepts of Normal
11:30- Discussant: PHILIP SINGER (Oakland)
11:50

215 LOCAL-LEVEL RESPONSES TO NATIONAL POLICIES AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN ECUADOR: INSIGHTS TO THE WORKINGS OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS (S) SH Coronado
Chairpersons: MUIRIEL CRESPI (Brown), LYNN E WALTER (Wisconsin-Green Bay)
8:00 NORRIS G LANG (Houston) Changing Political Strategies in Unions of the Ecuadorian Sugar Industry
8:20 THEODORE MacDonald JR (Illinois-Urbana) Indigenous Response to an Expanding Frontier: The Quijos Quichua of the Upper Napo
8:40 LYNN E WALTER (Wisconsin-Green Bay) Individual Responses to Expansion of the Market Economy in an Otavaleno Community
9:00 MUIRIEL CRESPI (Brown) Economic Development in Ecuador as the Unintended Stimulus for Political Change
9:20 MARCELO F NARANJO (Illinois-Urbana) Manta, Ecuador: Dynamics of a National Microcosm
9:40 JOHN R DAVIDSON (Iowa) United States Political Development Strategy in Ecuador: 1966-72
10:00 Break
10:20 WILLIAM T VICKERS (Tuskegee) External Models and Native Adaptations: Missionaries and Tropical Forest Indians in Ecuador
10:40 LINDA BELOTE and JIM BELOTE (Michigan Tech) Development in Spite of Itself
11:00 FRANCISCO J GANGOTENA (Universidad Catolica, Ecuador) Feria-Market Mentality
11:20 Discussant: JOSEPH CASAGRANDE (Illinois-Urbana)
11:40

216 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION HR Mimosa
9:00- Meeting of the Standing Committee on Transnational Issues in Education and Change
11:00

217 EXTRATERRESTRIAL COMMUNITY DESIGN (S) HR Imperial Ballroom I
Chairperson: MAGOROH MARUYAMA (Illinois-Urbana)
9:00 WOLFGANG HILBERTZ and DESMOND FLETCHER (Texas-Austin) Evolutionary Extraterrestrial Communities
9:20 MAGOROH MARUYAMA (Illinois-Urbana) Epistemologies and Design Principles
9:40 WOLFGANG F PREISER (New Mexico) Designing for Everyday Life in Closed Systems
10:00 Break
10:20 VIDVUDS BELDAVS (Cummins Engine Co) Anthropological Planning and Use of Design Menus
10:40 JIB FOWLES (Houston-Clear Lake) Obstacles to Space Settlement
11:00 DANIEL KOSKI-KARELL (Karell Inst) An Anthropological Research for the Design of Extraterrestrial Communities
11:20- Discussion
11:40

218 MECHANISMS IN THE EVOLUTION OF FORMATIVE SOCIETIES (S) SH La Salle
Chairpersons: LINDA S CORDELL (New Mexico), MARK E HARLAN (New Mexico)
221 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION AND CLASS CONFLICT IN WESTERN EUROPE:
ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES (S)  SH Galaxy-Aurora
Organizers: STANLEY BRANDES (UCB) HANS BUECHLER (Syracuse),
JUDITH-MARIA BUECHLER (Hobart & William Smith)
Chairperson: STANLEY BRANDES (UCB)
9:00 JOAN VINCENT (Barnard) Class and the Economic Frontier in County
Fermanagh, Ireland, 1800-1920
9:20 LOUISE LAMPHERE (New Mexico) Class, Strategy and Conflict at Work:
Responses of Urban Working Women
9:40 PAOLA SENSI-ISOLANI (UCB) Class and Status in a Southern Italian Emigrant
Village
10:00 ANTHONY GALT (Wisconsin-Green Bay) Social Equality and Its Historical and
Economic Causes on the Island of Pantelleria, Sicily
10:20 Break

220 PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY II (VP)  SH Mirador
Chairperson: SANDRA L LOWE (San Jose)
9:00 SANDRA L LOWE (San Jose) Alienation in Primitive Societies
9:20 FELICITAS D GOODMAN (Denison) Altered States of Consciousness: A New
Classification
9:40 RICHARD W THOMPSON (Illinois-Urbana) Fertility Aspirations in Buganda
10:00 TWIG JOHNSON (Maine-Orono) Where Have All the Witches Gone?—Magic,
Motors and Malinowski in a Portuguese Fishing Village
10:20 Break
10:40 NANCY B GRAVES (South Pacific Research Inst) Altruism in Aitutaki: A
Challenge to Piagetian Theory
11:00 SUSAN ABBOTT (Kentucky) The Fruits of Their Labor: Depressive Symptom-
atology among Rural Kikuyu Women
11:20 BYRON J GOOD and MARY-JO DELVECCHIO GOOD (UCD) Fright and
Conversion Reactions in Iran
11:40 KAREN C I SHIZUKA (UCLA) Japanese American Elderly
12:00 Discussion
12:20 Break

219 "CAN THERE BE A FILMIC OR PHOTOGRAPHIC LIFE HISTORY?"—
VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (S)  HR Imperial Ballroom II
Organizers: JAY RUBY (Temple), SOL WORTH (Pennsylvania, deceased)
Chairperson: LARRY GROSS (Pennsylvania)
9:00 JAY RUBY (Temple) Portrait, Biography and Life History in Words and Pictures
9:20 Films and Photographs with Comments
10:50 Break
11:10 Discussant: LARRY GROSS (Pennsylvania)
11:30 Open Discussion
12:00 Break

9:00 LINDA S CORDELL (New Mexico) Mechanisms of Cultural Evolution: An
Overview of Theory
9:20 MICHAEL A GLASSOW (UCSB) An Evaluation of Alternative Causes of the
Expansion of Late Basketmaker Villages in the Northern Southwest
9:40 JULIA D DOUGHERTY (New Mexico) Social Complexity in the North American
Southwest: An Evaluation of Models and Alternatives
10:00 MARK E HARLAN (New Mexico) Ecological Conditions in the Rise of Cultural
Complexity in Mesoamerica
10:20 Break
10:40 DAVID C GROVE (Illinois-Urbana) Gulf Coast Olmec: Mechanisms and Myths
11:00 W JAMES JUDGE (NPS) The Emergence of Complexity in Chaco Canyon, New
Mexico
11:20- Discussant: HARRY W BASEHART (New Mexico)
11:40 Break
THURSDAY AM–PM, DECEMBER 1

10:40 JUDITH-MARIA BUECHLER (Hobart & William Smith) and HANS BUECHLER (Syracuse) Social Class and Conflict in Spanish Galicia

11:00 STANLEY BRANDES (UCB) Ethnic Stratification in Andalusia: The Case of the Gypsies

11:20 DAVID GILMORE (SUNY Stony Brook) Cultural Aspects of Class Conflict in Spain

11:40-12:00 Discussants: CONRAD ARENSBERG (Columbia), DAVID GREGORY (Dartmouth)

222 POPULATION BIOLOGY AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE GARIFUNA (BLACK CARIBS) OF CENTRAL AMERICA I (S) HR Sandalwood Suite
Organizers: MICHAEL H CRAWFORD (Kansas), NANCIE L GONZALEZ (Maryland-College Park)
Chairperson: MICHAEL H CRAWFORD (Kansas)


9:40 LESTER FIRSCHEIN (Hunter, CUNY) Demography and Population Dynamics of the Black Caribs of Belize

10:00 FRANIS C LEES (SUNY Albany) and PAMELA J BYARD (Kansas) Skin Colorimetry in Belize II: Caribs and Creoles

10:20 DENNIS H O’ROURKE and ROBERT M BAUME (Kansas) Dental Variability Among the Black Caribs of Belize

10:40-11:20 Discussant: VERA RUBIN (Research Inst for the Study of Man)

223 FINANCE COMMITTEE SH Board Room
10:30 Executive Session

224 CULTURAL PRACTICE AND COGNITIVE SKILLS (S) HR Dogwood Suite
Chairperson: SYLVIA SCRIBNER (Rockefeller)

10:30 HERBERT GINSBURG (Maryland-Baltimore County) and JILL POSNER (Cornell) Mathematical Thinking in West Africa Societies

10:50 JEAN LAVE (UCI) Contrasting Cognitive Effects of Formal and Informal Education

11:10 SYLVIA SCRIBNER and MICHAEL COLE (Rockefeller) Cognitive Consequences of Literacy

11:30-12:00 Discussants: MICHAEL COLE (Rockefeller), ROY D’ANDRADE (UCSD)

225 AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY HR Magnolia
11:30-1 Business Meeting
1:00 Chairperson: MORTON FRIED (Columbia)

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 1

226 THIRD WORLD SCHOLARS CAUCUS HR Arboretum IV
12:00-2:00 Informal meeting of anthropologists from the Third World to discuss possibilities of collaborative research/publication/exchange programs on Third World societies as well as American society
Chairperson: MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary)

227 THE COPYRIGHT LAW SH Grand Ballroom Foyer
12:00-1:30 A general revision of the US copyright laws making many substantive changes goes into effect January 1, 1978. Practitioners will discuss the law, how the changes will affect anthropologists and answer questions from the floor.
Organizer: MICHAEL A SCHUCHAT, AAA Counsel
Participants: WALDO H MOORE (Asst Register of Copyrights for Registration), RONALD G BLISS (Esquire, Fulbright & Jaworski), MARGARET A B DREXLER (Esquire, Vinson & Elkins)
228  ASSESSING THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE CHILD CARE REVOLUTION IN THE UNITED STATES  SH French Salon
12:00-2:00  Standing Committee on Anthropological Studies of School and Culture. Anthropologists involved in the area of child care in the United States will discuss research priorities and the significance of anthropological perspectives with other professionals, legislators and administrators in the field.
Chairperson:  RICHARD ZIMMER (Sonoma)

229  9th ANNUAL MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEON  HR Arboretum I, II, III
12:00-2:00  Attendance is by subscription. For further information see staff at advance registration desk not later than 10:00 am on Thursday. Those places unoccupied at 12:15 pm will be considered vacated and persons waiting at the door will be seated.
Organizer:  CLIFFORD R BARNETT
1—Crosscultural Uses of Cannabis
   Coordinator: VERA RUBIN
2—The Role of Native Health Actors in Non-Western Health Care Systems
   Coordinator: ANTHONY C COLSON
3—Health Planning and Policy
   Coordinators: SETHA M LOW, JANET M SCHREIBER
4—Use of Traditional Curers in Primary Health Care Services in Third World Countries
   Coordinator: GEORGE M FOSTER
5—Death, Dying and Bereavement: Current Research in Anthropology
   Coordinators: MYRA BLUEBOND-LANGNER, VICTORIA FOEDISCH
6—Fertility Regulation Practices Among Chicanas
   Coordinator: MARIA LUISA URDANETA
7—Teaching Students About Behavioral Science in the First Two Years of Medical Training
   Coordinators: DONALD KENNEDY, TOM JOHNSON
8—The Recording of Data on Normal Reproductive Functions
   Coordinator: DANA RAPHAEL
9—Developing a Basic Course in Medical Anthropology
   Coordinator: MARION PEARSALL
10—The Medical Anthropologist as a Human Service Development Specialist: Current Trends and Prospects
    Coordinator: OTTO VON MERING
11—Ethnic Dietary Patterns in the United States
    Coordinator: GRETEL PELTO
12—Editor’s Table: Meet the Editor of the MAN and Provide Input on the Society’s Publication Policy and Needs
    Coordinator: HARRY F TODD JR
13—Urban Healers in Two Urban Areas
    Coordinator: VIVIAN GARRISON
14—New Developments in the Anthropology of Aging
    Coordinator: MARGARET CLARK
15—Crosscultural Aspects of Human Sexuality
    Coordinator: PATRICIA GRINAGER

230  AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY  HR Redbud
1:00-3:00  Luncheon Meeting of the Executive Board

231  ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY III (VP)  HR Cottonwood Suite
1:30  JAMES W WEISSMAN (St Olaf)
Labor, Value and Price on a Puerto Rican Sugar Cane Hacienda
1:50  DANIEL K EARLY (Catholic) Effects of the New York Coffee Market on Nahuatl Subsistence Agriculture
2:10  RICHARD L BERG JR (Idaho S) Future Socioeconomic Research in Oaxaca
2:30  TROY ABELL (Baylor) Explaining Racial Differences in Occupational Prestige
2:50  and Income: An Analysis of Male Entry into the US Labor Force

232  THE HEADLESS HORSEMEN: MODELS AND POLICIES IN THE RESTRUCTURING OF THE ADMINISTERED NATIVE AMERICAN COMMUNITY (S) HR Dogwood Suite
Chairperson: GEORGE PIERRE CASTILE (Whitman)
1:30  GEORGE PIERRE CASTILE (Whitman) The Headless Horseman: Recapitating the Beheaded Community
1:50  ROBERT L BEE (Connecticut) The Fort Yuma Tribal Farm: A Self-Sustaining Economic Enclave?
2:10  THOMAS R MCGUIRE (Arizona) Sustained Enclaves and Administered Communities in the Yaqui Region, Mexico
2:30  GEORGE ESBER (Arizona) Apaches Take Control
2:50  JANET JORDAN (Colorado S) Self-Determination Implications of Federal and Local Networks
3:10-3:30  Discussant: JAMES OFFICER (Arizona)

233  POPULATION BIOLOGY AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE GARIFUNA (BLACK CARIBS) OF CENTRAL AMERICA II (S) HR Sandalwood Suite
Organizers: MICHAEL H CRAWFORD (Kansas), NANCIE L GONZALEZ (Maryland-College Park)
Chairperson: NANCIE L GONZALEZ (Maryland-College Park)
1:30  PAUL M LIM (Wichita) Morphological Variation in Black Carib Populations
1:50  MARION M ORONZI (Kansas) and DIANE SANK (City, CUNY) Quantitative Analysis of Dermatoglyphics of the Black Caribs of Belize, Guatemala, Spanish Honduras and Roaton
2:10  DALE D DYKES and H F POLESKY (Minneapolis Memorial War Blood Bank) Blood Group, Protein and Red Cell Enzyme Polymorphisms Among the Black Caribs
2:30  M S SCHANFIELD (Milwaukee Blood Ctr) Immunoglobulin Variation in Black Carib and Creole Populations in Belize and Guatemala
2:50  MICHAEL H CRAWFORD (Kansas) Genetic Microdifferentiation and Admixture in Garifuna Populations
3:10-3:30  Discussants: MICHAEL H CRAWFORD (Kansas), JOHN M McCULLOUGH (Utah)

234  PATTERNS IN URBANISM: STEPS TOWARD GROUNDED GENERAL THEORIES (S) SH Massanet
Chairperson: DEMITRI B SHIMKIN (Illinois-Urbana)
1:30  MIRIAM B RODIN (Illinois Med Ctr-Chicago) The Dynamics of Community: A Systems Approach to the Ethnology of Urban Societies
1:50  STANLEY HYLAND (Memphis) Urban Fringe Settlements
2:10  MARK WOODWARD (Illinois-Urbana) Models of Migration: Implications for Social Anthropology
2:30  JOHN W G LOWE (Illinois-Urbana) Urbanism and the Classic Maya
2:50-3:30  Discussants: RICHARD E BLANTON (Purdue), AMOS RAPAPORT (Wisconsin-Milwaukee), AIDEN W SOUTHALL (Wisconsin-Madison)

235  RECENT APPROACHES TO SURFACE DATA AND SAMPLING (S) SH LaSalle
Organizers: MICHAEL J O'BRIEN (Nebraska-Lincoln), DENNIS E LEWARCH (Washington)
Chairperson: MICHAEL J O'BRIEN (Nebraska-Lincoln)
THURSDAY PM, DECEMBER 1

1:30 WILLIAM O AUTRY JR (Vanderbilt) Documentary Sources as Aids in Archaeological Survey: Old Accounts Lead to Whereabouts in Archaeology of the Southeastern US

1:50 ELTON R PREWITT (Texas Arch Survey) Prehistoric Adaptations on the Stockton Plateau: An Experiment in Remote Sensing

2:10 ROGER D MASON (Texas-Austin) Regional, Zonal and Site-Intensive Surveys in Highland Mesoamerica

2:30 DENNIS E LEWARCH (Washington) Locational Models and the Archeological Study of Complex Societies: A Dilemma in Data Requirements and Research Design

2:50 Break

3:10 BRUCE E BYLAND (Pennsylvania S) Controlled Surface Collection in a Regional Settlement Survey Framework

3:30 CHARLOTTE L BENSON (Washington) Potential of Surface Sampling Method for the Recovery of Spatial Distributions

3:50 JERRY V JERMANN (Washington) Sampling and Spatial Autocorrelation: Problems in Intrasite Pattern Replication

4:10 Discussion

4:20

236 ETHNICITY (VP) HR Imperial Ballroom III

Chairperson: PATRICIA HALE-ZATARIAN (San Diego)

1:30 PATRICIA HALE-ZATARIAN (San Diego) Patterns of Play as Indicators of Ethnic Group Membership

1:50 ANTHONY LAYNG (Elmira) Ethnic Identity, Population Growth and Economic Security on a West Indian Reservation

2:10 ALLEN R FRANZ (American) Huichol Ethnohistory

2:30 EMILY SCHULTZ (Indiana) From Page to Pullo: Ethnic Identity Change in Northern Cameroon

2:50 Break

3:10 RICHARD M SCHWARTZ (Roanoke) Christians and Muslims in Rezaiyeh, Iran: A Study of Changing Ethnic Relations

3:30 SANDRA L SCHULTZ (Arizona) Pride, Change, Conflict: Greek-Americans Visit the Homeland

3:50 SHIRLEY ACHOR (East Texas) ¿Como Se Llama? Informal Naming Devices Among Urban Mexican Americans

4:10 REGINA C DIONISOPoulos-MASS (Texas A&M) "Juneteenth," Emancipation Day for Black Texans

4:30 Discussion

4:50

237 THE REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE AND MODES OF PRODUCTION IN OAXACA (S) SH Coronado

Chairpersons: MARTIN DISKIN (MIT), MICHAEL JAMES HIGGINS (Northern Colorado)

1:30 MARCUS C WINTER (INAH) Prehispanic Oaxaca: Regional Structure and Modes of Production

1:50 JOHN K CHANCE (Lawrence) City and Country in Oaxaca: An Economic View

2:10 DIANA RYESKY (Adelphi) Coastal Mixtec Textile Production in a Regional Perspective

2:30 BARBARA COHEN (UCLA) Intravillage Transactions and Social Relations: Tortilla Exchange Among Women in a Zapotec Village of Oaxaca, Mexico

2:50 Break

3:10 MIGUEL BARTOLOME and ALICIA BARABAS (INAH) Desarrollo Regional y Campesinado Indigena Los Chinantecos de Oaxaca

3:30 ALEX STEPICK (Texas-Dallas) and A MURPHY (Indeco) Urban Household Economics

3:50 MARTIN DISKIN (MIT) and MICHAEL JAMES HIGGINS (Northern Colorado) Beyond Typology: Intraregional Comparison of Modes of Production

4:10 Discussion

4:30
USES OF NARRATIVE AND POETRY IN ANTHROPOLOGY: SACRED AND SECULAR IMAGES OF WOMEN (S)  SH Mirador

Chairpersons: MARK GLAZER (Purdue), EMELIE OLSON-PRATHER (Whittier)

1:30 EMELIE OLSON-PRATHER (Whittier) Sacred and Profane Love: Images of Women in the Poetry of Early Turkish Mystics
1:50 GLENN E YOCUM (Williams) Sensuality Sacred and Profane: Images of the Feminine in Tamil Saiva Devotional Poetry
2:10 SUSAN DWYER-SHICK (Pennsylvania) Male-Female Dynamics in Turkish Oral Narratives and Their Performance
2:30 MARK GLAZER (Purdue) Women Personages as Advisers in Turkish Folktales
2:50 Break
3:10 MARGARET TRAWICK EGNOR (Chicago) An Urban Priestess of South India
3:30 DIANE GLAZER (Purdue) Women Writers at the Crossroads: The New Consciousness of the Emancipated Turkish Woman
3:50 INDIRA SHETTERLY (Amherst) Woman and the Interior World: Some Images of Women in Contemporary Indian Fiction
4:10- Discussant: LAWRENCE A BABB (Amherst)
4:30

ANTHROPOLOGY AND INDUSTRY: REAPPRAISALS AND NEW DIRECTIONS (S)  SH DeSoto

Chairperson: CAROL S HOLZBERG (Toronto-Erindale)

1:30 EVA ABRAHAM (Wotro) Industrialization, Class and Ethnicity: Illustrations from Curacao
1:50 JACK BARNES (Miami-Ohio) Factory Acculturation in Rural America
2:10 MAUREEN J GIOVANNINI (Boston) Industrialization, Regional Underdevelopment and the Role of Women: An Italian Case Study
2:30 M ESTELLIE SMITH (SUNY C Oswego) Industrialization and the Fishing Industry
2:50 Break
3:10 NANCY OWENS and JAMES BOGGS (Northern Cheyenne Research Project) To Win Is to Lose: Coal Development in the Northern Plains
3:30 ROBERT HOGNER (Florida Inti) Images of Reality: A Cultural Belief System Approach to US Business Ideology
3:50 CAROL S HOLZBERG (Toronto-Erindale) Anthropology and Industry: Reappraisals and New Directions
4:10- Discussants: ARTHUR TUDEN (Pittsburgh), FREDERICK C GAMST (Massachusetts-Boston), STANLEY A WEST (MIT)

SOCIOLINGUISTICS (VP)  SH Galaxy-Aurora

Chairperson: THOMAS GREGOR (Vanderbilt)

1:30 THOMAS GREGOR (Vanderbilt) Mehinaku Greetings
1:50 LEE DRUMMOND (McGill) Camshafts and Coexistent Systems: The Anthropology of Creole Culture
2:10 GILLIAN SANKOFF (Montreal) Linguistic Inequality: The Case of Creole Languages
2:30 JOHN BAUGH (Pennsylvania) Afro-American Handshakes: Kinesic Style Shifting and Functional Variation in Access Rituals
2:50 Break
3:10 ANNE R BOWER (Pennsylvania) Mitigated and Aggravated Speech in Confrontation Narrative
3:30 R P McDERMOTT (Rockefeller) The Social Organization of Some Talk
3:50 ELIZABETH S GROBSMITH (Nebraska-Lincoln) Styles of Speaking: An Analysis of Lakota Communication Alternatives
4:10- PHILIP WALKER (Utica) Talk, Illness and Mental Health in Nursing Homes: A Sociolinguistic Perspective
4:30

PSYCHOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL FIELDWORK (S)  SH East Grand Ballroom
Organizers: EDWARD F FOULKS (Pennsylvania), WAUD H KRACKE (Illinois-Chicago Circle)
Chairperson: EDWARD F FOULKS (Pennsylvania)
2:00 EDWARD F FOULKS (Pennsylvania) My Relationship to an Eskimo Man with Power
2:20 WAUD H KRACKE (Illinois-Chicago Circle) Kagwahiv Mourning I: Dreams of a Bereaved Father
2:40 SARAH E LEVINE (Harvard) Dreams About the Investigator in a Clinical Study of Gusii Women
3:00 Break
3:20 EUGENE BRODY (Maryland Sch of Med) and LUCILLE F NEWMAN (Brown) Psychoanalytic and Anthropological Knowing
3:40 SARA HARKNESS (Harvard) Post-Partum Depression Among the Kipsigis
4:00-4:20 MARK J GEHRIE (Chicago Inst Of Psychoanalysis) Culture as an Internal Representation

242

METHODOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL FRONTIERS IN COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY (S) HR Magnolia
Chairperson: A KIMBALL ROMNEY (UCI)
2:00 MICHAEL D ROSE (UCI) Cognitive Pluralism or Individual Differences?
2:20 J RAUL MAGANA (UCI) The Reliability of Cognitive Structures Across Spanish-English Language Boundaries
2:40 J B FERREIRA-PINTO (UCI) Validation of the Interpretation of Dimensions of Cognitive Structure
3:00 CAROL LYNN COOPER (UCI) The Cognitive Structure of Kinship in Hong Kong Chinese and US Chinese-American Children
3:20 SUSAN WELLER (UCI) Development of Cognitive Structure of Kinship
3:40 A KIMBALL ROMNEY (UCI) Predicting the Results of a Free Listing Task from Cognitive Structure
4:00-4:20 Discussants: CAROL LYNN COOPER (UCI), J RAUL MAGANA (UCI), J B FERREIRA-PINTO (UCI), MICHAEL D ROSE (UCI), SUSAN WELLER (UCI)

243

ADMINISTRATION OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH (S) HR Imperial Ballroom I
Chairperson: ROBERT D CUNNINGHAM (Arizona)
2:00 ROBERT D CUNNINGHAM (Arizona) Research Administration: What’s in It for You?
2:20 ROBERT L STEPHENSON (South Carolina) The Care and Feeding of Research
2:40 GEORGE J GUMERMAN (Southern Illinois-Carbondale) Administration in the Service of a Research Center
3:00 WARD F WEAKLY (Bureau of Reclamation) A Contract Sponsor’s Expectations of a Researcher’s Administration
3:20 Break
3:40 JAMES E FITTING (Gilbert/Commonwealth) Archeology as a Business
4:00 STUART STRUEVER (Northwestern) Establishing an Archeological Research Center
4:20 KEITH M ANDERSON (NPS) Federal Project Administration
4:40 Discussion
5:00

244

DEMOGRAPHY AND ETHNIC IDENTITY (S) SH Grand Ballroom Foyer
Chairperson: JAMES G CHADNEY (Northern Iowa)
2:00 JAMES G CHADNEY (Northern Iowa) The Politics of Residence: Sikhs in Vancouver
2:20 SYDELLE BROOKS LEVY (Brooklyn, CUNY) Flying Sparks: Lubavitcher Hassidim on the Move
2:40 DOUGLAS E BRINTNALL (Northern Iowa) Changing Ethnic and Race Relations in the Guatemalan Mayan Highlands
3:00 MAXINE FISHER (CUNY) Voluntary Associations and Ethnic Identity Among Asian Indians in New York
THURSDAY PM, DECEMBER 1

3:20 Break
3:40 BRUCE LA BRACK (Pacific) Peaches and Punjabis: The Reconstitution of Sikh Society in Rural California
4:00 Discussant: LEO A DESPRES (Notre Dame)
4:20

245 THE YUCATEC MAYA FILM PROJECT: REFLEXIVE ETHNOGRAPHY—VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (S) HR Imperial Ballroom II
Organizers: HUBERT L SMITH (Yucatec Maya Film Project), MALCOLM K SHUMAN (Yucatec Maya Film Project)
Chairperson: HUBERT L SMITH (Yucatec Maya Project)
2:00 Film and Commentary by HUBERT L SMITH (Yucatec Maya Film Project) Reflexiveness and Credibility in Ethnographic Films
2:40 Film and Commentary by MALCOLM K SHUMAN (Yucatec Maya Film Project) Passive Ethnography
3:20 Film and Commentary by JUAN RAMON BASTARRACHEA (INAH-Merida) In the Eyes of the Beholder
3:40 Discussants: VICTOR GOLDFIND (San Diego), MARGARET MEAD (AMNH), JUNE C NASH (City, CUNY) IRWIN PRESS (Notre Dame), JAY RUBY (Temple), RICHARD RUDNER (Washington-St Louis), E R SORENSON (Smithsonian)

246 SEMIOTICS OF CULTURE: TOWARD A NEW SYNTHESIS IN WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY II (S) HR Arboretum IV
Organizers: IRENE PORTIS WINNER (Emmanuel), D JEAN UMIKER-SEBEOK (Indiana)
Chairperson: IRENE PORTIS WINNER (Emmanuel)
2:30 DAN BEN-AMOS (Pennsylvania) The Logic of the Proverb
2:50 ERIC SCHWIMMER (Laval) Comparative Semiotics: How to Understand What Is Wholly Other
3:10 IRENE PORTIS WINNER (Emmanuel) Ethnicity, Modernity and the Theory of Culture Texts
3:30 BOB SCHOLTE (Anthropologisch-Sociologisch Centrum, Amsterdam) Essentialism and Formalism in Contemporary Semiotics: A Radical Critique
3:50 THOMAS A SEBEOK (Indiana) Natural Semiotics
4:10 Discussant: WILLIAM P MANGIN (Syracuse)
4:30

247 ANDEAN RESEARCH THREE DECADES AFTER THE VIRU VALLEY PROJECT (S) SH French Salon
Chairpersons: THOMAS C GREAVES (Texas-San Antonio), MICHAEL WEST (CSU Northridge)
2:30 JUNIUS B BIRD (AMNH) The Humanistic Aspects of Fieldwork in the 1946 Viru Valley Project
2:50 RICHARD P SCHAEDEL (Texas-Austin) The Evolution of Technique and Design in the Archeology of the Andes 1946-77
3:30 MICHAEL WEST (CSU Northridge) The Viru Valley Culture History Model: A Reassessment
3:50 PAUL L DOUGHTY (Florida) Thirty Years of Andean Ethnology: From the Pension Morris to Institute and Foundation
4:10 Discussant: WILLIAM P MANGIN (Syracuse)
4:30

248 XVth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: AZTECOTANOAN (S) HR Arboretum II
Organizer: SUSAN STEELE (Arizona)
Chairperson: WILLIAM ELMENDORF (Wisconsin)
3:00 LAUREL J WATKINS (Kansas) Kiowa Relativization
3:20 C F VOEGELIN and F M VOEGELIN (Indiana) Syntactic Uses of Hopi Conjunct Mode Occurring and Non-Occurring in Kennard's Texts
3:40 PAMELA BUNTE (Indiana) Southern Paiute/Qai
4:00 WICK R MILLER (Utah) The Historical Origin of the Voiced/Voiceless Stop Alternation in Tarahumara and Wariho
4:20 PAUL V KROSKRITY (Indiana) Tewa and Navajo—Linguistic Diffusion and Its Sociocultural Implications
4:40- Discussion
5:00

249 FRONTIERS IN NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY: COLLECTION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA FROM NON-WESTERN SOCIETIES (S) HR Arboretum III
Chairperson: ELOIS ANN BERLIN (UCB)
3:00 MARGARET MACKENZIE (UCB) Gathering Anthropological Data About Food
3:20 CHRISTINE WILSON (UCSF) Person-Following: A Way to Learn What an Individual Eats
3:40 E ALLEN SONAFRANK JR (UCB) Computerized Analysis of Nutritional Data
4:00 ELOIS ANN BERLIN (UCB) Nutritional Status: Some Factors in the Interaction of Diet and Health
4:20 STEPHEN BECKERMAN (UCB) Ecological Aspects of the Anthropological Study of Nutrition
4:40- Discussant: J R K ROBSON (Med U of South Carolina)
5:00

250 ANTHROPOLOGICAL FRONTIERS: EXPANDING GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY AND USING SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (S) HR Arboretum I
Organizer: ROBERT J MILLER (Wisconsin-Madison)
Chairpersons: RIVKA EISIKOVITS (Minnesota), ROBERT J MILLER (Wisconsin-Madison)
3:00 RIVKA EISIKOVITS (Minnesota) GST Within the Western Tradition: Implications for Anthropological Explanation
3:20 BEATRICE D MILLER Quarks, Split-Brains and Maya: General Systems Theory as a Buddhist Paradigm
3:40 ARTHUR M HARKINS (Minnesota) Architectonic Anthropology: Purpose and Design in Cultural Evolution
4:00 MARION LUNDY DOBBERT (Minnesota) Rigorous Description: Theoretical Issues in the Use of Graphic Analogues as Cultural Descriptors
4:20 HOWARD L HARRISON (Wisconsin-Madison) Systems Analysis for Social-Science Professionals
5:00- Discussion
5:20

251 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION HR Mimosa
3:00- Meeting of the Standing Committee on Blacks in Education
5:00

252 FRENCH SPEAKING MINORITIES IN AMERICA—LA RELEVE? (S) HR Cottonwood
Chairperson: GERALD L GOLD (York)
3:10 GERALD L GOLD (York) The French Movement in Southern Louisiana
3:30 DAVID MARCANTEL (CODOFIL) Acadian Conservatism and Ethnic Revival in French Louisiana
3:50 PAUL LAMY (Ottawa) The French Language in Ontario
4:10 LOUIS F CIMINO (Duke) Ethnic Political Mobilization in Acadian New Brunswick
4:30- Discussant: ERIC WADDELL (McGill)
4:50
MINORITY AND EDUCATION (R) (Sponsored by Council on Anthropology and Education) HR Dogwood Suite
Chairperson: MARIA CRUZ VIRAMONTES (Illinois-Urbana)
3:50 JUDITH PREISSLE GOETZ (Georgia) Sex-Role Culture in a Rural Integrated Southern Elementary School
4:00 GLORIA GOLDEN (UCSF) and MARGARET CAMARENS (Far West Lab) Women in Cultural Perspective: Field Test Report on a High School Curriculum
4:10 THELMA SHARP COOK (British Columbia) The Emergent Roles of Native Indian Women in British Columbia
4:20 VIRGINIA WOLF BRISCOE (Pennsylvania) Traditions in a Women's College: How Minority and Foreign Women Undergraduates Relate to Them
4:30 SHEILA WALKER (UCB) The Higher Education of Afro-American Women
4:40 ELLEN VEDEN (New School) Minority Females in Education

CURRENT RESEARCH REPORTS, ARCHEOLOGY AND ETHNOARCHAEOLOGY (VPR) HR Sandalwood Suite
Chairperson: SUSAN KELLOGG (Rochester)
3:50 JONATHON E ERICKSON (Conservation Ctr, LACMA) and LOUIS TARTAGLIA (CSU Northridge) Pre-Columbian Contacts and Paleopathological Evidence in the New World
4:00 SUSAN KELLOGG (Rochester) Household Organization in Late Prehispanic Tenochtitlan
4:10 DAVID ALAN FREIDEL (Southern Methodist) Cerros: A Preclassic Lowland Maya Center
4:20 R ALAN FAZIO (Project Earth Study) The Willard Mastodon: Preliminary Evidence of Human Predation
4:30 RALPH M ROWLETT (Missouri-Columbia) Thermoluminescence Analysis So Far
4:40 NORMAN M WHALEN (Southwest Texas S) Prehistoric Settlement in the Central San Pedro Valley of Arizona
5:00 Discussion

WOMEN I (VP) SH Massanet
3:50 FILM: "Some Women of Marrakech:"
4:40 Discussant: ELIZABETH W FERNEA (Texas-Austin)
5:00

CURRENT USES OF ETHNOGRAPHY IN EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION HR Redbud
5:00- Informal discussion sponsored by the Council on Anthropology and Education
7:00 Moderator: WOODROW CLARK (UCB)
Discussants: JUDY GOETZ (Georgia), PERTTI PELTO (Connecticut)

MIDDLE EAST RESEARCH GROUP SH Coronado
5:00- Organizing Meeting
7:00 Chairperson: SUAD JOSEPH (UCD)

THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF DANCE SH East Grand Ballroom
5:00- Film screening and discussion of DANCE AND HUMAN HISTORY, STEP STYLE, PALM STYLE. Each film shows how the observer may analyze features of dance style and how these features are distributed regionally.
7:00 Organizer: ALAN LOMAX (Columbia)

BORNEO RESEARCH COUNCIL SH Galaxy-Aurora
5:00- Business Meeting
7:00 Chairperson: VINSON H SUTLIVE (William & Mary)

SOCIETY ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND HUMANISM HR Mimosa
5:00- Open Meeting
7:00 Chairperson: BRUCE GRINDAL (Florida S)
261  
ASSESSING THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE CHILD CARE REVOLUTION IN THE UNITED STATES II  
SH French Salon

5:00-7:00
Informal discussion sponsored by the Council on Anthropology and Education's Standing Committee on Anthropological Studies of School and Culture. Anthropologists involved in the area of child care in the United States will discuss research priorities and the significance of anthropological perspectives with other professionals, legislators and administrators in the field.
Chairperson: RICHARD ZIMMER (Sonoma)

262  
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS WORKSHOP SH DeSoto

5:00-7:00
Informal discussion will follow up on the 1975 and 1976 annual meeting Workshops on Grassroots Organization of Professionally Employed Anthropologists. No host cash bar.
Chairperson: ANN BUNZEL COWAN
Participants: ANN BUNZEL COWAN, BARRY BAINTON, BARBARA CURRAN

263  
FOUNDATIONS: PURPOSEFUL FUNDERs SH Grand Ballroom Foyer

5:00-7:00
Representatives of seven foundations, some frequent funders of anthropology and some not, will talk about their organizations, how funding of anthropological research fits in, and the foundation field in general.
Chairperson: SUSAN W ALMY (Rockefeller Fdn)
Participants: MARY DOUGLAS (Russell Sage Fdn), LINDA EAKIN (Robert Wood Johnson Fdn), MARION M FALDET (Spencer Fdn), WARREN ILCHMAN (Ford Fdn), LITA OSMUNDSEN (Wenner-Gren Fdn), PHILLIPS RUOPP (Charles F Kettering Fdn), SUSAN W ALMY (Rockefeller Fdn)

264  
AD HOC GROUP ON PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY HR Dogwood Suite

5:30-7:00
Organizing Meeting
Open to all anthropologists interested in psychological anthropology

265  
SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION HR Cottonwood Suite

5:30-7:00
Business Meeting
Chairperson: JAY RUBY (Temple)

266  
WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY 1977: PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE HR Imperial Ballrooms II and III

5:30-7:00
A report on the pre-meeting conference
Chairperson: EUGENE GILES (Illinois-Urbana)
Speakers: MARGARET MEAD (AMNH) and Conference Representatives

267  
MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY WINE AND CHEESE ROUNDTABLE SH Mirador

5:30-7:00
Attendance is by subscription. For further information see staff at advance registration desk not later than 3:30 pm on Thursday. Those places unoccupied at 5:45 pm will be considered vacated and persons waiting at the door will be seated.
Organizer: CLIFFORD R BARNETT
1—Teaching Anthropology to Students
Coordinator: CHARLES C HUGHES
2—Functions of Folk Medicine in Urban Situations
Coordinator: IRWIN PRESS
3—Management of Stigmatized Conditions
Coordinator: JOAN ABLON
4—ESP and Psychic Phenomena as Medical Anthropological Variables
Coordinators: JOSEPH K LONG, DAVID READ BARKER
5—The Utilization of Traditional Health Practitioners in Modern Health Services
Coordinator: MICHELE G SHEDLIN
THURSDAY PM, DECEMBER 1—FRIDAY AM, DECEMBER 2

6—Research Issues in Genetic Counseling and Reproductive Decision-Making
   Coordinator: CLIFFORD R BARNETT
7—Alternative Health Care
   Coordinator: FRANCINE DANER
8—Nutritional Anthropology: Toward a World-Wide Vision
   Coordinator: RANDY F KANDEL
9—Medical Self-Help Groups
   Coordinator: ANTHONY E THOMAS
10—Editor’s Table: Meet the Editor of the MAN and Provide Input on the
    Society’s Publication Policy and Needs
   Coordinator: JULIO L RUFFINI

THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 1

268 DINNER IN HONOR OF MORRIS OPLER  SH LaSalle
   7:00-  Dinner and formal presentation of festschrift in honor of Morris Opler
   9:00-  E Opler on his second retirement from the University of Oklahoma.

269 COUNCIL OF THE ASSOCIATION  HR Imperial Ballroom II
   9:00-  Annual Business Meeting
   Chairperson: RICHARD N ADAMS (Texas-Austin), President

FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 2

300 CURRENT RESEARCH REPORTS IN MATHEMATICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (R)  HR Arboretum III
   Chairperson: HANS HOFFMANN (SUNY Binghamton)
   8:00-  PAUL A BALLONOFF Foundations of the Mathematical Theory of Anthropology
   8:10-  JOHN P BOYD (UCI) Topoi as a Model of Fuzzy Sets
   8:20-  MICHAEL L BURTON (UCI) Entailment Analysis of Cognitive, Crosscultural and Archeological Data
   8:30-  ROBERT A RANDALL (UCR) Accomplishment Planning Rules: A Deep Structural Relation Between Environment and Action
   8:40-  MICHAEL C ROBBINS (Missouri-Columbia) and RICHARD B POLLNAC (Rhode Island) A Stochastic Model of Optimism Among Panamanian Fishermen
   8:50-  VOLNEY STEFFLER (UCI) Problems in Measuring the Survival Potential of Cultures and Sparrows
   9:00-  QUAKER ANTHROPOLOGISTS  HR Mimosa
   Organizing Meeting. Coffee hour.

301 QUAKER ANTHROPOLOGISTS  HR Mimosa
   8:00-  Organizing Meeting. Coffee hour.
   9:30-  Organizers: VERA GREEN (Rutgers), CHARLES LESLIE (Delaware)

302 NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE STUDY OF ENCULTURATION (S)
   (Sponsored by Council on Anthropology and Education)  HR Sandalwood Suite
   Chairperson: JOHANNES WILBERT (UCLA)
   8:00-  GERALD M ERCHAK (Skidmore) The Acquisition of Cultural Rules by Kpelle Children
   8:20-  LINDA AMY KIMBAL (Western Washington) Some Aspects of Brunei Malay Enculturation
   8:40-  JOHANNES WILBERT (UCLA) Career Learning in a Tribal Society: The Warao Indians of Venezuela
   9:00-  MARIA BARBARA WATSON (San Diego) Tradition and Change in Guajiro Enculturation
   9:20-  Discussant: THOMAS S WEISNER (UCLA)
   9:40-  
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   Chairperson: JOHANNES WILBERT (UCLA)
   8:00-  GERALD M ERCHAK (Skidmore) The Acquisition of Cultural Rules by Kpelle Children
   8:20-  LINDA AMY KIMBAL (Western Washington) Some Aspects of Brunei Malay Enculturation
   8:40-  JOHANNES WILBERT (UCLA) Career Learning in a Tribal Society: The Warao Indians of Venezuela
   9:00-  MARIA BARBARA WATSON (San Diego) Tradition and Change in Guajiro Enculturation
   9:20-  Discussant: THOMAS S WEISNER (UCLA)
   9:40-  
303 MIGRATION ACROSS FRONTIERS: MEXICO AND THE UNITED STATES I: THE MEXICAN BACKGROUND (S) HR Arboretum IV
Organizers: FERNANDO CAMARA (INAH), ROBERT V KEMPER (Southern Methodist)
Chairperson: ROBERT V KEMPER (Southern Methodist)
8:00 RAYMOND E WIESE (Manitoba) Some Implications of International Labor Migration for Mexican Rural Development
8:20 CLAUDIO STERN (Colegio de Mexico) Internal Migration into Mexico City in the 20th Century: Diagnosis and Perspectives
8:40 ORLANDINA DE OLIVEIRA (Colegio de Mexico) The Impact of Internal Migration on the Labor Force and the Labor Market into Mexico City
9:00 HUMBERTO MUNOZ (UNAM) The Impact of Internal Migration on Educational and Income Categories in Mexico City
9:20 ROBERT D SHADOW (SUNY Stony Brook) Differential Out-Migration: A Comparison of Internal and International Migration from West Mexico
9:40 SCOTT WHITEFORD (Michigan S) Migration, Regional Elites and Their Impact on Local Development: The Tehuacan (Mexico) Case
10:00-10:20 Discussion

304 XVth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: PLAINS AND THE EAST (S) HR Arboretum II
Organizer: DAVIS S ROOD (Colorado)
Chairperson: ALLAN R TAYLOR (Colorado)
8:00 MARIANNE MITHUN (SUNY Albany) The Proto-Iroquoians: Cultural Reconstruction from Lexical Sources
8:20 HANNI WOODBURY (Fordham) Transactional Verbs in Onondaga
8:40 DUANE H KING (Museum of the Cherokee Indian) Cherokee Classificatory Verbs
9:00 Break
9:20 DAVID S ROOD (Colorado) Expressing Location in Caddoan and Siouan: A Contrastive Study
9:40 ROBERT L RANKIN (Kansas) Quapaw (Siouan) Sibilant Phonetics Reconstructed from Four 19th Century Sources
10:00 KENNETH L MINER (Kansas) Dorsey’s Law and Winnebago Accent Shift
10:20-10:40 Discussion

305 ANTHROPOLOGY AND APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY (S) HR Arboretum I
Chairperson: THOMAS J MALONEY (Southern Illinois-Edwardsville)
8:00 STEPHEN D AUERBACH (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Alternative Technology as a Viable Mode of Production: A Tunisian Example
8:20 ELIZABETH A HAGENS (Governors) Building an Appropriate Technology Network in the Midwest
8:40 JOHN ANDROMEDAS (Fordham) and RUSSELL E LEWIS (Evansville) Appropriate Technology, Energetics and Draft Animals
9:00 HERMAN W KONRAD (Calgary) Common Sense Versus Technological Ethnocentrism: A Peasant Dilemma?
9:20 ALLEN JEDLICKA (Northern Iowa) Appropriate Technology and Decision-Making Techniques to Influence Adoption
9:40 THOMAS J MALONEY (Southern Illinois-Edwardsville) Progress, Anthropologists and Appropriate Technology: Are We Closet Naive Evolutionists?
10:00-10:20 Discussion: RUSSELL E LEWIS (Evansville)

306 NEW DIRECTIONS FOR SOUTH ASIAN ANTHROPOLOGY (S) SH French Salon
Organizers: MORTON KLASS (Barnard), OWEN M LYNCH (New York)
Chairperson: MORTON KLASS (Barnard)
8:00  MORTON KLASS (Barnard) Why Study South Asia?
8:20  DAVID G MANDELBAUM (UCB) Achievements and Prospects in South Asian Studies
8:40  BARRY H MICHE (Kansas S) Anthropology, Agrarian Change and Development Theory in South Asia
9:00  PAULINE M KOELNDA (Houston) Still Unstudied Systems in South Asia
9:20  Break
9:40  SUZANNE HANCHEPP (Queens, CUNY) Anthropology and South Asian Folklore
10:00  GERALD D BERREMAN (UCB) South Asian Anthropology: What and Whither
10:20  OWEN M LYNCH (New York) Problems of Ethnicity and Identity Change in South Asia
10:40-11:00  Discussion

307  NATIVE NORTH AMERICANS (VP)  HR Magnolia
Chairperson: WILLIAM K POWERS (Rutgers-New Brunswick)
8:00  WILLIAM K POWERS (Rutgers-New Brunswick) "Pan-Indianism" Reconsidered
8:20  ROBERT MEYER LAIDLAW (UCR) Patterns of Agricultural Innovation Among the Hopi
8:40  SHEPARD KRECH III (George Mason) On the Aboriginal Population of the Kutchin
9:00  NATHANIEL C RAYMOND (Boston S) Institutionalized Transvestism, Sex Roles and the Division of Labor
9:20  Break
9:40  JOAN CROFUT WEBEL (UCLA) Native Americans in Los Angeles: A Crosscultural Comparison of Assistance Patterns in an Urban Environment
10:00  LARRY R STUCKI (Western Carolina) Indians, Hippies, Politicians and Conservationists: The Bitter Struggle for Control of a National Park Paradise
10:20  MARY LEE STEARNS (Simon Fraser) Demographic Processes in a Cultural Enclave: Toward a Population History of the Masset Haida
10:40  PHILIP M POCHON (Boston) Iroquois Agriculture and Settlement Mobility
11:00-11:20  Discussion

308  ECOLOGY, SYSTEMS OF PRODUCTION AND IDEOLOGY: MATERIALIST APPROACHES I (S)  HR Imperial Ballroom II
Organizers: WILLIAM P MITCHELL (Monmouth), BARBARA J PRICE
Chairperson: WILLIAM P MITCHELL (Monmouth)
8:30  WILLIAM P MITCHELL (Monmouth) Yarqa Aspiy: An Andean Irrigation Ritual
8:50  ROBERT C HUNT (Brandeis) Irrigation Systems—Size and Social Organization
9:10  ERIC B ROSS (Mt Holyoke) Power, Class and Ideology in Southern California
9:30  RICHARD S MACNEISH (Peabody Fd, for Archaeology) Energy and Culture in Ancient Tehuacan
9:50  Break
10:10  RHODA HALPERIN  A Materialist Model of the Economy: Mexican Applications
10:30  ALAIN Y DESSAINT (Maryland-College Park) Dialectical Materialism, Mode of Production and Social Structure
10:50  MYRON L COHEN (Columbia) Political and Ecological Interdependencies in Peasant Society: A Chinese Case
11:10-11:30  Discussion

309  CLASS AND CLASS CONFLICT IN AGRARIAN SOCIETIES (S)  HR Imperial Ballroom I
Chairperson: DAVID GILMORE (SUNY Stony Brook)
8:30  WILLIAM C ROSEBERRY (Central Arkansas) Peasants as Proletarians
8:50  MARIE F LABRECQUE (Laval) Class and Class Fractions: Sisal Region of Yucatan
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>WILLIAM DERMAN (Michigan S)</td>
<td>Agrarian Structures, Class Formation and Development Strategies in the Sahel (Africa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>JOHN J SWETNAM (Nevada-Las Vegas)</td>
<td>An Ethnographic Test of Class and Pluralist Models of Guatemalan Ethnicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>BENJAMIN S ORLOVE (UCD)</td>
<td>The State and Class Conflict in Northern Coastal Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>HERMANN G REBEL (Iowa)</td>
<td>Austrian Peasant Stratification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50</td>
<td>JOAN P MENCHER (Lehman, CUNY)</td>
<td>Agrarian Relations in the Two Main Rice Regions of Kerala—and Where They are Going</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10</td>
<td>Discussant: JAMES SCOTT (Yale), RONALD WATERBURY (Queens, CUNY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**310 POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND LAW I (VP)**  
HR Dogwood Suite  
Chairperson: SHELDON SMITH (Wisconsin-La Crosse)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>SHELDON SMITH (Wisconsin-La Crosse)</td>
<td>The Emergence of the Role of Community Entrepreneur in Lumbertown, Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:50</td>
<td>GWENDOLYN MIKELL (Georgetown)</td>
<td>A Marxist Approach to Ethnic Power Relations: Blacks and Italians in Newark, New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>MIRIAM J WELLS (UCD)</td>
<td>Political Mediation and Agricultural Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>JONATHAN OPPENHEIMER (Haifa)</td>
<td>The Druze in Israel, as Arabs and as Non-Arabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>RICHARD G DILLON (Hobart &amp; William Smith)</td>
<td>Symbolism and Power Relations in Meta' Lineage Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>ENYA P FLORES-MEISER (Ball)</td>
<td>The Rule of Primogeniture Among Japanese-Brazilians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50</td>
<td>MARGUERITE JOHNSTON (Rutgers-Newark)</td>
<td>Giriama Reconciliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10</td>
<td>RUTH E BAUM (SUNY Albany)</td>
<td>Using History in the Anthropology of Law: The Hutterite Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**311 SOCIAL AND BIOLOGICAL PREDICTORS OF NUTRITIONAL STATUS, PHYSICAL GROWTH AND BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPMENT (S)**  
SH East Grand Ballroom  
Organizers: LAWRENCE S GREENE (Massachusetts-Boston), FRANCIS E JOHNSTON (Pennsylvania)  
Chairperson: LAWRENCE S GREENE (Massachusetts-Boston)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>JOHN H HIMES (Fels Research Inst)</td>
<td>Caliper and Radiographic Measurement of Subcutaneous Fatness: Implications for Assessment of Nutritional Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:50</td>
<td>GAIL G HARRISON (Arizona)</td>
<td>Birthweight as an Index of Canalization of Development: Overweight in Arizona Infants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10</td>
<td>A ROBERTO FRISANCHO (Michigan)</td>
<td>Interaction of Nutritional and Genetic Factors on Growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>CLAIRE MONOD CASSIDY (Smithsonian)</td>
<td>&quot;Benign Neglect&quot; of Children as a Factor in Population Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>FRANCIS E JOHNSTON (Pennsylvania), BRUCE NEWMAN (Pennsylvania), JOAQUIN CRAVIOTO (Hospital del Nino) and ELSA DE LICARDIE (Hospital del Nino)</td>
<td>A Factor Analysis of Indicators of Nutritional Status in Mexican Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>JERE D HAAS (Cornell) and LUIS G HURTADO (Hospital Obrero-Bolivia)</td>
<td>Maternal Adaptation and Fetal Growth at High Altitude in Bolivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50</td>
<td>LAWRENCE S GREENE (Massachusetts-Boston), RODRIGO FIERRO-BENITEZ (Escuela Politecnica Nacional, Quuito) and JOHN B STANBURY (MIT)</td>
<td>The Effect of Iodine and Protein Calorie Malnutrition on Physical and Neurological Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10</td>
<td>Discussant: ROBERT M MALINA (Texas-Austin)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 312 MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY II (VP) SH Massanet

Chairperson: JEAN A COLE (Baylor Med)

- 8:30 JEAN A COLE (Baylor Med) Developing a Transitional Living Project for a Rehabilitation Hospital: The Anthropologist’s Role
- 8:50 PATRICIA A BOOK (Connecticut) They Are Going to Die: The Psychosocial Concomitants of Thalassemia
- 9:10 KAREN ITO CHAN (UCLA) Psychological and Social Meaning in Non-Western Family Therapy
- 9:30 TERRY I HAYNES (UCSF) Constrained Innovation: Nurse Practitioners in a Pediatrics Outpatient Clinic
- 9:50 Break
- 10:10 ALISON D KLAIRMONT (UCB) Concepts of Disease in 16th Century France
- 10:30 ROBERT C NESS (Connecticut-Health Ctr) The Distribution of Physical and Psychological Complaints Among Women in a Newfoundland Fishing Settlement
- 10:50 LEE E OWENS (San Diego) “False Notions” or “Secret Knowledge Doctors Never Know”: Maternity and Natality Among the Matrilineal Nayar of Kerala, India
- 11:10 MARY DURAND THOMAS (Hawaii) Anger, Infant Illness and the Genetrix-Child Relationship on Namonuito Atoll
- 11:30 Discussion
- 11:50 Break

### 313 SYMBOLIC ASPECTS OF EXCHANGE IN THE LESSER SUNDAS AND MOLUCCAS (S) SH DeSoto

Chairpersons: CLARK E CUNNINGHAM (Illinois-Urbana), SHEPARD FORMAN (Michigan)

- 8:30 DAVID HICKS (SUNY Stony Brook) Tetum Exchange
- 8:50 VALERIO VALERI (Chicago) Rethinking Exchange with Reference to Seram
- 9:10 SHEPARD FORMAN (Michigan) Life Paradigms: Makassae Views on Production, Reproduction and Exchange
- 9:30 DIETER BARTELS (Cornell) Alliance Without Marriage: Exogamy, Economic Exchange and Symbolic Unity Among Ambonese Christians and Moslems
- 9:50 ELIZABETH G TRAUBE (Wesleyan) Death Gifts Among the Mambai of East Timor
- 10:10 Break
- 10:30 TOBY LAZAROWITZ (Maine-Orono) Witch and Curer: Communicating with the Dead
- 10:50 CLARK E CUNNINGHAM (Illinois-Urbana) Things to be Kept: Aspects of Property Maintenance and Descent Group Ritual Among the Atoni of Timor
- 11:10 JAMES J FOX (Australian Natl) Equality and Hierarchy in Rotinese Symbolic Exchange
- 11:30 Discussion
- 12:00 Break

### 314 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION HR Redbud

- 9:00 Meeting of the Standing Committee on Women in Schools and Society
- 11:00 Break

### 315 ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND THE DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE (S) HR Imperial Ballroom III

Organizer: JANET M SCHREIBER (Texas-Sch Pub Health)

Chairpersons: CHARLES C CHENEY (Baylor Med), JANET M SCHREIBER (Texas-Sch Pub Health)

- 9:00 MARY S KNUDSON (Texas-Med Branch, Galveston) The Role of the Anthropologist in Clinical Medicine
- 9:20 ROBERT T TROTTER II (Pan American) The Role of the Anthropologist in Regional Health Planning: Impact Is Not Necessarily a Verb
- 9:40 CHARLES C CHENEY and GEORGE L ADAMS (Baylor Med) Mental Health Training in a Metropolitan Setting: The Roles of the Anthropologist
10:00 JANET M SCHREIBER (Texas-Sch Pub Health) Culture, Ethnicity and the Acceptability of Health Care in Rural Texas

10:20 Break

10:40 MICHAEL H AGAR (Houston) Drug Research: Raising or Changing Consciousness

11:00- Discussants: MICHAEL TRISTAN (Baylor Med), GEORGE WALKER (Texas-Sch Pub Health)

316 NEW DIRECTIONS IN MATHEMATICAL SOCIAL NETWORK STUDIES (S) SH Grand Ballroom Foyer

Chairperson: BRIAN L FOSTER (SUNY Binghamton)

9:00 LINTON C FREEMAN (Lehigh) Structural Centrality and Human Communication

9:20 STEPHEN B SEIDMAN (George Mason) A Graph Theoretic Generalization of the Clique Concept

9:40 LEE SAILER (UCI) Structural Equivalence: Meaning and Definition, Computation and Application

10:00 DOUGLAS WHITE and LILYAN A BRUDNER (UCI) A Network Approach to Social Structure and Action Mobilization: Support Networks in Rural Tlaxcala

10:20 Break

10:40 JOHN M JESSEN (UCI) Is Network Structure an Epiphenomenon of Social Attributes? Another View of Support Networks in Rural Tlaxcala

11:00 GARY COOMBS (UCSB) A Network Model of Food Distribution and Exchange

11:20 LAWRENCE W CRISSMAN (Illinois-Urbana) Spatial Constraints on Social Networks

11:40- Discussion

12:00

317 TRADE AND EXCHANGE IN FORMATIVE CENTRAL MEXICO (S) SH LaSalle

Chairperson: KENNETH G HIRTH (Western Michigan)

9:00 ANNE CYPHERS GUILLEN (UNAM) Marriage Alliance and Trade During the Middle Formative

9:20 ROBERT S SANTLEY (Pennsylvania S) Formative Period Exchange Networks in the Basin of Mexico

9:40 EVELYN RATTRAY (UNAM) Late Formative Trade at Teotihuacan

10:00 THOMAS H CHARLTON (Iowa) Teotihuacan and Tepeapulco: The Terminal Formative Obsidian Industries

10:20 Break

10:40 KENNETH G HIRTH (Western Michigan) Trade and Development in Western Morelos, Mexico from the Late Formative to the Classic

11:00 ROBERT D DRENNAN and J A NOWACK (Michigan) Extra- and Intra-Regional Exchange in the Sociopolitical Development of the Tehuacan Valley from the Late Formative to the Early Classic

11:20- Discussant: JEREMY SABLOFF (Utah)

11:40

318 ARCHEOLOGY AND ETHNOARCHEOLOGY (VP) SH Coronado

Chairperson: WILLIAM A LONGACRE (Arizona)

9:00 WILLIAM A LONGACRE (Arizona) Kalinga Pottery Making

9:20 R PAIGE TALLEY (San Diego) Archeological Inference by Structural-Functional Analogy

9:40 GARY S HURT (UCI) The Sexual Allocation of Tasks in the Ceramic Production Sequence: Ticul and Tepekan

10:00 MICHAEL W GRAVES (Arizona) Developments in Contingency Table Analysis

10:20 Break

10:40 DAVID L BROWMAN (Washington-St Louis) The "Altiplano" Model of Economic Integration and Prehistoric Tiwanaku

11:00 JONATHAN HAAS (Columbia) The Nature of the Prehistoric State

11:20 CHARLES C KOLB (Behrend) Synchronic and Diachronic Transformations in Aztec Social Structure: The Calpulli Model
11:40 MILLA Y OHEL (Chicago) “Clactonian Flaking” and Primary Flaking
12:00 Discussion
12:20

**319 WOMEN II (VP) SH Mirador**

Chairperson: MONA ETIENNE (Ecole des Haute Etudes en Sciences Sociales)

9:00 MONA ETIENNE (Ecole des Haute Etudes en Sciences Sociales) The Case for Social Maternity: Adoption of Children by Urban Baule Women (Ivory Coast)

9:20 LUNG-SHENG SUNG (Indiana) Chinese Women, Family and Property in Northern Taiwan

9:40 CYNTHIA L PEARLMAN (Indiana) The Problem of Women Revisited: Some Limitations of Anthropological Models

10:00 JILL DUBISCH (North Carolina-Charlotte) The Mother-Daughter Tie in Mediterranean Social Structure

10:20 Break

10:40 PATRICIA B LERCH (Ohio S) Spiritual Connections and Non-Local Patrons: Two Dimensions of Female Power

11:00 CONSTANCE CRONIN (Arizona) Elite Women in 19th Century Iran

11:20 DEBORAH GOLEMAN WOLF (UCSF) Lesbian Mothers: An Alternative Family Style

11:40 Discussion

12:00

**320 SYMBOLIC ANTHROPOLOGY I (VP) SH Galaxy-Aurora**

Chairperson: ALLAN F BURNS (Florida)

9:00 ALLAN F BURNS (Florida) “Ah... Ah... Our Father,” The Priest Meets the Feathered Serpent in Mayan Oral Tradition


9:40 PETER A METCALF (Virginia) Dead Body Language

10:00 J DAVID SAPIR (Virginia) Hyenas and Lepers: Filling in the Penumbra

10:20 Break

10:40 GAIL BAUGHER KUENSTLER (CUNY) The Process of Symbolic Formulation

11:00 ANNETTE B WEINER (Texas-Austin) How to Read Trobriand Objects of Exchange

11:20 SHLOMO DESHEN (Tel-Aviv) The “Kol Nidre” Enigma: A Processual Interpretation of the Day of Atonement Liturgy

11:40 ALEXANDER ALLAND JR (Columbia) Sacred and Secular in Baruya Ritual

12:00 Discussion

12:20

**321 ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES I: HISTORIC CULTURAL FEATURES (S) HR Cottonwood Suite**

Organizers: CAROLE E HILL (Georgia S), RICHARD LERNER (Corps of Engineers)

Chairperson: RICHARD LERNER (Corps of Engineers)


9:20 DAVID M BRUGGE (NPS) Navajo Historic Cultural Preservation

9:40 LARRY BANKS (Corps of Engineers) Role of Interpretive Development in Cultural Resource Management

10:00 PETER SMITH (Advisory Council on Historic Preservation) Federal Commitment to Historic Preservation

10:20 Break

10:40 WEIMING LU (Urban Planning Dept of Dallas) Neighborhood Conservation: Perception and Reality

11:00 DAVID W PERI (Sonoma) What’s Worth Saving: the Cultural Resource Problem in Northern California, An Indian Perspective

11:20 ALAN LOMAX (Columbia) Aesthetic Anthropology

11:40 Discussant: IRVING WALLACH (AAA, Anth Research Services)

12:00
322 CURRENT RESEARCH IN THE ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY (R)  HR Arboretum III
Chairperson:  GLORIA A YOUNG (Indiana)
9:20 ANN-CHRISTINE FRANKOWSKI-BRAGANZA (Detroit) Research on Concept
definition: A Mexican Example
9:30 ALAN W BOYD (Indiana) Lamu Maulidi
9:40 PAMELA J DOBSON (Indiana) Central Algonquin Dance
9:40 ELIZABETH A HELSER (Indiana) Music Ethnography in Complex Societies
10:00 GLORIA A YOUNG (Indiana) Urban Adaptation, Pan-Indianism and Powwows
10:10 DAVID B COPLAN (Indiana) Research Problems in Johannesburg's Performing
Art
10:20 Discussant: ANN-CHRISTINE FRANKOWSKI-BRAGANZA (Detroit)
10:40

323 CULTURE AND SOCIAL STRUCTURES: CONTRASTING APPROACHES TO
THE STUDY OF MEANING AND ACTION (S)  HR Sandalwood Suite
Chairpersons:  PETER J BERTOCCI (Oakland), MARVIN DAVIS (Brandeis)
10:00 PETER J BERTOCCI (Oakland) Models of Solidarity and Situations of Conflict
10:20 MARVIN DAVIS (Brandeis) Two-Dimensional Politics
10:40 KENNETH DAVID (Michigan S) Regional Economy and Ideology: Jaffna, Sri
Lanka
11:00 JAMES DOW (Oakland) The Integration of Materialist and Non-Materialist Views
of culture in Mathematical Systems Models

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 2

324 LIBRARY ANTHROPOLOGY RESOURCE GROUP  HR Sandalwood Suite
12:00-1:30 Chairperson:  FX GROLLIG SJ (Loyola-Chicago)

325 POWER, POLITICS AND PEOPLE: THE PUBLIC USES OF ANTHROPOLOGY  HR Arboretum IV
12:00-2:00 Panel discussion sponsored by the Anthropology Resource Center. Discussion will
focus on the history of the Center and its current projects.
Chairperson:  SHELTON H DAVIS, ARC Director
Participants:  ROBERT O MATHEWS and Research Associates and Board
Members of ARC

326 THE INS AND OUTS OF PUBLISHING A BOOK FOR CURRENT AND
POTENTIAL AUTHORS  SH French Salon
12:00-2:00 Panel discussion sponsored by the Faculty Relations Committee of the Association
of American Publishers to explore ways of improving communication
between authors and publishers, with special emphasis on the mechanics of book
publishing.
Chairperson:  THOMAS J FLAHERTY (Rand McNally College Publishing Co)
Participants:  JAMES P SPRADLEY (Macalester), BARRY FETTEROLF
(Random House), WALTER LIPPINCOTT (Cambridge Press)

327 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  HR Mimosa
12:00-2:00 Meeting of the Standing Committee on Spanish-speaking Concerns in Education

328 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  HR Redbud
12:00-2:00 Meeting of the Standing Committee on Environmental Issues in Anthropology

329 TABLE TALK  HR Arboretum I, II, III
12:00-2:00 Attendance is by subscription. For further information see staff at advance
registration desk not later than 10 am on Friday. Those places unoccupied at
12:15 pm will be considered vacated and persons waiting at the door will be
seated.
(A) Richard N Adams: Problems in Power and Energy
(B) M Margaret Clark: The Future of Medical Anthropology
(C) Walter Goldschmidt: The Uses of Anthropology
(D) Cynthia Irwin-Williams: Network Analysis—A New Technology for Archaeology
(E) Jack Kelso: Teaching Physical Anthropology
(F) Charles R McGimsey: Maintaining Archaeology's Credibility with the Public
(G) David Olmsted: The Association's Publication Program
(H) Marion Pearsall: Anthropology in Academic, Non-Academic and Mixed Settings
(I) Peggy R Sanday: On the Origins of Sexual Inequality
(J) Elliott P Skinner: The Problems of a Global Civilization
(K) William Sturtevant: American Indian Studies
(L) Richard B Woodbury: Who Gets into Print, and Why?

330 ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY GROUP ON AGRARIAN SYSTEMS HR Magnolia
12:00- Business Meeting
2:00 Chairperson: John W Bennett (Washington-St Louis)

331 ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES II: CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL SCIENCE (S) HR Cottonwood Suite
Organizers: Carole E Hill (Georgia S), Richard Lerner (Corps of Engineers)
Chairperson: Carole E Hill (Georgia S)
1:00 Alvin L Bertrand (Louisiana S) Environmental Impact Studies in a Social Science Perspective
1:20 Keith L Pearson (Bureau of Land Management) Applied Anthropology and NEPA: An Assessment
1:40 Stanley A West (MIT) Corporate Interest in Social Impact Assessment and Impact Mitigation
2:00 Steve H Jones (Arkansas) Toward the Development of a Family Impact Assessment Model
2:20 William Millsap (Southwest Texas) Assessing Social Impact in Community Development
2:40- Discussant: Paul Cromwell (HEW)
3:00

332 CONTEXTUAL STUDIES OF MATERIAL CULTURE (S) HR Imperial Ballroom III
Chairperson: David W Zimmerly (Natl Museums of Canada)
1:30 Eugene Y Arima (Parks Canada) Contextual Thoughts on Material Culture and Technology
1:50 Ted J Brassier (Natl Museums of Canada) Sacred Tipi Paintings of the Blackfeet
2:10 John D Heath (Drilco) Some Comparative Notes on Kayak Form and Construction
2:30 David W Zimmerly (Natl Museums of Canada) Kayaks of Hooper Bay, Alaska
2:50- Discussant: James Vanstone (Field Museum)
3:10

333 ECOLOGY, SYSTEMS OF PRODUCTION AND IDEOLOGY: MATERIALIST APPROACHES II (S) HR Imperial Ballroom II
Organizers: William P Mitchell (Monmouth), Barbara J Price
Chairperson: Barbara J Price
1:30 Marvin Harris (Columbia) Bovine Sex Ratios and Species Preference: More on the Sacred Cow
1:50 Barbara J Price Montezuma's Dinner and Versailles: Political Stresses in Paleotechnic Monarchies
2:10 JANE B ROSS (Mt Holyoke) Atomism and Aggression: A Systems Approach to
Pre-Industrial Conflict
2:30 MARY E ODELL (Virginia Commonwealth) The Response of Traditional
Productive Systems to Demographic Change in Aguaucan
2:50 WANDA MINGE-KALMAN (Columbia) A Comparison of Time Allocation in
Hunting and Gathering, Peasant and Urban Societies
3:10- Discussants: MORTON H FRIED (Columbia), KARL WITTOFOGEL
3:30

334 PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (VP) SH East Grand Ballroom
Chairperson: LARRY L MAI (UCLA)
1:30 LARRY L MAI (UCLA) Chromosomal Inversions: A Mechanism for Fixing
Unique Combinations of Linked Alleles
1:50 JOHN M McCULLOUGH (Utah) Ecological Genetics of Phenylketonuria in
Europe
2:10 CAROLYN E SEWARD (Texas-Austin) Spatial Orientation in Socially Caged
Vervets
2:30 Break
2:50 JAYNE C RESCOE (Texas-Austin) Behavior Frequencies of the Common
Marmoset (Callithrix Jacchus Jacchus)
3:10 DOUGLAS P FRY (Indiana) From Ik To Kamikaze: The Sociobiology of
Selfishness and Altruism
3:30- Discussion
3:50

335 POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND LAW II (VP) HR Dogwood Suite
Chairperson: WOODROW W CLARK JR (UCB)
1:30 WOODROW W CLARK JR (UCB) Politics of Everyday Life: A Symbolic
Interactionist and Praxis Analysis
1:50 KEVIN A AVRUCH (UCSD) Gush Emunim: Religion and Ideology in Israel
2:10 ANN ESKESEN (SUNY Albany) Asian Indians in the United States—A Political
Definition
2:30 MICHEL S LAGUERRE (UCB) The Black Ghetto as an Internal Colony
2:50 Break
3:10 MURIEL DIMEN-SCHEIN (Lehman, CUNY) Work, Community and the State
3:30 ANNIE S BARNES (Norfolk) Black Residential Patterns
3:50 SORAYA NOLAND (Farabi) Resolution of Conflict in Two Iranian Communities
4:10 MICHAEL C HOWARD (California Polytech) Social Stratification and Develop­
ment in a Kekechi Village in Southern Belize
4:30

336 SOCIETIES IN CRISIS: HUMAN ADJUSTMENTS TO NATURAL DISASTERS
(S) SH DeSoto
Chairperson: WILLIAM I TORRY (Lehman, CUNY)
1:30 MAC MARSHALL (Iowa) The Politics of Pamela
1:50 THOMAS M FRASER JR (Massachusetts-Amherst) La Soufriere: Volcanic Threat
in the Caribbean
2:10 ERIC WADDELL (McGill) Coping with Frosts, Governments and Disaster
Experts, or, What It Means to Be Marginal in the New Guinea Highlands
2:30 PAYSON D SHEETS (Colorado) Chasing the Ambulance: Benefits of Lowland
Classic Maya Civilization from a Highland Natural Disaster
2:50 Break
3:10 KEN HEWITT (Wilfrid Laurier) Seismic Risk in Southwest Asia
3:50 WILLIAM I TORRY (Lehman, CUNY) Natural Disasters in Traditional Societies
4:10- Discussant: RUSSELL DYNES (Ohio S)
4:30

337 URBANIZATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA (S) SH
Massonet
Organizer: PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY C Plattsburgh)
Chairperson: DALE F EICKELMAN (New York)
1:30 DALE F EICKELMAN (New York) Symbolic Form and Urban Social Space: A Moroccan Example
1:50 PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY C Plattsburgh) Transmission of Social Attitudes in Urban Iran
2:10 EMILY J MCINTIRE (Harvard) Schooling and Changing Family Structure in a Small Iranian City
2:30 DIANE S PONASIK (AID) Moroccan Urban Primacy
2:50 Break
3:10 NED LEVINE (UCLA) "Rural Traditionalism" and "Urban Modernizers" in Turkey: Incongruities Between Urbanization as a Demographic Force and Anti-Urbanism as a Social Policy
3:30 EVELYN ALEENE EARLY (Chicago) Boundary Crossing in Urban Ethnography
3:50- Discussants: STEPHEN D AUERBACH (Wisconsin-Milwaukee), BYRON J GOOD (UCD)

SOCIOCULTURAL CHANGE (VP) SH LaSalle
Chairperson: SUSAN ALMY (Rockefeller Fdn)
1:30 HARRY R SILVER (Wheaton) Beauty and the "I" of the Beholder: Identity, Aesthetics and Social Change Among the Ashanti
1:50 CONRAD P KOTTAK (Michigan) Ceremonial and Socioeconomic Stratification Among the Betsileo Malagasy
2:10 ROBERT A MYERS (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) West Indian Migration as a Rite of Passage
2:30 MARCUS J HEPBURN (Florida) Fishing Technology and Social Change: A Florida Case Study
2:50 Break
3:10 JIM WEIL (Columbia) The adaptation of Traditional Work Patterns in a Bolivian Pioneer Settlement
3:30 NORMAN D THOMAS (Texas A&M) Dual Barrios and Culture Change in Mesoamerica
3:50 WILLIAM BREEN MURRAY (Monterrey) Values and Acculturation in Northern Mexico: A Restudy
4:10 LUISE MARGOLIES (Instituto Venezolano de Investigaciones Cientificas) Rural-Urban Migration and Urbanization in Venezuela
4:30- PRINCE PETER OF GREECE AND DENMARK (National Museum-Copenhagen) Chinese Colonization of Tibet, Film and Commentary
5:30 Break

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION SH Board Room
2:00 Meeting of the Committee on the Annual Meeting

PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: A PERENNIAL FRONTIER? I (S) HR Imperial Ballroom I
Organizers: ROBERT LEVINE (Harvard), THEODORE SCHWARTZ (UCSD)
Chairperson: THEODORE SCHWARTZ (UCSD)
2:00 RAYMOND FOGELSON (Chicago) Notes on the History, Status and Prospects of Psychological Anthropology
2:20 MARGARET MEAD (AMNH) Phases in the Development of Psychological Theories as Predictors of Future Research Directions
2:40 GEORGE SPINDLER (Stanford) The Making of Psychological Anthropology
3:00 Break
3:20 MELVIN J KONNER (Harvard) Biological and Psychological Anthropology: The Interface
3:40 MELFORD E SPIRO (UCSD) Psychoanalysis and Anthropology
4:00 THEODORE SCHWARTZ (UCSD) The Acquisition of Culture
4:20 DOUGLASS PRICE-WILLIAMS (UCLA) Psychological and Anthropological Avenues to the Study of Cognition: Convergences and Divergences
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Chairperson</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>341</td>
<td>ANTHROPOLOGISTS AS TECHNOLOGY BROKERS: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE (S)</td>
<td>HR Sandalwood Suite</td>
<td>ANGIE M GUGGENBERGER NELSON (Minnesota)</td>
<td>PAUL MCDOWELL (Trent) Technology and Sociocultural Systems: A Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DARLENE K THOMAS (Lock Haven) Anthropological Advisors in Technology</td>
<td>JOHN W MIROCHA (Minnesota) Space Colonization and Appropriate Technology: Toward a Social Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANGIE M GUGGENBERGER NELSON (Minnesota) Anthropologists as Ethnocrats: A Future Role Explored</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MII DE WANE (Minnesota) Technology Assessment: A Sociocultural Approach</td>
<td>SCOTT W ERICKSON (Minnesota) Technology and the Culture of Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DISCUSSANT: JOHN PETERSON (Mississippi)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>THE ANDEAN PRECERAMIC (S)</td>
<td>SH Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
<td>JEFFREY QUILTER (UCSB)</td>
<td>ROBERT A FELDMAN (Field Museum) Preceramic Corporate Architecture from Aspero: Evidence for the Origins of the Andean State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ALAN J OSBORN (Nebraska-Lincoln) Prehistoric Utilization of Marine Resources in Coastal Peru: How Much Do We Understand?</td>
<td>JEFFREY QUILTER (UCSB) Andean Preceramic Burials and Social Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JOHN W RICK (Michigan) Identifying Prehistoric Band-Level Sedentism: An Example from Highland Ecuador</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DISCUSSANTS: JUNIUS B BIRD (AMNH) EDWARD P MANNING (SUNY Stonybrooke), RICHARD S MACNEISH (Peabody Fdn for Arch), THOMAS C PATTerson TEMPLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>343</td>
<td>RELIGION I (VP)</td>
<td>SH Coronado</td>
<td>MARGERY Q FOX (Fairleigh Dickinson)</td>
<td>MICHAEL LAMBEK (Michigan) and JON H BRESLAR (Pittsburgh) Death and Politics: Constraint and Contradiction in Mayotte (Comoro Islands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JOHN P MASON (American-Cairo) Coptic Egyptian Rite of Possession/Exorcism: Ecstatic Religion as a Measure of Inter-Religious Relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DISCUSSION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td>LOWLAND SOUTH AMERICA II: SOCIAL CORRELATES OF KIN TERMINOLOGY (S)</td>
<td>SH Mirador</td>
<td>DAVID J THOMAS (Vanderbilt)</td>
<td>KATHLEEN J ADAMS (Central Washington) Barama River Carib Kinship Ideology and Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GERTRUD E DOLE (AMNH) Pattern and Variation in Amahuaca Kin Terminology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Friday PM, December 2**
FRIDAY PM, DECEMBER 2

2:40 ROBERT A HAHN Rikbakca Relationship Terminology
3:00 ORNA R JOHNSON (CSU Northridge) Kinship Decisions Among the Machiguenga: The Dravidian System in a Small Scale Society
3:20 Break
3:40 THOMAS R MOORE (Seton Hall) Amarakaeri Kinship and Marriage
4:00 DAVID J THOMAS (Vanderbilt) Pemon Zero Generation Terminology: Social Correlates
4:20- 5:00 Discussion: JEAN E JACKSON (MIT), KENNETH M KENSINGER (Bennington)

345 SYMBOLIC ANTHROPOLOGY II (VP) SH Galaxy-Aurora
Chairperson: DAVID D GOW (Development Alternatives)
2:00 DAVID D GOW (Development Alternatives) Mythology, Religion, and Social Change: The Mexican Virgin and the Andean Christ Compared
2:20 FRED R MYERS (Pitzer) Emotions and the Self: Personhood and Political Order Among the Pintupi
2:40 EDWARD O HENRY (San Diego) Nationalistic Transformation of North Indian Culture
3:00 ROBERT H LAVENDA (Indiana) The Festival of Progress: Anthropology, History, and the Transformation of the Caracas Carnival
3:20 Break
3:40 F ALLAN HANSON (Kansas) The Motif of Separation in Traditional Maori Culture
4:00 ROBIN RIDINGTON (British Columbia) Those Who Follow Trails: Symbolism and Adaptive Strategy in a Nomadic Hunting Culture
4:20 KATHRYN V STAiano (Kansas) Signs, Symbols and Myth in a Pentecostal Church

346 XVth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: THE SOUTHEAST (S) HR Arboretum II
Chairperson: JAMES M CRAWFORD (Georgia)
3:00 EMANUEL J DRECHSEL (Wisconsin-Madison) Mobilian Jargon
3:20 FRANK R TRECHSEL (Texas-Austin) A Grammatical Sketch of Coushatta
3:40 ALVIN CEARLEY (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians) Phonological Restructuring in Choctaw
4:00 KAREN M BOOKER (Kansas) Number Marking in Muskogean Suppletive Verbs
4:20- 5:00 KAREN J LUPARDUS (Kansas) Comparative Muskogean Negation

347 PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS AND ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY (S) HR Magnolia
Chairperson: STUART PLATTNER (Missouri-St Louis)
3:00 JOHN W BENNETT (Washington-St Louis) Management Style in North American Agriculture: An Anthropological Approach to the Production Function
3:20 KAJA FINKLER (Eastern Michigan) The Use of Economic Techniques in Anthropology
3:40 STUART PLATTNER (Missouri-St Louis) Exchange and Exploitation: Light from the Production Function
4:00 ANDREAS MASSING (Purdue) Production Functions in African Agriculture
4:20 HAROLD SCHNEIDER (Indiana) The Production Function in Traditional and Modern East Africa
4:40 KENNETH H SHAPIRO (Michigan) Beyond Economic Man in Anthropology
5:00- 5:20 Discussion

348 SOCIAL COMPETENCE IN THE CLASSROOM (S) (Sponsored by Council on Anthropology and Education) HR Arboretum III
Chairperson: EVELYN JACOB (Pennsylvania)
3:00  JEFFREY SHULTZ (Cincinnati) and SUSAN FLORIO (Harvard) Learning How to Go to School: Children's Social Competence in a Kindergarten Classroom
3:20  KATHRYN M BORMAN (Cincinnati) The Social Competence of Children in Three Urban Communities
3:40  MARGARET EISENHART (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Social Competence in the Classroom
4:00  DOROTHY C CLEMENT (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Competence in a Segregated School: Implications for a Cultural Theory
4:20  JOHN U OGBU (UCB) Social Stratification and Socialization of Competence
4:40-  Discussant: FREDERICK ERICKSON (Harvard)
5:00

349  MIGRATION ACROSS FRONTIERS: MEXICO AND THE UNITED STATES II: THE BORDERLANDS AND BEYOND (S)  HR Arboretum IV
Organizers: FERNANDO CAMARA (INAH), ROBERT V KEMPER (Southern Methodist)
Chairperson: FERNANDO CAMARA (INAH)
3:00  FERNANDO CAMARA (INAH) Differential Migration Streams, Economic Growth, and Sociocultural Changes in Mexican Border Cities
3:20  LINDA WHITEFORD (Pan American) The Borderland as an Extended Community
3:40  JANE B HANEY (Michigan S) Formal and Informal Labor Recruitment Mechanisms: Stages in Mexican Migration into Mid-Michigan Agriculture
4:00  JORGE BUSTAMANTE (Colegio de Mexico) The Immigrant Worker: A Social Problem or a Human Resource?
4:20  JORGE MONTANO (UNAM) Political Attitudes of the Urban Poor: A Case Study from Chihuahua City (Mexico)
4:40-  Discussant: RODOLFO STAVENHAGEN (Colegio De Mexico)
5:00

350  PUERTO RICAN AND CHICANO HEALTH ACTION AND RESEARCH: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS FROM CONNECTICUT AND CHICAGO (S)  HR Arboretum I
Chairperson: STEPHEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut-Health Ctr)
3:00  MILDRED TORRES (Community Renewal Team) and FELIPE AYALA (El Centro de la Causa) Puerto Rican and Chicano Participation in Health System Change
3:20  MARIA GONZALEZ (Hartford School System) and PERTTI J PELTO (Connecticut-Health Ctr) Community Organization and Technical Assistance for Health Action
3:40  GWEN STERN (Mujeres Latinas en Accion) and NORMA ALMANZA (Latino Inst) Action Oriented Health Research: Problems in Pregnancy and Infancy in a Chicano Community
4:00  SUSAN MESSWICK (Connecticut) Action Oriented Health Research: A Schistosomiasis Project in a Puerto Rican Community
4:20  LINDA TIRADO (Connecticut) and STEPHEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut-Health Ctr) Action Oriented Health Research: Puerto Rican and Chicano Mental Health Perceptions and Adaptations
4:40  VICENTE ABAD (Hartford Hospital) and MOISES GAVIRIA (Pilson-Little Village Community Mental Health Ctr) Designing and Implementing Socioculturally Relevant Mental Health Services
5:00- Discussion
5:20

351  AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY  HR Mimosa
3:00  Meeting of the Executive Board
352  CURRENT RESEARCH REPORTS, MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (VPR)  SH French Salon
Chairperson: JANE TEAS (Johns Hopkins)
3:00  JANE TEAS (Johns Hopkins) Underlying Cultural Concepts Important in the Choice of Medical Treatment
3:10  JOHN L CAUGHEY (Pennsylvania) and J MICHAEL MAHAR (Arizona) Ritual Remedies at a Sufi Shrine
3:20  TERRIE G RAPHAEL (Columbia) The Elderly Are Not Children
3:30  GLORIA J WENTOWSKI (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Personal Networks and Social Support for the Elderly: A Southern US Example
3:40  BARBARA W CURREN (Arizona) Tuning in to My Network
3:50  POLLY F HARRISON (Catholic) Rural Neurosis? A Salvadoran Question
4:00  M JEAN GILBERT (UCSB) A Five Week Alcoholism Ethnography Conducted in Three Spanish-Speaking Communities
4:10  Break
4:30  KENNETH W PAYNE (UCB) Illness, Sorcery and Social Order Among the Tagabawa Bagobos of Southcentral Mindanao, Philippines
4:40  RICHARD M RACHELSON (Inst for Cancer Research) Coumarin-Containing Plants Used by Native Americans Having Albumin Polymorphisms
4:50  DAVID GLENN SMITH (Pennsylvania) Leprosy, Fertility and Relative Fitness on Mactan Island, Philippines
5:00  JOHN LOZIER (West Virginia) Accommodation of the Black Aged in Rural Appalachia
5:10  BILLYE Y S FOGLEMAN (Tennessee-Memphis) Nutrition and American Medicine
5:20-  Discussion
5:40  

353  PARTICIPANT RESEARCH IN BILINGUAL BICULTURAL EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS (S) HR Cottonwood Suite
Organizers:  MARIA B CERDA (Latino Inst), JEAN J SCHENSUL (Connecticut)
Chairperson:  MARIA B CERDA (Latino Inst)
3:20  MARIA B CERDA (Latino Inst) The Latino Institute: Participant Research and Technical Assistance in Bilingual Education
3:40  FRANCISCO RAMOS (Latino Inst) Bilingual Program Change Agents as Participants Observers
4:00  CARMEN AYALA (Latino Inst) Participant Ethnography and the Development of Training Modules in Bilingual Educational Settings
4:20  ARTHUR VERA (Harvard) Aspects of Bilingual Students' Sociolinguistic Performance in a Classroom
4:40  JEAN J SCHENSUL (Connecticut) Models for Facilitating Participant Research in Bilingual Educational Settings
5:00-  Discussant: HOWARD STANTON (Staten Island)
5:40  

354  APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY (VP) HR Imperial Ballroom III
Chairperson:  THEODORE D GRAVES (South Pacific Research Inst)
3:30  G ELALINE BEANE and ANNETTE RAN (Wayne) Climate Change and the World System: Anthropological Perspectives on the Future
3:50  THEODORE D GRAVES (South Pacific Research Inst) Beyond Ethnicity: Contributions to the Mutual Adaptation of Managers and Workers in a New Zealand Industrial Setting
4:10  KRZYSZTOF S TESKI (Stockton) Post-War Slavic Immigrants: Hopes and Reality in a Consulting Engineers Company
4:30  TONY L WHITEHEAD (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Men, Family and Family Planning in Haversham
4:50-  Discussion
5:10  

355  SOCIOCULTURAL CHANGE (VP) HR Imperial Ballroom II
3:50  FILM: "Sherpas"
4:45-  Discussant: SHERRY B ORTNER (Sarah Lawrence)
5:00  
**FRIDAY PM, DECEMBER 2**

**356**  
**CHANGE IN THE MIDDLE EAST**  
HR Arboretum II  
5:00-  
Informal discussion sponsored by the Middle East Research Group  
7:00  
Chairperson: ROBERT FERNEA (Texas-Austin)  
Participants: ROBERT FERNEA (Texas-Austin), HENRY ROSENFIELD (Haifa)

**357**  
**GROUP ON SOCIAL IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MODIFICATION**  
HR Redbud  
5:00-  
Business Meeting  
7:00  
Chairperson: JOHN H PETERSON, JR (Mississippi S)

**358**  
**SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY**  
SH Massanet  
5:00-  
Business Meeting  
7:00  
Chairperson: ROBERT B EDGERTON (UCLA)

**359**  
**ETHICAL PROBLEMS**  
HR Dogwood Suite  
5:00-  
Panel discussion sponsored by the Committee on Ethics will focus on ethical problems relating to contract science, informed consent, contraband artifacts and the law of the land  
7:00  
Chairperson: KARL HEIDER (South Carolina)

**360**  
**HUMAN COMMUNITIES IN OUTER SPACE**  
HR Sandalwood Suite  
5:00-  
Informal discussion sponsored by the Speculative Anthropology Society, NASA and Lunar Science Institute  
7:00  
Chairperson: MAGOROH MARUYAMA (Illinois-Urbana)

**361**  
**COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION**  
SH Desoto  
5:00-  
Business Meeting  
7:00  
Chairperson: FREDERICK ERICKSON (Harvard)

**362**  
**COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY**  
HR Arboretum IV  
5:30-  
Business Meeting  
7:00  
JOE BEN WHEAT

**363**  
**ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS II**  
HR Arboretum III  
5:30-  
Business Meeting  
7:00  
Chairperson: VERA GREEN (Rutgers)

**FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 2**

**364**  
**ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY**  
SH French Salon  
6:00-  
Organizing Meeting  
7:00  
Organizer: HENRY ORENSTEIN (Brooklyn, CUNY)  
Chairperson: JANET JORDAN (Colorado S)

**365**  
**ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY**  
SH and Galaxy  
6:00-  
Panel discussion sponsored by Human Relations Area Files will emphasize developments in recent years in ethnographic data retrieval and computer based research and teaching tools. An open-bar reception will follow.  
9:00  
Organizer: DAVID LEVINSON (HRAF)  
Chairperson: ROBERT O LAGACE (HRAF)

**366**  
**COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION**  
SH Coronado  
7:00-  
No Host Cash Bar  
9:00

**367**  
**SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY**  
SH LaSalle  
7:00-  
No Host Cash Bar  
9:00
PLENARY SESSION

Chairperson: FRANCIS L K HSU (Northwestern)

Presentation of awards:

JAMES MOONEY AWARD, Miles Richardson, Chairperson, to JAMES M CRAWFD (Georgia)
STIRLING AWARD FOR CULTURE AND PERSONALITY STUDIES, John W M Whiting, Chairperson, to GEOFFREY WHITE (UCSD)
ALFRED VINCENT KIDDER AWARD, Gordon R Willey, Chairperson, to EMIL W HAURY (Arizona)
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS, Richard N Adams, Chairperson, to BELA MADAY (American/Virginia) and SOL TAX (Chicago)

1977 Distinguished Lecture:
Understanding Human Origins: Problems and Prospects
F CLARK HOWELL (UCB)

SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 3

PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (VP)

Chairperson: ANDREW B FUCHS (Pennsylvania)

ANDREW B FUCHS (Pennsylvania) Coca-Chewing and Polycythemia
WILLIAM A STINI (Arizona) Nutritional Stress and Sexual Dimorphism in Evolutionary Perspective
J CRAIG HYLTON (Utah) Morality and Henequen Production in Yucatan
WILLIAM H MUELLER (Texas Health Science Ctr-Houston), PATRICIA SOTO (Universidad Nacional-Santiago), VICTORIA N SCHULL (Texas Health Science Ctr-Houston), FRANCISCO ROTHHAMMER (Texas Health Science Ctr-Houston), WILLIAM J SCHULL (Texas Health Science Ctr-Houston) A Multinational Andean Genetic and Health Program: Growth and Development in a Hypoxic Environment

EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY (VP)

Chairperson: LARISSA LOMNITZ (UNAM)

LARISSA LOMNITZ (UNAM) Conflict and Mediation in a National University
PAULA F LEVIN (USCD) Language Learning and Learning About Language: Classroom Speech in Rural Polynesia
MELFORD S WEISS (CSU Sacramento) and PAULA H WEISS (Bell Ave Sch) Collective Bargaining and the Political Process in a Small School District
THOMAS MERCER HURSH (UCB) Mastering Genetics with a Little Help from GENIE
SHEILA M CALLISON and SELMA L BERNEY (CSU Northridge) Majors in Anthropology and Other Social Sciences: Some Similarities and Differences

XVIth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: THE NORTHWEST AND ESKIMO (S)

Chairperson: M DALE KINKADE (British Columbia)

SAMUEL V JOHNSON (Kansas) Chinook Jargon Kin Terms: What Should You Call Your Grandmother in CJ?
MARK STEWART FLEISHER (Columbia) Variant Derivation in Clallam
ROSS SAUNDERS (Simon Fraser) and PHILIP W DAVIS (Rice) Bella Coola Contrastive Conjunctive Particles
MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (Chicago) Deixis and Deducibility in a Wasco-Wishram Passive of Evidence
JOHN A DUNN (Oklahoma) Pronominal Concord in Coast Tsimshian
CURRENT RESEARCH REPORTS (VPR)  HR Aboretum III

Chairperson: JOHN G GALATY (Chicago)

8:00  STUART MARKS (St Andrews) and DAN SHEA (Beloit) When the Chips Are Down: Buffalo Hunters and Game Theory

8:10  JOHN G GALATY (Chicago) Maasai Hunters

8:20  DAVID J KATZ (UCLA) Nuristani Acculturation

8:30  DAVID BROOKS (SUNY Binghamton) The Microhistory of an Urban Quarter in Morocco and its Social Anthropological Significance

8:40  F A YOUNG (San Diego) Samoan Cultural Change

8:50  WILLIAM E WORMSLY (Pittsburgh) Imbong’gu Mobility and Migration

9:00  JOHN T MYERS (Indiana) Life in the Chicken Coop: A Hong Kong Resettlement Estate

9:10  Break

9:30  DAVID E RUPPERT (Arizona) Ethnic Diversity in a Regional Economy: An Example from the Philippine Highlands

9:40  ANNE ISAAC (Montclair) The Gypsy Holocaust: A Reconsideration

9:50  JAMES W GREEN (Washington) Anthropology in the Social Services

10:00  JAMES BECKMAN Current Industrial Anthropology

10:10  T VIRGINIA COX (Boise) How to Be a Student: Role Learning Among Kindergarten Children

10:20  MURRAY SCHANE (Huguenot Ctr) Rapid Scoring of Complex Events for Face-to-Face Interaction Analysis

10:30  GERALD M BRITAN (Northwestern) The Dynamics of Innovation in the Federal Bureaucracy

10:40  Discussion

11:00

THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF DISCOURSE (S)  HR Magnolia

Chairperson: REGNA D DARNELL (Alberta)

8:00  ANTHONY L VANEK (Linguistic Research Inc) Discourse Organization and Effectiveness of Communication

8:20  REGNA D DARNELL (Alberta) They Think They’re People: Child Speech and the Creation of Social Interaction

8:40  MADELEINE MATHIOT (SUNY Buffalo) The Cultural Apprehension of Narratives

9:00  CAROL RINNERT (Boise) Crosscultural Patterns of Social Organization in Communication Among ESL Students

9:20  Break

9:40  MICHAEL K FOSTER (Natl Museum of Man) Forest Diplomacy: The Structure and Function of Iroquois Political Oratory

10:00  SHIRLEY BRICE HEATH (Pennsylvania) and CHARLES A FERGUSON (Stanford) Historical Changes in Verbal Rituals of Politeness in American Society

10:20  WILLIAM A CORSARO (Indiana) “We’re Friends, Right?” Children’s Use of Access Rituals in a Nursery School

10:40  Discussants: GILLIAN SANKOFF (Montreal), JIM SCHENKEIN (Queens, CUNY), GEORGE M WILLIAMS JR (SUNY Buffalo)

11:00

BODY CONCEPTS AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR HEALTH PLANNING (S)  HR Arboretum IV

Chairperson: MICHELE G SHEDLIN (Columbia)

8:00  SOHEIR MORSY (Michigan S) Body Concepts in Health Care: Illustrations from an Egyptian Village

8:20  MICHELE G SHEDLIN (Columbia) The Relationship of Body Concepts to the Acceptability and Use of Modern Contraceptive Methods

8:40  SANDRA MORGAN (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Body Image and Health Care: Observations in a Feminist Community Health Service

9:00  SHEILA COSMINSKY (Rutgers-Camden) Knowledge and Body Concepts of Traditional Guatemalan Midwives: Implications for Training and Health Care

9:20  Break
9:40 CLARISSA SCOTT (Miami) The Importance of Concepts of Bodily Functioning in the Effective Delivery of Health Care
10:00 SUSAN C M SCRIMSHAW (UCLA) Body Image and Pregnancy in Several Spanish-American Groups
10:20 VERA PLASKON (Columbia) Concepts of the Body by Urban Adolescent Males: Implications for Clinic Counseling
10:40- Discussants: LUCILLE NEWMAN (Brown), STEVEN POLGAR (North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
11:00

406 MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY III (VP) SH DeSoto
Chairperson: F R DAVIDSON (Georgetown)
8:00 F R DAVIDSON (Georgetown) A Matter of Classification: Menopause in American and Manding Societies
8:20 MAREA P TESKI (Stockton) Control Through Conversation: Dealing with the Unspeakable in a Retirement Community
8:40 DAVID K REYNOLDS (Southern California) Naikan Psychotherapy in Japanese Cultural Context
9:00 EDWARD WELLIN (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) and EUNICE BOYER (Carthage) Adaptive Niche for the Elderly in Complex Societies
9:20 Break
9:40 PAUL P FREDDOLINO (Abt Assoc) Patients' Rights and State Mental Hospitals: A Challenge to the Total Institution
10:00 JAMES N RILEY (Michigan S) The Neglected, American, Heterodox Medical Tradition of Osteopathy
10:20 FRANK E MANNING (Memorial) Drinking at Sea: A Canadian Case
10:40 KATHLEEN MUSANTE DEWALT and BILLIE RICHARD DEWALT (Kentucky) Economic Diversification and Patterns of Food Use in a Mexican Ejido
11:00- Discussion
11:20

407 DEMYSTIFYING CULTURE FOR PUBLIC SERVANTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS (S) HR Dogwood Suite
Chairpersons: STEVEN F ARVIZU (CSU Sacramento), MARGARET A GIBSON (CSU Sacramento)
8:00 STEVEN F ARVIZU (CSU Sacramento) Theoretical and Conceptual Tools for Understanding Culture
8:30 Film and Discussion "Culture Is a Verb"
9:00 MARGARET A GIBSON (CSU Sacramento) Methodological Tools for Understanding Culture
9:20 Film and Discussion "Fieldwork Techniques for Non-Anthropologists"
9:50 JAMES DIEGO VIGIL (Chaffey) Chicano Culture and the Dynamics of Historical Change
10:10 Break
10:30 Film and Discussion "Cultura Chicana: La Mera Mata"
11:00 ALEJANDRA DELGADILLO (CSU Sacramento) A Parent Approach to Life History
11:20 ROBERT ALVAREZ (Stanford) Parent and Community Participation Models
11:40- HENRY TORRES-TRUEBA (Illinois-Urbana) Potential Contributions of Anthropology to Bilingual Education
12:00

408 MATERIALS AND METHODS FOR THE TEACHING OF ANTHROPOLOGY HR Redbud
8:00- Workshop sponsored by the Council on Anthropology and Education's Committee on Materials and Methods for Teaching Anthropology
Chairperson: M J RICE (Georgia)
Participants: ARLENE BREITHAUPT (York), LOIS B COVER (Brenau), THOMAS L DYNNESON (Texas-Permian Basin), ROBERT O LAGACE (HRAF), M J RICE (Georgia), MARY ANNE WOLFF (Boston)
409 JAPANESE STUDIES: NEW MODELS AND DIRECTIONS I (S) HR Imperial Ballroom II
Organizers: MARY SANCHES (Texas-Austin), RICHARD K BEARDSLEY (Michigan)
Chairperson: MARY SANCHES (Texas-Austin)
8:30 TAKIE SUGIYAMA LEBRA (Hawaii) Women and Aging in Contemporary Japan
8:50 MARGARET M LOCK (McGill) Oriental Medicine in Urban Japan: A Harmony of Tradition with Science
9:10 DAVID W PLATH (Illinois-Urbana) Convoys and Properties of the Self
9:30 TEIGO YOSHIDA (Tokyo) The Japanese Concept of “Stranger”
9:50 Break
10:10 EMIKO NAMIHIRA (Saga) Hare, ke and kegare: Cognitive Categories of Socio-cultural Experience
10:30 MARY SANCHES (Texas-Austin) Secularization and Change in hare, ke and kegare Concepts in Japanese Society
10:50- Discussant: ROBERT J SMITH (Cornell)
11:30

410 SOCIAL ORGANIZATION I (VP) HR Imperial Ballroom III
Chairperson: JANE MONNIG ATKINSON (Stanford)
8:30 JANE MONNIG ATKINSON (Stanford) Opting for the Worst: Inexcusable Marriages Among the To Wana of Central Sulawesi
8:50 TAHIR ALI (Rochester) Structural Aspects of Household Among the Burusho of Hunza
9:10 PHILIP L RITTER (Stanford) Changing Fertility and Social Organization in Utwe, Kusaie
9:30 ROBERT M SEARING JR (SUNY Albany) Up and Down Marriage Among the Paez
9:50 Break
10:10 MANUEL L CARLOS (UCSB) Mexican-American Family Brokerage and Institutional Interface in Three California Locales
10:30 KATHERINE VERDERY (Johns Hopkins) Social Status, Migration and Mobility: An Instance from Transylvania
10:50 FREDERIC HICKS (Louisville) Social Stratification and the Calpixque in Aztec Mexico
11:10 PHILIP C THOMPSON (Tulane) Social Stratification in an 18th Century Yucatecan Parish
11:30 Discussion
11:50

411 LINGUISTIC AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN STRUCTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (S) SH LaSalle
Chairperson: INO ROSSI (St John’s)
8:30 N ROSS CRUMRINE (Victoria) Mediators and Transformational Events: Two Linguistically Derived Models as Applied to Ritual Folk Drama
8:50 FADWA EL GUINDI (UCLA) Structural Theory: Linguistics or Mathematics?
9:10 J L FISCHER (Tulane) On the Use of the Notion of “Oppositions”
9:30 DWIGHT W READ (UCLA) Ritual Structure Viewed as an Algebraic Structure
9:50 Break
10:10 HARVEY ROSENBAUM (SWRL) The Selection Problem: The Use of Research Models in the Structural Social Sciences
10:30 PAULA G RUBEL and ABRAHAM ROSMAN (Barnard) Diachrony and Synchrony in Structure: An Example from New Guinea Societies
10:50 Discussants: ERIC SCHWIMMER (Laval), PAULA G RUBEL (Barnard), P MARANDA (Laval)
11:30

412 RELIGION II (VP) SH Coronado
Chairperson: RUTH WANGERIN (CUNY)
8:30  RUTH WANGERIN (CUNY) The Transformation of a Millenarian Movement into a Mendicant Missionary Order
8:50  YOUNGSOOK KIM HARVEY (Chaminade) Sinbyong, the Possession Sickness of Korean Mudang
9:10  EILEEN MULHARE TRENCHER (Pittsburgh) Profit Without Guilt: The Worldview of a Secular Revitalization Movement in America
9:30  BARBARA TEDLOCK (SUNY Albany) A Phenomenological Approach to Religious Practices in a Quiche Maya Community
9:50  Break
10:10  PHILIP M PEEK (Drew) Eva Divination of the Isoko: A Reconsideration of Origins
10:30  PATRICIA GUTHRIE (Mt Holyoke) Rights of Plantation Members: An Analysis of Praise House Worship and Litigation Among the “Gullah” Blacks of St Helena Island, South Carolina
10:50  MELISSA W JOHNSON (Arizona) Divination: Increased Certainty or Decreased Responsibility?
11:10  CHIEN CHIAO (Chinese U-Hong Kong) Between Worshipping and Beating: An Analysis of the “Beating the Small Person” Ritual of the Cantonese in Hong Kong
11:30  Discussion
11:50  Break

413  ANTHROPOLOGICAL HISTORY AND THEORY I (VP) SH Mirador
Chairperson:  RICHARD A V DIENER (Fdn for Information Research & Experimentation)

8:30  RICHARD A V DIENER (Fdn for Information Research & Experimentation) Toward an Information-Based Hypothesis of Social Change and Cultural Evolution
8:30  CHARLES A BISHOP (SUNY C Oswego) The Dynamics of the Band Society Model: An Ethnohistorical Reinterpretation
9:10  ANDREA J SIMON (Ramapo) The Darwinian Model in Anthropology: Scientific Paradigm or Logical Tautology
9:50  Break
10:10  M G TREND (Abt Assoc) Heredity, Environment and the Fixity of Human Form: The Racial Thought of Franz Boas
10:30  PATRICK FLEURET (UCSB) Morgan’s Social Process
10:50  WILLIAM E EDWARDS (US International) Old Versus New World Rates of Cultural Evolution
11:10  RICHARD PAUL CHANEY (Oregon) Evolutionary Frontiers: Polythematic Expansion
11:30  Discussion
11:50  Break

414  PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: A PERENNIAL FRONTIER? II (S) HR Imperial Ballroom I
Organizers:  ROBERT A LEVINE (Harvard), THEODORE SCHWARTZ (UCSD)
Chairperson:  STEVEN PIKER (Swarthmore)

8:30  RICHARD SHWEDER (Chicago) The Two Psychological Anthropologies: The Contribution of Cognitive Studies to Culture and Personality Theory
8:50  ALAN HOWARD (Hawaii) Social Learning in Cultural Context
9:10  DONALD N LEVINE (Chicago) Psychoanalysis and Sociology
9:30  GANANATH OBEYESEKERE (UCSD) Psychological Anthropology and the Study of Symbolism
9:50  Break
10:10  ROBERT A LEVINE (Harvard) Social Interaction: A Frontier for Psychological Ethnography
10:30  JOHN G KENNEDY (UCLA) The Unfulfilled Promise: Anthropology and Psychiatry
10:50-  GEORGE DEVOS (UCB) Training in Psychological Anthropology
11:10

415  VISIONS OF CULTURE AND SOCIETY: ISSUES IN THE CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS OF ETHNOGRAPHY (S) HR Cottonwood Suite
Chairpersons: STEVEN S FOLDES (CHICAGO), MISCHA PENN (Minnesota)
8:30  GREG P URBAN (Chicago) The Constitution of Reality in Cultural Categories
8:50  BRUCE KAPFERER (Adelaide) The Stories Which People Tell to Themselves: Myth and Ritual in Sri Lanka
9:10  DAVID BUCHDAHL (Brown) "Science Walks in Beauty": Imagination and Whole-Earth Anthropology
9:30  BARBARA DEWALD (Minnesota) Feminism and Philosophy: The Hegelian Link
9:50  PATRICIA PESSAR (Duke) Hierarchy and Exclusivity as Properties of Culture
10:10  Break
10:30  JOHN J MACALOON (Chicago) Affective Meaning and Culture Theory
10:50  MISCHA PENN (Minnesota) and STEVEN S FOLDES (Chicago) Culture and the Problem of the Social Context
11:30- Discussants: JAMES A BOON (Cornell), JAMES PEACOCK (North Carolina-Chapel Hill)

416  EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSOCIATION SH Board Room
9:00  Executive Session

417  SOCIETY FOR AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY HR Mimosa
9:00  Meeting of the Executive Committee

418  FAMILY, FERTILITY AND ECONOMICS I (Case Studies) (S) SH Massanet
Chairperson:  W PENN HANDWERKER (Humboldt)
9:00  HANI FAHKOURI (Michigan-Flint) The Population Crisis in Egypt: Its Implications and Plans for Action
9:40  DOLORES B KOENIG (Northwestern) Family Structure and Fertility Among Cameroonian Working Women
10:00  PETER M WEIL (Delaware) Social Status, Family Structure and Production Strategies Among the Mandinka of Rural Senegambia
10:20  JOHN A GRAYZEL (Oregon) Economic and Fertility Interdependencies in a Proto-Capitalist Class, the Doukoloma Fulbe
10:40- Discussion
11:00

419  CAPITALISM, SOCIAL REPRODUCTION AND CHILD LIFE (S) SH Grand Ballroom Foyer
Chairperson:  DAVID M ROSEN (American)
9:00  R TIMOTHY SIEBER (Massachusetts-Boston) Schooling, Socialization and Social Reproduction
9:20  MYRA BLUEBOND-LANGNER (Rutgers-Camden) Gimme, It's Mine: Children's Concepts of Ownership as Revealed in Interaction
9:40  LINDA K GIRDNER (American) Can a Bad Spouse Be a Good Parent? Morality and Legality in Child Custody Cases
10:00  CAROL B STACK (Duke) Who Owns the Child? Divorce and Child Custody Decisions in Middle-Class Families
10:20  Break
10:40  DAVID M ROSEN (American) Poverty and Childhood in Capitalist Society
11:00  ELI ZARETSKY (UCB Law Sch) Childhood in Contemporary America
11:20- Discussant: JAN BRUKMAN (Beloit)
11:40

420  ARCHEOLOGY (VP)  HR Sandalwood Suite
Chairperson:  MICHAEL E WHALEN (Texas-El Paso)
9:00  ADAM G GARSON (Yale) The Tropical South American Savanna as a Locus for Cultural Development
9:20  MICHAEL E WHALEN (Texas-El Paso) Mortuary Practices and Social Integration during the Formative in the Valley of Oaxaca, Mexico
9:40  ANNA ROOSEVELT (Museum of the American Indian) History of Aboriginal Subsistence in a Floodplain Region of Northern Amazonia
10:00  ANTHONY J RANERE (Temple) Early Human Movements into Tropical America
10:40

421  ARCHEOASTRONOMY I (S)  SH East Grand Ballroom
Chairperson:  RONALD HICKS (Ball)
9:00  E C KRUPP (Griffith Observatory) Ancient Astronomies Abounding
9:20  KENNETH BRECHER and PHILIP MORRISON (MIT) Solar Zenith Markers in Ancient Astronomy
9:40  THOMAS F KEHOE (Milwaukee Public Museum) and ALICE B KEHOE (Marquette) Solstice-Aligned Boulder Constructions in Saskatchewan
10:00  CHARLOTTE O KURSH (Stanford) Starpaths: Possible Influence of a Tropical Navigational System
10:20  Break
10:40  ANN D HARTUNG (SUNY Stony Brook) Cahokia Ceremonial Center
11:00  RONALD HICKS (Ball) Site Orientations and Calendrical Festivals in Pre-Christian Ireland
11:20- Discussants: ANTHONY F AVENI (Colgate), JOHN S HENDERSON (Cornell)
12:00

422  COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY I (VP)  SH Galaxy-Aurora
Chairperson:  DAVID B KRONENFELD (UCR)
9:00  DAVID B KRONENFELD (UCR) Information Processing Constraints on Culturally Standardized Cognitive Systems
9:20  ALLEN R MAXWELL (Alabama-Tuscaloosa) Kadayan (Ethno) Toponymy as Ethnohistory
9:40  MERIDA HOLDERNESS BLANCO (Stanford) Race and Face Among the Poor: How Children Learn Their Color in a Brazilian Barrio
10:00  Break
10:20  SILVESTER JOHN BRITO (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) The Witch Tree Complex
10:40  HENRY G BURGER (Missouri-Kansas City) A Processual Taxonomy to Correlate Behavioral Causes and Effects
11:00  GEOFFREY M WHITE (UCSD) Fuzziness in the Semantic Representation of A’Ara Personality Descriptors
11:20 CAROL C MUKHOPADHYAY (UCR) Folk Models of the Sexual Division of Labor
11:40 Discussion
12:00

423 PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIOBIOLOGY (VPR) HR Arboretum
Chairperson: MELVIN K NEVILLE (Loyola-Chicago)
9:40 MELVIN K NEVILLE (Loyola-Chicago) Affiliative Bonds in a Howling Monkey Colony
9:50 CH SUDHAKARA REDDY (Sri Venkateswara) Inter-Specific Aggression: A Few Episodes
10:00 ANNE W GUNTER (Loyola-Chicago) Vocal Behavior in Two Groups of Captive Howling Monkeys
10:10 BRUCE P WHEATLEY (UCD) Behavior and Ecology of Macaca Fascicularis
10:20 JOSEPH SHEPHER (Haifa), TSVI HOCH (Rambam Hospital-Haifa) and MARYLIN SEFER (Haifa) Female Dominance and Sexual Inadequacy
10:30 JOHN G H CANT (UCD) Feeding Ecology of Spider Monkeys
10:40 JEROME H BARKOW (Dalhousie) Culture and Sociobiology
10:50 JOSEPH A MANNINO (Wayne) Effects of Ionizing Radiation on Human Reproduction
11:00 Discussion
11:20

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 3

424 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEON SH French Salon
12:00-2:00 Attendance is by subscription. For further information see staff at advance registration desk not later than 10 am on Saturday. Those places unoccupied at 12:15 pm will be considered vacated and persons waiting at the door will be seated.

Organizer: DELL HYMES
1—Ethnic Folklore and Education
   Coordinator: ROGER ABRAHAMS
2—Children’s Speech Play and Verbal Act in Education
   Coordinator: RICHARD BAUMAN
3—Bilingual and Multicultural Education: Similarities and Differences
   Coordinator: LUCILLA CARRASCO-SCHOCH
4—Anthropology and Black Studies: Retrospect and Prospect
   Coordinator: ST CLAIR DRAKE
5—University Planning and National Planning
   Coordinator: JOHN V ELMENDORF
6—Research Collaboration with Teachers
   Coordinator: FREDERICK D ERICKSON
7—Political Socialization
   Coordinator: CHARLES HARRINGTON
8—An Anthropological Framework for Community Education
   Coordinator: JOHN HERZOG
9—Ethnographic Monitoring and Evaluation
   Coordinator: DELL HYMES
10—Studying Multicultural Classrooms
   Coordinator: HUGH MEHAN
11—Observing Schools, Curricula and Classrooms
   Coordinator: LOUIS SMITH
12—Women in Education in Developing Countries
   Coordinator: SHEILA WALKER
THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES: A MEDITATION

Panel members discuss a possible ethnography of the United States

Chairpersons: DAN ROSE (Pennsylvania), JOHN F SZWED (Pennsylvania)

Panelists: DAN ROSE (Pennsylvania), JOHN F SZWED (Pennsylvania), BEN MILLER (Columbia), ROBERT BARON (Pennsylvania), THEODORE KENNEDY (SUNY Stony Brook), CAROL STACK (Duke), RAY MCDERMOTT (Rockefeller), SHIRLEY HEATH (Winston), JULIET FLOWER MACCANNELL (UCD), JOHN W BENNETT (Washington-St Louis), ERVING GOFFMAN (Pennsylvania)

METHODOLOGY (VP) SH Grand Ballroom Foyer

Chairperson: PAMELA J BRINK (UCLA)

1:30 URIE BRONFENBRENNER and SARA B NERLOVE (Cornell) Parents Versus Scientists as Observers: An Experimental Comparison of Children's Activities in Two Settings

1:50 PAMELA J BRINK (UCLA) On Reliability and Validity in Field Methods

2:10 ARTHUR NIEHOFF and CAROL NIEHOFF (CSU Los Angeles) Social Values from Singles Listings

2:30 from Singles Listings

CLASS, POWER, AND POLITICS (S) SH LaSalle

Organizers: EVA FRIEDLANDER (Goucher), FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Towson)

Chairperson: FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Towson)

1:30 LILAH M PENGRA (Alabama-Huntsville) Local Level Political Strategy and the Cognitive Model of Social Organization

1:50 KAREN ARMSTRONG (SUNY C Purchase) Women, Tourism and Local Politics

2:10 EVA FRIEDLANDER (Goucher) Class and Caste Networks in a New Industrial Town

2:30 FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Towson) The Class Basis of Factions

2:50 Break

3:10 GLORIA RUDOLF FRAZIER (Pittsburgh) Third World Poverty and Rural-to-Urban Migration-A Panamanian Case History

3:30- Discussants: MADELINE BARBARA LEONS (Towson S), PHILIP C SALZMANN (McGill)

4:10 MAN (McGill)

PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: A PERENNIAL FRONTIER? III

(S) HR Imperial Ballroom I

Organizers: ROBERT A LEVINE (Harvard), THEODORE SCHWARTZ (UCSD)

Chairperson: ROBERT A LEVINE (Harvard)

1:30 ROBERT I LEVY (UCSD) Aspects of Method in Psychological Anthropology

1:50 BEATRICE WHITING (Harvard) Naturalistic Observation in the Study of Culture and Personality

2:10 JOHN WHITING (Harvard) The Next Step: Improvement in the Quality of Data in Psychological Anthropology

2:30 Break

2:50- Discussants: FRED EGGAN (Chicago), STEVEN PIKER (Swarthmore), ROY D'ANDRADE (UCSD), WARD GOODENOUGH (Pennsylvania)

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION II (VP) HR Imperial Ballroom III

Chairperson: DON HANDELMAN (Pittsburgh)

1:30 DON HANDELMAN (Pittsburgh) Toward Small-Group Culture: Intermediate Phases of Micro-Structure and Micro-Process

1:50 FINN WILHELMSEN (Wayne) Conflict and Cooperation Patterns in a Maltese Fishing Village

2:10 RICHARD H MOORE (Southwest Texas) The Concept of Middleman: The Japanese Case
JOSEPH M O’NEAL (Texas-Austin) “When Are You Going to Make Me a Grandmother?” An Exploratory Look at Pronatalist Pressure in Social Networks

NANCY E LEVINE (Franklin & Marshall) Demography and Family Structure Among Masters and Slaves in Northwestern Nepal

ALEX WEINGROD (Negev) Stratification in Jerusalem: Models of Change

JEFFREY D BREWER (UCLA) Game Theory and Indonesian Land Acquisition Strategies

CHRISTINE L FRY (Loyola-Chicago) and CHRISTINE R SZUTER (Arizona) Naming Generations: A Study of the Heterogeneity of Age Terminology in an Urban Society

SPEECH EVENTS: TOWARD A COMPARATIVE FRAMEWORK IN THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF SPEAKING (S) HR Sandalwood Suite

SUGGESTIONS FOR ESTABLISHING A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY OF SPEECH EVENTS

Chairperson: JUDITH T IRVINE (Brandeis)

SUSAN U PHILIPS (Arizona) The Relation Between Verbal and Nonverbal Behavior in Courtroom Interaction

BLAINE ROBERTS (UCI) and BERYL L BELLMAN (UCSD) A Comparative Study of Speech Events: The Passing Phenomenon

JUDITH T IRVINE (Brandeis) Formality and Informality in Speech Events

ELINOR O KEENAN (USC) Psychological Dimensions of Discourse Variation

BEN G BLOUNT (Texas-Austin) The Ontogenesis of Speech Events

Discussants: MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (Chicago), DELL H HYMES (Pennsylvania)

JAPANESE SOCIETY: NEW ASSESSMENTS AND CHANGING DIRECTIONS II (S) HR Imperial Ballroom II

Organizers: RICHARD K BEARDSLEY (Michigan), MARY SANCHES (Texas-Austin)

Chairperson: RICHARD K BEARDSLEY (Michigan)

WILLIAM W KELLY (Brandeis) Technical Change in a Japanese Irrigation-Drainage System

WALTER L AMES (Harvard) Japanese Police Images: The Samurai Model in an Era of Industrial Unions


HARUMI BEFU (Stanford) The Group Model of Japanese Society

BERNARD BERNIER (Montreal) A Class Analysis of the Japanese Peasantry

SHUN INOUE (Osaka/Illinois-Urbana) Contending Models of Society Among Japanese Social Scientists

Discussant: JOHN W BENNETT (Washington-St Louis)

MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY IV (VP) SH DeSoto

Chairperson: BARRY R BAINTON (Arizona)

BARRY R BAINTON (Arizona) Ecological Factors in the Drinking Patterns of the Rural Aged

ROBERT G FISHMAN (Georgia) Spiritualism in Western New York: A Study in Ritual Healing


JAMES C YOUNG (UCR) The Context of Medical Choice in a Tarascan Town

J MICHAEL BONE (New School) The Anthropology of Institutional Psychiatry

MARTIN D TOPPER (UCSD) “Not Navajo Life”: The Navajo Conception of “Mental Illness” and Other Culturally Inappropriate Behavior
3:50 NANCY KRAYBILL (Kansas) Changing Dietary Patterns and the Levels of Lactase Activity in Americans of Asian Descent
4:10 DIANA AVERY AMSDEN Fasting as a Culture Trait
4:30 Discussion
4:50

433 COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY II (VP) SH Galaxy-Aurora
Chairperson: GREGORY F TRUEX (CSU Northridge)
2:00 GREGORY F TRUEX (CSU Northridge) Cognitive Aspects of Rural Mexican Spanish Kin Terms
2:20 KATHERINE FAUST (UCI) Peasants and Potatoes: A Study of Cognitive Variability
2:40 NANCY EDWARDS-RANDALL (UCB) Cognitive Ethnography of Cooking
3:00 ROBERT L MOORE (UCR) Face and Images of the Self in Hong Kong: An Ethnosemantic Analysis of an Abstract Domain

434 RELIGION III (VP) SH Coronado
Chairperson: JAMES R JAQUITH (St. Mary’s-Halifax)
2:00 JAMES R JAQUITH (St Mary’s-Halifax) I Had a Little Talk with Jesus: “Shamanism” in Contemporary US Practice
2:20 WILLIAM M SCHNEIDER (Arkansas) Office and Ritual in Selako Dayak Society
2:40 DAVID W HAINES (American) The Symbolic Presentation of the Household During Two American Rituals
3:00 Break
3:20 RITA SMITH KIPP (Kenyon) A Post-Structural-Functional View of Kinship and Ritual
3:40 ROBERT L RUBINSTEIN (Bryn Mawr) Men, Women and Hermaphroditic Pigs in the New Hebrides
4:00 DAVID K JORDAN (UCSD) Recruitment in a Contemporary Chinese Religious Society
4:20

435 CULTURE CONTENT IN BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL PROGRAMS: EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURES, CULTURAL PERCEPTIONS AND STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE (S) (Sponsored by Council on Anthropology and Education) SH Massanet
Chairpersons: ANDREW W MIRACLE JR (Texas Christian), JUDY GUSKIN (Bilingual Education Service Ctr)
2:00 BILLIE JEAN ISBELL (Cornell) The Use of Bilingual Speech to Express Social Knowledge
2:20 DANIEL A WAGNER (Pennsylvania) Cognitive Perspectives of Bilingualism in Children
2:40 WILLIAM J PULTE (Southern Methodist) Bilingual Education Programs: Divisive or Assimilative?
3:00 NORA C ENGLAND (Iowa) and KENNITH YORK (Mississippi Choctaw/Mississippi S) Cultural Factors in University Programs for Mississippi Choctaws: A Dialogue
3:20 Break
3:40 ANDREW W MIRACLE JR (Texas Christian) The Role of the Anthropologist in Bilingual/Bicultural Programs
4:00 JUDY GUSKIN (Bilingual Education Service Ctr) A Survey of the National Network for Bilingual Educational Staff
4:20 Discussant: HENRY TORRES-TRUEBA (Illinois-Urbana)
4:40

436 KINSHIP (VP) HR Dogwood Suite
Chairperson: JOSEPH B ACEVES (Virginia Polytech)
2:00 AYSE KUDAT (Science Ctr, Berlin) Labor Reproduction and the Family
2:20 JOHN A RUSTAD (Washington) Incest and the Shape of Kinship Structure
2:40 JOHN BYRON THOMAS (Hawaii) The Namonuito Solution of the “Matrilineal Puzzle”
3:00 GEOFFREY BURKHART (American) Aspects of Time in South Indian “Kinship” Custom
3:20 Break
3:40 R S KHARE (Virginia) MATA: Cultural Constructs and Contexts behind a Kinship Term
4:00 JACK ALEXANDER (SUNY C Oneonta) Creole Genealogies
4:20 LYLE B STEADMAN (Arizona S) Kinship: A Biological Bridge to Culture
4:40 JUNE M COLLINS (SUNY C Buffalo) Multilineal Descent: A Coast Salish Strategy
5:00- Discussion
5:20

437 ARCHEOASTRONOMY II (S) SH East Grand Ballroom
Organizer: RONALD HICKS (Ball)
Chairperson: FLORENCE HAWLEY ELLIS (New Mexico)
2:00 ANTHONY F AVENI (Colgate) and HORST HARTUNG (Guadalajara) The Cross Petroglyph: Its Astronomical Implications and Role in the Design of Mesoamerican Ceremonial Centers
2:20 J CHARLES KELLEY (Southern Illinois-Carbondale/Sul Ross S) Alta Vista, Chalchihuites, Possible Astronomical Observatory on the Tropic of Cancer
2:40 JOHN B CARLSON (Maryland-College Park) Ancient Maya “New Year’s Ceremonies”: The Codices, Radial Pyramids and Community Structure
3:00 LOIS VERMILYA WESLOWSKI (New Mexico) Sacred Space and Ritual Drama
3:20 Break
3:40 SEYMOUR H KOENIG (IBM-Watson Research Ctr) and HARRIET KOENIG Crescents, Stars and Supernova in Southwestern American Indian Rock Art
4:00 RAY A WILLIAMSON and HOWARD J FISHER (St John’s-Annapolis) The Towers of Hovenweep National Monument
4:20- Discussants: JOHN A EDDY (Harvard), JONATHON E REYMAN (Illinois
5:00 S-Normal)

438 ANTHROPOLOGICAL HISTORY AND THEORY II (VP) SH Mirador
Chairperson: GARY R JOHNSON (Cincinnati)
2:00 GARY R JOHNSON (Cincinnati) Toward an Evolutionary Framework for the Social Sciences: Alternative Evolutionary Premises
2:20 MALCOLM MCLAREN DOW (UCI) Path Analysis and Agricultural Development: A Crosscultural Comparison of Two Theories
2:40 EUGENIA SHANKLIN (Trenton) Tradition as Ideal and Ideology
3:00 JACQUELINE S MITHUN The Bering Strait: A Straight-Jacket Hypothesis
3:20 Break
3:40 JOHN H MORGAN (Princeton Theological Seminary) Culture as Meaning, Meaning as Hermeneutic: Clifford Geertz’s Contribution to Contemporary Theories of Culture
4:00 MELVIN L PERLMAN (Brock) A Systems Theory of Structural Change and Stability
4:20 MARIO D ZAMORA (William & Mary) A New Frontier: A Philippine Founder’s Career or Is the Native Father Legitimate?
4:40 ROBERT MCKINLEY (Michigan S) The Structure of Human Volition, as Evidenced by Malay Child Transfer Decisions: A Cultural Critique of Decision-Making Models
5:00- Discussion
5:20

439 INDIAN-ESKIMO RELATIONS: LABRADOR TO ALASKA (S) HR Cottonwood Suite
Chairperson: JAMES G E SMITH (Waterloo)
2:00 DON E DUMOND (Oregon) Indian-Eskalent Relationships: An Archeological Overview
2:20  J GARTH TAYLOR (Nati Museum of Man) Cree and Inuit of the Labrador Coast  
2:40  W K BARGER (Indiana/Purdue-Indianapolis) Inuit-Cree Relations in Great Whale River  
3:00  JAMES G E SMITH (Waterloo) Inuit and Chipewyan Relations in the Barren Lands, 1714-1970: The Raw and the Cooked  
3:20  ERNEST S BURCH JR  Indian-Eskimo Relations in North Alaska, 1816-1976  
3:40  Break  
4:00  JAMES W VANSTONE (Field Museum) Athapaskan-Eskimo Relations in West-Central Alaska: An Ethnohistorical Perspective  
4:20  JOAN B TOWNSEND (Manitoba) Indian and Eskimo Interaction in Southern Alaska  
4:40-  
5:00  

440  
PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (VP)  SH Grand Ballroom Foyer  
Chairperson:  RALPH BOLTON (Pomona)  
2:50  RALPH BOLTON and CHARLENE BOLTON (Pomona) High-Altitude Sex Ratios: How High?  
3:10  R A LITTLEWOOD (Washington S) The Possibility of a New, New Physical Anthropology  
3:30  JOVAN E HOWE (Bellevue Community C) Soviet Contributions to Understanding Human Evolution  
3:50-  
4:30  

441  
ECOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (VP)  HR Arboretum IV  
Chairperson:  THOMAS S SCHORR (Pittsburgh)  
3:00  THOMAS S SCHORR and DAVID W HESS (Pittsburgh) Morphogenesis of Frontier Settlements  
3:20  MICHAEL J LEVIN (East-West Population Inst) Computer Simulation and the Island Ecosystem  
3:40  MICHAEL R DOVE (Stanford) Pioneer Agriculture as a War-Time Adaptation  
4:00  WILLIAM S ABRUZZI (Davis & Elkins) Ecological Theory and Ethnic Differentiation Among Human Populations  
4:20  PETER T FURST (SUNY Albany) Ecology and Nutrition in Late Pre-Conquest Central Mexico  
4:40-  
5:00  

442  
SOUTH AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT (S)  HR Magnolia  
Chairpersons:  HARRIET E MANELIS KLEIN (Montclair), LOUISA STARK (Wisconsin-Madison)  
3:00  ERNEST C MIGLIAZZA (Maryland-College Park) Languages of the Rio Branco-Rio Orinoco Region: History and Current Status  
3:20  ARTHUR P SORENSEN  An Emerging Tukanoan Linguistic Regionality, and Policy Pressures  
3:40  LOUISA STARK (Wisconsin-Madison) The Indigenous Languages of Ecuador: History and Current Status  
4:00  KENNETH M KENSINGER (Bennington) Panoan Linguistic, Folkloristic, and Ethnographic Research: Retrospect and Prospect  
4:20  LUCY T BRIGGS (Boston) The Current Status of Research on the Aymara Language  
4:40  HARRIET E MANELIS KLEIN (Montclair) Languages of the Gran Chaco: History and Current Status  
5:00-  
5:20  

Discussant:  MARTHA HARDMANN-DE-BAUTISTA (Florida)
DEATH, DYING AND BEREAVEMENT IN AMERICA: CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES (S) HR Arboretum III

Chairpersons: VICTORIA L FOEDISCH (Washington), CAROL SCHULZ (Alfred)

3:00 ROBERT BENDIKSEN (Wisconsin-LaCrosse) Death and Intentionality: Coping with Dying and Bereavement in Contemporary American Society
3:20 VICTORIA L FOEDISCH (Washington) Death Be Not Private: Changing Attitudes Toward Dying in Contemporary America
3:40 CAROL M SCHULZ (Alfred) and SCOTT C FOX (Pennsylvania S) Perceived Responsibility in Decision Making in Ethical Death Issues: Professional Socialization of Nurses
4:00 LYDIA KOTCHEK (Washington) Is Teaching Death Deadly?
4:20 ZELDA BARNETT (Stanford Med Ctrl Death and Dying: A View from the Firing Line
4:40- Discussant: MYRA BLUEBOND-LANGNER (Rutgers-Camden)
5:00

FAMILY, FERTILITY AND ECONOMICS II (THEORETICAL ANALYSES) (S) HR Arboretum I

Organizer: W PENN HANDWERKER (Humboldt)

Chairperson: VERNON R DORJAHN (Humboldt)

3:00 RAE LESSER BLUMBERG (UCSD) Fertility, Female Status and Modes of Production: Integrating Micro and Macro Approaches to Reproduction
3:20 MONI NAG (Population Council) Socioeconomic Interpretations of Human Fertility: Anthropological Approach Toward Validation
4:00 WILLIAM IRONS (Pennsylvania S) Evolutionary Biology and Human Fertility
4:20 W PENN HANDWERKER (Humboldt) Biology, Choice and Circumstance
4:40- Discussant: VERNON R DORJAHN (Oregon)
5:00

ARCHEOLOGY (VP) HR Arboretum II

Chairperson: JAMES A MOORE (Massachusetts-Amherst)

3:00 JAMES A MOORE (Massachusetts-Amherst) Hunter-Gatherer Settlement Systems and Information Flow
3:20 ROBERT E FRY (Purdue) Inside: Practical Considerations in the Use of Teaching Simulations in Archeology
3:40 PAMELA J CRESSEY (Franklin Pierce) Colonialism and the Process of Indigenization
4:00 CHESTER F GORMAN and WILLIAM M SCHAUFFLER (Pennsylvania) Ban Chiang: Continuity and Change in Northeast Thailand
4:40 J M ADOVASIO (Pittsburgh), J D GUNN (Pittsburgh), J DONOHUE (Pittsburgh) and R STUCKENRATH (Smithsonian) Meadowcroft Rockshelter: Retrospect 1977
5:00 DAVID R WILCOX (Arizona) The History of Pueblo Clanship Reinterpreted
5:20- Discussion
5:40

SYMBOLISM IN THE WEST AFRICAN SAVANNA (S) SH French Salon

Chairperson: W G PINFOLD (Northwestern)

3:00 W G PINFOLD (Northwestern) Twins Are Bush Spirits: A Postlogical Puzzle in Winye Belief
3:20 EUGENE L MENDONSA (UCLA) Symbolizing Separation: Lineage Fission Among the Sisala
3:40 EDWARD A DECARBO JR (Indiana) Structures of Daily Life: Architecture Among Kasem Speakers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>BRUCE GRINDAL (Florida S)</td>
<td>The Problem of Death Among the Sisala of Northern Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:20</td>
<td>ROBERT G LAUNAY (Northwestern)</td>
<td>The Pig and the Prophet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:40</td>
<td>D PAUL LUMSDEN (York)</td>
<td>A Traditional God in a Time of Change: Nana Kosoe of the Nchumuru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussant: SIMON OTTENBERG (Washington)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOCIOLINGUISTICS AND COGNITION (VPR)**

Chairperson: ROBERT R RATHBURN (Louisiana S)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:40</td>
<td>ROBERT R RATHBURN (Louisiana S)</td>
<td>Language Loss and Ethnic Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:50</td>
<td>ELLA-MARIE LOEB (CSU Hayward)</td>
<td>Sociolinguistic Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>ANNE L WRIGHT (Arizona)</td>
<td>The Bar Scene: Differences in Male and Female Nonverbal Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>GABRIELLE DOLPHIN (Arizona)</td>
<td>Eliciting Illicit Behavior in the Nonverbal Communication of Prostitutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:20</td>
<td>J JEROME SMITH (South Florida)</td>
<td>Citizens Band Radio: Communicative Ethnography in an Urban Speech Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>ROBERT M HAYDEN (SUNY Buffalo)</td>
<td>Story Telling as a Device for the Control of Heated Argument: A Telugu Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:40</td>
<td>DENA LIEBERMAN (Missouri-Columbia)</td>
<td>Cognitive Patterning in St Lucia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:50</td>
<td>LYNN L THOMAS (Pomona)</td>
<td>Short-Term Memory Among Qolla School Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CURRENT RESEARCH REPORTS, RELIGION (VPR)**

Chairperson: DON CHANG LEE (Georgia Southwestern)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:40</td>
<td>DON CHANG LEE (Georgia Southwestern)</td>
<td>Evolution and Function of Christian Churches in Contemporary Korean American Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:50</td>
<td>FREDERIQUE A MARGLIN (Brandeis)</td>
<td>The Role of Women in the Rituals of a Hindu Temple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>MARTIN E WEST (Cape Town)</td>
<td>African Independent Churches in Soweto, Johannesburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:10</td>
<td>RICHARD T CURLEY (UCD)</td>
<td>Dreams of Power: Social Process in a West African Sect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:20-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION**

Chairperson: HR Mimosa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>Meeting of the Board of Directors</td>
<td>HR Mimosa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

Chairperson: HR Redbud

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>Meeting of the Board of Directors</td>
<td>HR Redbud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following is an index of sessions by general topic and by geographical region. It is not an index of individual papers. All sessions for which abstracts were submitted are included. In addition, special sessions arranged by the headquarters of the Association for which no abstracts were submitted have also been included when these sessions are open to all in attendance and when their subjects, such as roundtable discussions by specialists in various fields appeared to be of general interest.

Africa, 106, 142, 255, 337, 446
agrarian societies, 309
agriculture, 120, 212
Alaska, 439
alcoholism, 150
Andean culture, 342
Andean research, 247
Anthropological Research Services, progress report, 125
applied anthropology, 101, 140, 329, 354 (see also education and anthropology and medical anthropology)
archoastronomy, 421, 437
archeological methods, 142, 235, 329
archeology, 103, 108, 142, 200, 235, 254, 318, 342, 420, 445 (see also bioarcheology)
art, folk, 137
arts and anthropology, 322
art(s) and values, social action, 139
Azteco-Tanoan, 248
bicultural education settings, 353
biculturality, 435
bilinguality, 353, 435
bioarcheology, 209
Black Caribs, 223, 233
body concepts, 405
British Marxist anthropology, 143
Canada, 439 (see also Indians, North American)
capitalism, 419
Caribbean studies, 148
Central America, 146, 223, 233
Central America, formative, 317
chicanos (see Mexican-Americans)
child care, 228, 261 (see also infant feeding)
child life, 419
class conflict, 221
class in agrarian societies, 309
class, power and politics, 427
cognitive anthropology, 111, 204, 224, 242, 246, 422, 433, 447 (see also sociolinguistics, symbolism)
cognitive skills, 224
complex societies (see political anthropology)
conflict, of classes, 221, 309
contemporary society, 331 (see also specific societies)
copyright law, 324
crafts, traditional, 105
cultural change and anthropologists, missionaries, 118
culture change and tourism, 425
culture, demystified, 407
dance, ethnography of, 258
death, dying and bereavement, 443
demography, 210, 244, 303, 349
diet, 102 (see also nutrition)
discourse, social organization of, 404
East Asia, 142
ecoology, 308, 333, 441
ecoology and lower primates, 213
economic anthropology, 105, 120, 123, 136, 211, 231, 308, 313, 333, 341, 347, 418, 444
Ecuador, 215
editorship, in anthropology, 329; in medical anthropology, 267
education and anthropology, 104, 144, 160, 202, 228, 253, 256, 348, 353, 401, 424, 435
employment in anthropology, how to get jobs, 127
enculturation, 160, 302
environmental studies, 321, 331
Eskimo, 402, 439
ESP, 267
ethical problems, 359
ethnicity, 117, 236, 244
ethnoarcheology, 254, 318
ethnography, conceptual foundations of, 415
Europe, 108, 110, 221
evolution, of formative societies, 218
exchange, 317
exchange and symbolism, 313
expressive forms, cultural discord in, 111
extraterrestrial communities, 217, 360
family, 109, 418, 444
fertility, 418, 444
fieldwork, 241, 249 (see also film projects, filmic history, research)
film projects, 245
filmic history, 219
folk art, 137
folk medicine, 267 (see also medical anthropology)
formative societies, 218
French-speaking minorities, 252
funding for anthropologists, 148, 263
Garifuna, 222, 233
general systems theory, 250
genetic counseling, 267
global civilization, problems of, 329
Gypsies, 208
health care, 267, 315, 405 (see also medical anthropology)
history and theory, anthropological, 413, 415, 438
HRAF in teaching and research, 365
Hungary, 117
immigration, in Israel, 129
Indian-Eskimo relations, 439
Indians, North American, 131, 248, 304, 329, 346, 402, 439 (see also North American, native and languages, American Indian): South American, 142, 145, 344
Indonesia, 313
industry, anthropology and, 239
infant feeding, 207
internship in applied anthropology, 140
Irrigation agriculture, 212
Israel, 129
Japanese studies, 409, 431
karma, 205
kinship, 106, 109, 436 (see also family)
kin terms, 344
Labrador, 439
languages, American Indian, 100, 141, 147, 203, 248, 346, 402, 442
Latin-American folk art, 137
law, 310, 335
linguistic archeology, 103
linguistics, 100, 141, 203, 204, 206, 246, 248, 304, 345, 402, 442
maritime anthropology, 134
Marrakech, 255
Marxist anthropology, British, 143
material culture, 332
mathematical anthropology, 300, 316, 411
Mayan(s), 245
Mayan languages, 100, 141
medical anthropology, 102, 152, 153, 229, 267, 311, 312, 329, 350, 352, 405, 406, 432
Mediterranean Europe, 110
methodology, 142, 241, 242, 249, 305, 308, 323, 332, 333, 353, 411, 426, 443 (see also fieldwork)
Mexican-Americans, 113, 350, 353, 435
Mexico, 303, 349
Middle East, 106, 108, 156, 337, 356
migration, 303, 349
minority groups, 113, 252, 253, 256, 424 (see also specific minority groups)
missionaries and culture change, 118
modernization and Pentecostalism, 112
Moluccas, 313
Morocco, 255
narrative and poetry and anthropology, 238
natural disasters and society, 336
network analysis, 329 (see social networks)
New Guinea, 119
North American ethnohistory, contemporary, 121
North Americans, native, 131, 232, 307 (see also Indians, North American)
nutrition, 249, 267, 311 (see also diet)
Oceania, 142
outer space (see extraterrestrial communities)
parapsychology, 214 (see also ESP)
Pentecostalism, 112
photographic history, 219
physical anthropology, 329, 334, 400, 423, 440 (see also primatology)
poetry and anthropology, 238
political anthropology, 109, 116, 135, 146, 215, 310, 335, 427
population biology, 222, 233
power and energy, problems of, 329
prehistory (see archeology)
primatology, 213
production, 333, 347 (see also economic anthropology)
psychological anthropology, 138, 207, 220, 261, 340, 414, 428 (see also child care)
psychological sensitivity in fieldwork, 241
public uses of anthropology, 325
publication program, AAA, 329
publishing books in anthropology, 326
Puerto Ricans, 350
race (see ethnicity)
religion, 112, 135, 205, 343, 412, 434, 448
reproductive decision-making, 267
research, administration of, 243
school(s)—educational anthropology of, 144, 202, 228, 348
self-help in medicine, 267
semiotics of culture, 204, 206
servants, female in Third World, 123
sex roles, 133
sexual inequality, 329
Sherpas, 255
social change, and diet, health, 102
social reproduction, 419
social networks, 151, 316, 329
social organization, 410, 429
social organization of visible behavior, 132
social stratification, 221
sociobiology, 423
sociocultural change, 338, 355, 356
sociolinguistics, 240, 404, 430, 447
South America, 145, 342, 344 (see also Indians, South American)
South Asia, 306
Southeast Asia, 205
speaking, ethnography of, 430
speech events, 430
Starkie, Walter, 208
state, origin of, 212
stigmatized conditions, 267
structural anthropology, 411
Sundas, Lesser, 313
symbolism, 200, 313, 320, 345, 446
(see also cognitive anthropology, sociolinguistics)
systems analysis, 250
taboo, food, 119
teaching anthropology, 408 (see also archeology, medical anthropology)
technology and anthropology, 305
technology brokers, anthropologists as, 341
theory in anthropology, 413, 415
Third World, 123, 226
tourism and culture change, 425
trade (see exchange)
United States, 121, 227, 228, 252, 261, 303, 307, 329, 349, 443 (see also Indians, North American and North Americans, native)
urban anthropology, 107, 110, 234, 337
urbanization, 337
Viru Valley, 247
visible behavior, social organization of, 132
women, 113, 120, 123, 238, 255, 256, 319
(see also sex roles, sexual inequality)
women, anthropology by and of, 130
INDEX OF PARTICIPANTS
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ABAD, V 350
ABBOTT, S 220
ABELL, T 231
ABERLE, D F 103
ABERNATHY, L C 210
ABLON, J 150, 267
ABRAHAM, E 239
ABRAHAMS, R 424
ABRUZZI, W S 441
ACEVES, J B 436
ACHOR, S 236
ADAMS, G L
  (see CHENEY, C C) 315
ADAMS, K J 344
ADAMS, R MCC 212
ADAMS, R N 165, 329, 368
ADOVASIO, J M 445
AGAR, M H 315
AKONG'A, J 109
ALEXANDER, J 436
ALI, T 410
ALLAND, A JR 320
ALMANZA, N
  (see STERN, G) 350
ALMY, S 120, 263, 338
ALTSCHULER, M 134
ALVARADO, A 113
ALVAREZ, R 407
AMANOLAHI, S 136
AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST
  EDITORIAL BOARD 6
AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY
  Business Meeting 225
  Executive Board 230, 351
AMERICAN ETHNOLOGIST
  EDITORIAL BOARD 124
AMES, W L 431
AMSDEN, D A 432
ANDERSON, J 106
ANDERSON, K M 243
ANDERSON, R 144
ANDERSON, R T 131
ANDROMEDAS, J 305
ANGROSINO, M V 150
ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY GROUP
  ON AGRARIAN SYSTEMS 330
APPLEG, G N 128
ARENSBERG, C 221
ARIMA, E Y 332
ARMSTRONG, K 427
ARVIZU, S F 407
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK
  ANTHROPOLOGISTS 155, 363
ASKAD, B 156, 418
ATEN, L E 158
AUERBACH, S D 305, 337
AUTRY, W O JR 235
AVENI, A F 421, 437
AVRUCH, K A 335
AXELROD, P 107
AYALA, C 353
AYALA, F
  (see TORRES, M) 350
AYRES, W 142
BAAN, L 238
BACHNIK, J 431
BACON, M 141
BACON, S D 150
BAILEY, A M 143
BAINTON, BR 127, 262, 432
BAKER, G 158
BALKOUFF, P A 300
BALKI, M M 343
BANKS, L 321
BARABAS, A
  (see BARTOLOMEO, M) 237
BARGER, W K 439
BARKER, D R 214, 267
BARKOW, J H 423
BARNES, A S 335
BARNES, J 239
BARNETT, C R 229, 267
BARNETT, Z 443
BARON, R 425
BARTER, B 108, 142
BARTELS, D 313
BARTOLOMEO, M 237
BASCH, L G 211
BASEHART, H W 218
BASSO, E B 139
BASTARRACHEA, J R 245
BASTIEN, J 104
BAUGH, J 240
BAUM, R E 310
BAUMAN, R 424
BAX, M M G 151
BEANE, G E 354
BEARDSLEY, R K 409, 431
BECK, B 205
ISBELL, B J 435
ISHIZUKA, K C 220

JACKSON, J E 145, 344
JACOB, E 348
JACOBS, S-E 101
JANZEN, J M 139
JAUQUITH, J R 434
JEDLICKA, A 305
JERMANN, J V 235
JESSEN, J M 316
JOEL, J 203
JOHNSON, C 207
JOHNSON, G R 438
JOHNSON, M W 412
JOHNSON, N B 144
JOHNSON, O R 344
JOHNSON, S V 402
JOHNSON, Twig 220
JOHNSON, Tom 229
JOHNSON, F E 311
JOHNSON, T F 214
JOHNSTON, F E 311
JOHNSTON, Marguerite 310
JOHNSTON, Maxene 153
JOHNSTON, T F 214
JONES, S H 331
JOPLING, C F 137
JORDAN, B 132
JORDAN, C 202
JORDAN, D K 434
JORDAN, J 232, 364
JOSEPH, S 135, 156, 257
JUDGE, W J 218
JULES-ROSETTE, B 139

KAAPU, K D 202
KAHN, J 143
KANDEL, R F 102, 267
KAPFERER, B 415
KAPLAN, F S 137
KAPROW, M L 138
KATONA-APTE, J 117
KATZ, D J 403
KAY, M 113
KEEFE, S E 107
KEENAN, E O 430
(see KEHOE, T F) 421

KEHOE, A B
KEHOE, T F 421
KELEKNA, P 131
KELLEY, J C 437
KELLOGG, S 254
KELLY, W W 431
KELSO, J 329
KEMPER, R V 303, 349
KENDALL, M B 203
KENNEDY, D 229
KENNEDY, J G 156, 414
KENNEDY, T 425
KENNY, M 110, 208
KENSINGER, K M 344, 442
KENT, L L 208
KERNS, V 148
KERTZER, D I 110, 210
KEYES, C F 205
KHARE, R S 436
KHEIF, B B 121
KIMBALL, L A 302
KING, D H 304
KINKADE, M D 402
KIPP, R S 434
KISHERER, G 140
KLAIMONT, A D 312
KLAASS, M 306
KLEIN, H E M 442
KLEINDEN, J 105
KNIPMEYER, M
(see KENNY, M 110)
KNUDSON, M S 315
KOENIG, D B 418
KOENIG, H
(see KOENIG, S H) 437
KOENIG, S H 437
KOHL, S B 120
KOLB, C C 318
KOLENDA, P M 306
KOMANYI, G 117
KONNER, M J 340
KONRAD, H W 305
KOSKI-KARELL, D 217
KOTCHEK, L 443
KOTTAK, C P 338
KRACKE, W H 241
KRAFT, C H 118
KRAYBILL, N 432
KRECH, S III 307
KRONENFELD, D B 422
KROSKRITY, P V 248
KRUPP, E C 421
KUDAT, A 436
KUENSTLER, G B 320
KUNITZ, S J
(see LEVY, J E) 150
KURSH, C O 421
KURTZ, D 116

LA BRACK, B 244
LABRECQUE, M F 309
LAGACE, R O 365, 408
LAGUERRE, M S 335
LAIDLAW, R M 307
LA LONE, D E 136
LAMBEK, M 343
LAMPHERE, L 221
LAMY, P 252
LANG, N G 215
LANGDON, M 203
LANNING, E P 342
LANSING, J S 105
LARSON, B K 106
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lauglin, R M</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launay, R G</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lave, J</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavenda, R H</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layng, A</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazarowitz, T</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
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Anthropologically Speaking...

THIS LAND WAS THEIRS, 3rd Ed.
A Study of North American Indians
Wendell H. Oswalt, the University of California, Los Angeles
Primarily designed for use in upper division courses on the North American Indian, this text describes various tribes from the time of their historical contact and traces their histories to their extinction or to modern times. This new edition devotes more attention to modern trends in Indian culture and society and includes a new chapter on the Crow tribe.
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ECOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Donald L. Hardesty, the University of Nevada, Reno
The first truly comprehensive introduction to modern anthropological thought about the role of environment in the explanation of human behavior.
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ETHICS AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Dilemmas in Fieldwork
Edited by Michael A. Rynkiewich & James P. Spradley, both of Macalester College
Presents case studies of special ethical dilemmas faced by twelve anthropologists. These articles all deal with problems common to those involved in anthropological fieldwork or teaching.

(0471 81766-X) cloth 186 pp. 1976 $10.95
(0471 81767-8) paper $ 6.95

Ask about these and other Wiley books at the Wiley booth. Enjoy your visit!

To be considered for complimentary examination copies, write to Howard P. Smith, Dept. 8236. Please include course name, enrollment, and title of present text.

JOHN WILEY & SONS, INC.
605 Third Avenue New York, N.Y. 10016
In Canada: 22 Worcester Road, Rexdale, Ontario

A 8236-01

Prices subject to change without notice.
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Significant new studies in ANTHROPOLOGY from Columbia University Press

**SYMBOLIC ANTHROPOLOGY**
*A Reader in the Study of Symbols and Meanings*
Janet L. Dolgin, David S. Kemnitzer and David M. Schneider, Editors. Presenting a wide range of interpretational strategies and theoretical viewpoints, this collection moves beyond an introduction to symbolic analysis to serve as an excellent reference to the field. 544 pp. $27.50 Cloth; $10.00 Paper

**MIDDLE CLASSIC MESOAMERICA**
*A.D. 400-700*
Esther Pasztory, Editor. A groundbreaking, cross-cultural study of Mesoamerica during a crucial 300-year period of ferment, brilliant achievement and sudden collapse. 224 pp. $20.00

**SEXUAL STRATIFICATION**
*A Cross-Cultural View*
Alice Schlegel, Editor. A collection of original papers which questions the assumption of universal male dominance and presents evidence of its absence. 352 pp. $20.00 Cloth; $7.50 Paper

**THE FIESTA SYSTEM AND ECONOMIC CHANGE**
Waldemar R. Smith. Community fiestas are examined for their relevance as a by-product of the subordinate status of Mesoamerican Indians. 256 pp. $15.00

**PLAY AND AGGRESSION**
*A Study of Rhesus Monkeys*
Donald Symons. Aggressive play is analyzed for its importance in the development of predator avoidance and fighting skills. 256 pp. $20.00

**ECOLOGY AND BEHAVIOUR OF NOCTURNAL PRIMATES**
Pierre Charles-Dominique. The ‘ecological strategies’ and social behaviour of five prosimian species in Gabon. 288 pp. $17.50

**EXPERIMENTAL ARCHEOLOGY**
Daniel Ingersoll, John E. Yellen and William Macdonald, Editors. A basic reader showing how the archeologist can use observable present-day events, processes and laboratory experiments as aids to understanding the past. 416 pp. $15.00

**THE NORSE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA**
The Norse Settlement at L'Anse aux Meadows, Newfoundland
Anne Stine Ingstad. A description and assessment of the excavations made at this important site since its discovery in 1960. A Universitetsforlaget Book. 400 pp. $26.00

Why not visit us at Booth 40 and speak with our representatives?

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Address for orders: 136 South Broadway, Irvington, New York 10533
FOUR WOMEN
Living the Revolution / An Oral History of Contemporary Cuba
Oscar Lewis  Ruth M. Lewis  Susan M. Rigdon

Engrossing life stories of four Cuban women with widely varied backgrounds reveal the changing status, attitudes, and roles of women in the new Cuban society. "Like its recent predecessor, FOUR MEN, this is one of the most absorbing and authentic books that we have on Cuba today. . . . should stand for some time as primary source works on Castro Cuba's early years." — Publishers Weekly. $15.00. FOUR MEN, $15.00
Coming in January, NEIGHBORS, the final volume to result from the Lewises' Cuban project.

EVOLUTION AND ECOLOGY
Essays on Social Transformation
Julian H. Steward

Edited by Jane C. Steward and Robert F. Murphy
This basic compendium of Steward's essays is also a source book for the scattered and hard-to-find writings of this founder of modern ecological anthropology and leader in the revival of evolutionary thought in cultural anthropology. $12.95

THE RURAL FOUNDATION FOR URBANISM
Economic and Stylistic Interaction Between Rural and Urban Communities in Eighth-Century Peru
William Harris Isbell

"A valuable contribution to Andean archaeology and to the study of the economics of New World urbanism and empire." — Donald E. Thompson, University of Wisconsin. $12.50

Visit our booth at the AUPS Center